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Computer Controlled / Standalone Unipo- 8-Ch Seriai lsolated l/O Relay Module

lnfrared RC Relay Board
lndividually control 12 on-
board relays with included
infrared remote control unit
Toggle or momentary. 15m+
range. 1 12x122mm. Supply: 1 2Vdc/0.5A
Kit Order Code: 3142KT - €59.95
Assembled Order Code: AS3142 - €69.S5

New! 4-Chiannel Serial Port Temperature
Monitor & Controller Relay Board
4 channel computer
serial port temperature
monitor and relay con-
troller with four inputs
for Dallas DS'18520 or
DS1BB20 digital ther-
mometer sensors (13.95 eacr .c-. i:
rated relay channels prov de c..i:;J: ::r:'a
Relays are independent of seis:r 3-a--; s.
allowing flexibility to seruF:-e -.::: - i--
way you choose. Corra-:s ':' ':=:':
temperature and relay cori13 ser: , 3 :-:
RS232 interface using s,m:
Control using a simpie te'r
program (Windows Hy:e'-eri- ra
free Windows app ca::- ,r::,,.;'=
Kit Order Code 319CKT - t69.95

USB & Seriai Port PIC P':c'ammer
USB/Se'rat ca--::: -- -==:=':;r e for
ICSP. Free ,', ^l:,'.-. '= :::..a'E. .', ie
range of sup!:r.: = ls - -.+: ,,,ebsite for
complete I st:: I F S::.e-. -SB ead not
included. S-::.,':-' :. :-
Kit Order Co:e 3':::=/- - €49.95
Assemblec C'::- l::: :Sil jgE - €59.95

USB'All-F ash' PtC D.:grammer
ttQa DtavaDTtu, --:
'rl^^L;^I rdJi Lc. - =:

::' ar:

See website for full range of PIC & ATMEL
Programmers and development tools.

lar Stepper Motor Driver
Drives any 5-35Vdc 5, 6 or
B-lead unipolar stepper
motor rated up to 6 Amps.
Provides speed and direc-
tion control. Operates in stand-alone or PC-
controlled mode for CNC use. Connect up to
six 3179 drrver boards to a single parallel
port. Board supply: 9Vdc. PCB: B0x50mm.
Kit Order Code: 3179KT - t15.95
Assembled Order Code: AS3179 - 822.95

Computer Controlled Bi-Polar Stepper
Motor Driver
Drive any 5-50Vdc, 5 Amp
bi-polar stepper motor us-
ing externally supplied 5V
levels for STEP and Dl-
RECTION control. Opto-
isolated inputs make it jdeal for CNC applica-
tions using a PC running suitable software.
Board supply: B-3OVdc. PCB: 75x85mm.
Kit Order Code 31SBKT - €23.95
Assembled Order Code: AS3158 - €33.95

tsi-Directional DC Motor Controller {v2}
Controls the speed of
most common DC
motors (rated up to r

32Vdc, 10A) in both
the forward and rer

__.1
verse drrectron. Ihb

range of control is from fully OFF to fully ON
in both directions. The direction and speed
are controlled using a single potentiometer.
Screw terminal block for connections.
Kit Order Code: 3166v2KI - 822.55
Assembled Order Code: AS3166v2 - €32.95

DC Motor Speed Controller (100V/7.5A)
Control the speed of
almost any common
DC motor rated up to
100V/7.5A. Pulse width
modulation output for
maximum motor torque

at all speeds. Supply: 5-1SVdc. Box supplied
Dimensions (mm): 60Wx'1 001x60H.
Kit Order Code: 3067KT - e17.95
Assembled Order Code: A53067 - t24.95

Computer controlled B-
channel relay board. 5A
mains rated relay outputs. 4
isolated digital inputs. Useful

our new Windows interface, terminal emula,
tor or batch files). lncludes plastic case
130x100x30mm. Power Supply:
12Vdcl500mA.
Kit Order Code: 31OBKT - €64.95
Assembled Order Code: AS310B - €79.95

Computer Ternperature Data LogEer
4-channel temperature log-
ger for serial port- 'C or "F.
Continuously logs up to 4
separate sensors located
200m+ from broard. Wide

range ot tree software applications for stor-
ing/using data. PCB just 45x45mm. Powered
by PC. lncludes one DS1B20 sensor.
Kit Order Code: 3145KT - €19.95
Assembled Order Code: AS3145 - €26.95
Additional DSl B20 Sensors - [3.95 each

Rolling Code 4-ehannel UFIF Remote
State-ofthe-Art. High security
4 channels. Momentary or
latching relay output. Range
up to 40m. Up to 15 Tx's can
be learnt by one Rx (kit in-
cludes one Tx bul more avail-
able separately). 4 indicator LED 's. Rx: PCB
77x85mm, 12Vdc/6mA (standby). Two and
Ten channel versions also available.
Kit Order Code: 31BOKT - e49.95
Assembled Order Code: AS3'180 - €59.95

DTMF Telephone Relay $witcher
Call your phone num-
ber using a DTMF
phone from anywhere
in the world and re-
motely turn on/off any
of the 4 relays as de-
sired. User settable Security Password, Anti-
Tamper, Rings to Answer, Auto Hang-up and
Lockout. lncludes plastic case. Not BT ap-
proved. 1 30xl 1 0x30mm. Power: 12Vdc.
Kit Order Code: 3140KT - €74"95
Assembled Order Code: AS3140 - f89.95

pOwer Su33.. ra'
portabie S:rr 3:-
Windov,s S:i,,.a,:
and USD ea: -::
Assemb:: C':E-

in a varietv of control and
S sensrng applications. Con-

trolled via serial port for programming (using
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Publish your sources -
nobody understands them anyway

Open Source is becoming so popular
that even Microsoft, King of Closed-
SourceSoftware, jumped the band-
wagon, see page t4!
Why publish engineering details of your
product? Many people hesitate to do it,
mainly because they are afraid of copy-
cats. This may be justified if the product
depends on a proprietary development,
but most products just combine several
long established technologies.
I believe in Open Source. Like many
other people I often use open source
software. Like even more other people
I hardly ever look at the source code
files. Sometimes I do, but only briefly,
because in general it is incomprehen-
sible. Even small projects are often
difficult to understand. You need a very
good reason to invest time in studying
someone else's source files.
So publish your source code files with-
out fear - nobody will understand them
anyway. Only a handful of users who will
seriously attempt to understand your
sources will succeed. Maybe one of them
is your competitor. So what! When they
finally get to understanding your code
you're already working on new products
based on enhanced, non-disclosed and
vastly more complicated source files.
You are advancing while your competi-
tors are wasting their time.
To copy a TV you need more than a circuit
diagram. You will need the components and

the circuit boards as well as the tools to make

the special parts, or to assemble the thing

- not even mentioning the knowledge, skills

and time needed to get the job done.

It's this same complexity that standsj+-
the way of the widespread use ofr'many
open source projects. lt is neither the
parts nor the source code that deter-
mines the success of a project; it's the
ease of use. Even the most brilliant
projects will fail to attract many users

if there's no proper manual, support or
half a dozen examples. That is why we
publish articles in Elel<tor instead of just
circuit diagrams. Sometimes we even
answer your questions.
This month Elel<tor has a focus on Open
Source and fittingly we introduce our
own open source project: the Sceptre.
It all threatens to get complex, but we
will do everything to keep it easy to use

in terms of a project. We want the Scep-

tre to reign! Progress will be posted on
http:/lelel<torembedded.blogspot.com/

Clemens Valens
l\4oderator, elel<torembedded.blogspot.com
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Colophon

Corporate information
on Elel<tor magazine.

News & New Products

A monthly roundup of all the latest in

electronics land.

20 x Open Source

Essential linl<s for developers of
embedded systems.

Linux on a Chip

Cet-u-going information on

Embedded Linux.

Reign with the Sceptre

A 3z-bit ARMT fast prototyping system

with high ambitions.

Modulo D

Very lil<ely the world's smallest
full-fledged stereo power amp.

LED Mixer with DMX lnterface

With an MSP43o micro doing allthe
comms and PWM generating.

Starry Night

Create your very own mini Cosmos

on the ceiling!

Escaped from the Elektor Lab

On bugs (the insect variety),
transistor legs and a Tl sports watch.

A lool< at the
Altium Nanoboard 3ooo
Hear hear, Altium are cutting their prices!

Tacl<le the crackle -
but do it properly

The three-step approach to noisy pots

and wafer switches.
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20 Reign with the Sceptre
lVieet the Elel<tor Seeptre, an ARMT based open-source & open-hardware pro-
ject that seeks tr: be a fast prototyping system, comprisinq user-friendly de-

velopment tools and libraries that allow fast implementation af the board's
peripherals.

26 Modulo D
Weighing only r5o grams (5.3 oz.), this audio amplifier module essentially con-

sists of two application-specific lCs and an inexpensive ATmegaS microcontrol-
ler, whirh handles the cantrol functions of the flass D amplifier.

Z4 LED Mixer with DMX lnterface
The DMX LED lamp controller described here u:es a Tl M5P43o microcontrol-
ler to support DMX bus communication and generate PWM control signals for
three power LID driver:. The DMX address can be set using DIP switches.

6o Every Microwatt Matters
Even cutting a single microamp from the current consumption of an AVR mi-

crocontroller circuit can be important in designs powered from batteries,

Coldcaps, solar cells or zo mA current-loop interfeces, and in designs that use

so-called 'energy harvesting'. ln this artie le we show what to watch out for, and

what to lool< forward to.

qB

Volume 36
March zol$
no.39g

An ATMrB Passepartout

How to mal<e the ATMrS board generate
passwords and Tx on USB.

Small & Open Source

Meet Femto OS, Contil<i, EtherNut,
FreeRTOS, BeRTOS and many more.

SPl, Microwire & Friends

An introduction into short-range buses.

Every Microwatt Matters

The how-to on low-power designing
for AVR micros

Multifunction Switch

A smart switch
for AC operated equipment.

Outmanoeuvred

Our Min Project this month describes a

reversing aid for card.

Design Tips

Zener diode tester

Hexadol<u

Our monthly puzzle

with an electronics touch.

Retronics: Two Black Boxes

Regular feature on

electronics 'odd & ancient'.

Coming Attractions

Next month in ElekLor magazine.
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Elektor aims at inspiring people to master electronics at any

personal level by presenting construction Projects and spotting

developments in electronics afd information technology.

:'rl:iiri :.:::,: Elektor lnternational Media, Regus Brentford,

looo Great West Road, Brentford TW8 9HH, England.

fel. (+44\ 2o8261 45og,lax: (+44\ zo8 z6t 4441

m.elektor.com

The magazine is availabLe from newsagents. bool<shops and

electronics retai outlets, or on sub5cription.

Elel<tor 1s also published in French, SPanish, Americaf
English, Cerman and Dutch. Togetherwith franchised

editions the magazine !s of circulation in more than 5o

co u ntri es.

Wisse Hettinga (w.hettinga@elektor.nl)
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Elektor Tools for
PCB Productio

{ ) tii"*n m*W &H&*;?u*:\,{\i;szr

It's clear that a good set of tools is required for
PCB production and SMD component stuffing.
With the Elektor stencil machine you get the solder
paste accurately positioned, and the pick & place

device is idealfor manualfitting of SMTcompo-

nents on circuit boards.

ii' r s' qi, :"1:lp:?.t?,Y.T.l
with Your combined ?l- -,-.^ r.,.,,1!#il;ilpi'k@

Elektor Pick & Place Tool
For manual fitting of 5MT components

on circuit boards

. Adjustable anti-static arm rest for
stable positioning of components

. Anti-static component storage system

. Magnetic supports for PCB

. Suction toolwith different picl(up

needle sizes
. Maintenance-free vacuum pump
. Kitof partsfor home assembly,

with clear manual

* Prices incl uding VAT (EU desti nations),
excluding shipping.

ffiuktor

Elektor Stencil Machine
Use a stencil for accurate applying of
solder paste on circuit boards

. Accurate X,Y alignment of PCB frame

. Forsingle and double sided PCBs and

single-sided populated PCBs

. Magnetic standoffsupports for PCB

. Rapid and secure fixing of stencil

. Stencils do not needfixing holes

. Maintenance-free and robust
aluminum frame

. l(itof parts forhome assembly,

with clear manual

Email: subscriptions@elektor.com
Rates and terms are given on the 5ubscription Order Form,

!. :. :. ::'..i1 ::.:.. Elektor lnternational Media b.v.

P.O.Box11 NL-6114-ZC Susteren TheNetherlands
Telephone: (+3r) 46 4389444, Fax: (+3r) 46 4370161

Seymour, 2 East Poultry Street, London ECrA, England
Ielephone:+ 44 2o7 429 4073

: :r: ::::l.ji.i ti.:::;al

Huson lnternational lVledia, Cambridge House,
Cogmore Lane, Chertsey, Surrey KTi6 9AP, England.
Telephone: +44 r93z 564999, Fax: +44 1932 564998

Email: r.elgar@husonmedia.com
lnternet: wwwhusonmedia.com
Advertising rates and terms available on request.

The circuits described ln thls maqazine are for domestic use
only. All drawings, photographs, printed circuit board layouts,
programmed integrated clrc!its, disl<s, CD ROI\,4s, software
carriers and artlcle texis published in our books and magazines
(other than third-pari)' advertisements) are copyright Eiektor
lnternational Media b.r'. and mav not be reproduced or transmit-
ted in any form or bv aav means. including photocopying, scan-
ning an recordinq. ;r r, ho e or in paft without prior writien petr

misslon from the Pub lshe- S!ch written permission mustalso be
obtained beforeenr ra-o'rhls publication isstored ina retrieval

system of any nature. Patent protection may exist in respect of
circuits, devices, components etc. described in this magazine.

The Publisher does not accept responsibility for failing to identify
such patent(s) or other protection. The submission ofdesigns or
articles implies permission to the Publisher to alter the text and

design, and to use the contents in other Eleldor lnternational
Media publications and activities. The Publisher cannot guaran-

tee to return any material submitted to them.

Prices and descriptions of pub ication related items subject to
change. Errors and omissions excluded.

:
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NEWS & NEW PRODUCTS

Low-cost, synchronous DC-DC regulator delivers up to
3 A in a 3mm' package

Maxim lntegrated Products introduces
the MAX1 5041, a synchronous DC-DC

converter with integrated MOSFETs in a

small 3mm x 3mm pacl<age. The built-
in MOSFETs offer higher efficiency (93%)

than asynchronous solutions, while sim-
plifying design and minimizing EMl. Capa-

ble of delivering up to 3 A, the MAX1 504 l

is ideally suited for a variety of point-of-
load applications including telecom and

networking equipment, as well as low-
cost consumer products.
This device operates from a fixed 350 kHz
PWM frequency and utilizes a peak-cur-

rent-mode architecture to simplify compensation. This topology ensures excellent load

transient response, thus enabling an all-ceramic-capacitor design. Other features include

an enable input and power-good indicator. This converter also offers the ability to safely

start up into a prebiased output.
The MAX15041 operates from a 4.5 V to 28 V input voltage and provides +1 % output-volt-
age accuracy over temperature. Available in a space-saving, 3mm x 3mm, 16-pin TQFN

package, the device is fully specified over the -40 degrees to +85 degrees Celsius extended
temperature range.
wvwv. maxi m - i c. co m/ MAXr 5o4r (o9ro76-X)

8-channel driver for ten loomA LEDs with 3ooo:1 true
colour PWM dimming
LinearTechnology's 1T3760 is an 8-channel LED driver, utilizing a step-up DC/DC controller
capable of driving up to a 45 V string of 100 mA LEDs per channel. lts internal 60 V, 1 MHz

DC/DC boost mode controller is designed to operate as a constant current LED driverfor up

to 80 white LEDs. From a 12 V input, the
1T3760 can drive 8 channels, each with up

to ten |00 mA white LEDs in series while
delivering effi ciencies exceeding 92%. lts
multichannel capability mal<es it ideal for
medium and large-sized TFT-LCD back-

lighting applications. lts input voltage
range of 6 V to 40 V is ideal for automo-
tive, avionic, HDTV and industrial display
applications.
The 1T3760 offers t2.0% (!0.7% typi-
cal) LED current matching to ensure uni-
form brightness of the display. Dimming
ratios as high as 3,000:.1 can be attained

by using True Color PWMrM dimming. A programmable 100 kHz to 1 MHz fixed frequency

operation and current mode architecture offers stable operation over a wide range of sup-

ply and output voltages while minimizing the size of the external components. Addition-
ally, the switching frequency is synchronisable to an external clocl<. lts thermally enhanced

TSSOP-28 pacl<age offers a highly compact solution footprint for most LED bacl<lighting

applications.
The LT3760EFE is available in a thermally enhanced 28-lead TSSOP pacl<age. An industrial
grade version, the LT3760lFE is tested and guaranteed to operate from a -40qC to 1 25qC

operating junction temperatu re.

www.linear.com (o9ro76-Xl)
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Big, bigger, BIGAVRG
mil<roElektronil<a is proud to announce the
BICAVR6 Development System as an addition
to its AVR development tool product line.

The new BICAVR6 supports 64 and 1 00-
pin AVR devices (TQFP pacl<aged) and gives

designers an easy to use platform to try a

multitude of designs.
The BICAVR6 includes new features such

as: CAN Module, Serial EEPROM, RTC and
many more. Each feature of the board is

supported by example written in mikroC
PRO, mil<roPascal PRO and mil<roBasic PRO

compilerforAVR. Also, BICAVR6 comes with
the full colour printed documentation.
The system price is US$ 1 39.00 and
it is available for purchase on the
mil<roElektronika website and through
authorised distributors.
www.mikroe.com (0e1 103-r)

ISPIJTAG programmer
& boundary scan test
platform

Atomic Programming's new portable all-in-
one solution is for In-System Programming
(lSP) of both JTAC and non-JTAC devices,
Boundary Scan Testing and out of system
device programming.
Available now, the AP-'l 14 offers JTAC
Programming, configuration and testing
for all compatible devices. The supplied
software supports STAPL, JAM, JBC and
SVF files. Universal support for non-JTAC

devices is also provided and includes Serial

Flash and EEPROMs, Altera EPCS and Xilinx
configuration SPROMs and Atmel AVR

m icrocontrollers.
Optional Boundary Scan software provides

a powerful but low cost JTAC test solution

o3-2oro elel<tor



for production and debugging applications.
Additional features include serial number
handling, user and product log files for audit
trails and a Netlist importer.
Control is achieved through a fully flexible
graphical user interface (CUl), which can
also be easily integrated into a users own
system software for even greater flexibility.
The software runs on Windows 7, Vista, XP,

Server 2003 and 2000.
Other features include a Ceneric CDB

Proxy server, and with an additional cable
assembly and SDI(, the AP-1 14 can be used
to debug the Jennic JN5148 ZigBee Wireless
Microcontroller. A training platform is also

available and provides everything required
to help understand JTAC Boundary scan

testing and FPCA configuration and l5P

programming, as well as a development kif
for Jennic ZigBee PRO applications.
Manufactured in the Ul(, the programmer
is RoHS compliant and CE approved and is
powered from the USB Port.
Dimensions are 83 x 52 x 16 mm, and
weight is 200 g (8 oz).
www.atomicprogramming.com (ogrto3-ll)

The ATmegal 28RFA1 combines Atmel's
lEEE802.1 5.4 2.4-CHz transceiver with an

AVR MCU on a single chip. The single-chip
design enables designers to save board
space and reduce the overall system com-
ponent count so savings can be passed on
to customers. ln addition, these devices
include a low-power, high performance AVR

MCU with embedded flash memory.
Other key features include a long-range,
high performance RF transceiver to ensure
a reliable wireless linl< and low current con-
sumption for extended battery life. The

MCUs in these devices can operate at low
supply voltages without compromising per-

formahce. Finally, a wake-on-radio func-
tion enables autonomous RF transmission
and reception, further reducing power con-
sumption by keeping Trx RF active while the
microcontroller remains in sleep mode.

www.atmel.com
(o9rro3-l I l)

NEWS & NEW PRODUCTS

rlffilr
dering knowledge and tools are required
for this product. A non-USB version of the
XBee Adapter Board (#32403) is also availa-
ble. On the Parallax website, search for 'USB

Adapter' (32400).
The new Digi XBee 802.15.4 modules pro-
vide two friendly modes of communication

- a simple serial method of transmit/receive
or a framed mode providing advanced fea-
tures. XBees are ready to use out ofthe pacl<-

age, or they can be configured through the
X-CTU utility or from your microcontroller.
These modules can communicate point to
point, from one point to a PC, or in a mesh
networl<. And, all of the modules sold by Par-

allax are compatible with one anotherl
Choosing the right XBee module is best
accomplished by tal<ing a lool< at the XBee

Comparison Chart available on the Parallax
website. You only need to choose an antenna
style (chip orwire) and power level (1 mWfor
up to 300 ft and 60 mW for up to 1 mile).
Because the XBee modules have 2 mm pin

spacing, it's recommend to use an adapter
board for each module. The adapter boards
available provide several advantages to the
XBee modules such breadboard-friendly
standard 0.1-inch pin spacing, mounting
holes, and easy-to-solder connections.
Even if you are communicating point-to-
point without a PC, you should always have
at least one XBee USB Adapter Board (#
32400) so you can easily configure and test
each XBee module prior to putting it in a

point-to-point application. search for'XBee'
or 32404, 32405, 32406, 32407 . The new
modules retail at U5$ 19.00 and US$32.00.
www. Parallax.com (o9rro3-lV)

Atmel MCUs feature
integrated wireless
interface

Atmel's new family of AVR wireless microcon-

troller (MCU) devices is targeting wireless appli-
cations such as ZigBee and lPv6/6LoWPAN. The

ATmega128RFA1 is IEEE 802.15.4 compliant
and combines Atmel's picoPower AVR MCU

with a 2.4 CHz RFtransceiver.

Atmel's picoPower technology offers ultra-
low power consumption to enable longer
battery life for wireless ZigBee a pplications,
including smart energy, building automa-
tion, telecom and health care. The ATmeg-
a128RFA1 is supported by Atmel's QTouch
Library, mal<ing it easy to combine capaci-
tive touch functionality with RF in a single
chip.

elel<tor o3-2oio

Parallax Xbee USB
adapters and modules
The new XBee USB Adapter Board from Par-

allax is compatible with any of their XBee
RF modules, and provides a means to con-
nect the XBee to a computer via a simple
USB A to Mini-B cable. Once connected, this
adapter board can be used to either config-
ure the device using the X-CTU software
available form Digi, or to use a computer
to communicate with otherXBee modules.
The adapter retails at U5$24.99.
This board is kitted with two 10-pin socl<-

ets with 2 mm spacing which can be sol-
dered to the PCB for easy mounting of the
XBEE RF Module. Also included is one 40-
pin header with 0.1 " spacing which can be
soldered to the PCB for easy accommoda-
tion to a breadboard. Therefore, basic sol-



NEWS & NEW PRODUCTS

Wolfson signs up Future Electronics as a global
distribution partner

Wolfson Microelectronics recently signed a franchise agreement that makes Future

Electronics its primary global distributor.

The franchise agreement is effective immediately and Future Electronics is authorised
to sell all Wolfson products globally. The new partnership with Future Electronics is part

of a drive by Wolfson to widen its customer base and address the proliferation of audio
and mixed-signal applications in consumer and industrial products.

Andrew Bicl<ley, Sales Director (Europe) at Wolfson, said: "High performance audio
and mixed-signal semiconductor solutions are no longer only found in portable music
players and hi-fis; they are being designed into hundreds of products, from TVs and set-

top boxes, to mobile phones and mobile accessories, car infotainment, secure-access

systems and medical electronics devices. This broad base of potential customers needs

the technical and logistical support of a top-ranl<ing, global technical distributor, and

that is why we have chosen to franchise Future Electronics."

Wolfson selected Future Electronics because of its expertise in technical sales, in par-

ticular its teams of Field Applications Engineers in local branches across Europe, the
Middle East, Africa (EMEA), the Americas and Asia; and its System Design Centres in
Egham (UK) and Montreal (Canada), which provide design services and Future-Blox
development boards to customers, and Asia which provides turn-key design services

and proof of concept designs.
ln addition, Future Elec-

tronics has proven capa-
bility in tracking new
designs across borders.
Many of the consumer
and industrial devices
that use Wolfson devices
are designed in EMEA or
North America and man-
ufactured in Asia.

Colin Weaving, Technical
Sales Director at Future
Electronics (EMEA), said:
'This is a fantastically
exciting new opportu-
nity for Future Elec-
tronics. Wolfson makes
world-class products
that offer market-leading
performance in terms of
sound quality and power
efficiency. 'We can see a

huge amount ofdemand
for products such as sili-
con microphones, high-
performance digital-to-
audio converters and
low-power audio lCs.'

Picture, left to right: Andy Keenan, VP of Marl<eting, Future Electronics (EMEA); Dan Casey,

Managing Director, Future Electronics (EMEA); Mike Hickey, CEO, Wolfson Microelectronics;

Andy Brannan, Chief Commercial Officer, Wolfson Microelectronics.

OSRAM ORBEOS
OLED launched by RS

Components
RS Components have effectively Iaunched
the new OSRAM ORBEOS OLED (Organic
LED) lighting tile and the product is now
available on RS websites.

liri@#:

The ORBEOS is a new lighting tile ideally
suited to designer luminaires, decorative
lighting and mood lighting. Extremelythin
and flat, with very low heat dissipation,
OLEDs can be embedded into most materi-
als with ease. With an instant on/off func-
tion, plus high quality of light, this ambient
light can become an integral part of objects
and architecture.
rswr,wv. co m /el ectro n ics

www.osTa m -os.co m (o9rro3-Vl)

Low cost, high
performance lSM band RF

modules atz.4GHz

Radiocrafts AS have expanded their prod-
uct line with two new modules, the low
cost RCZ500-RC232 and RCZ500HP-RC232.

These are multi-channel RF transceivers with
embedded protocol. RC2500 is below US$10

in volume. RC2500HP includes a range exten-

sion LNA and 100mW PA. The new modules
have numerous applications in M2M commu-
nication, sensor and control networl<s.

The module is a complete RF system solu-
tion including a high performance multi-
channel FSI( radio transceiver and a packet
protocol handler, with an easy-to-use UART

interface. The embedded RC232rM protocol
provides a point-to-multipoint solution with
individual addressing or broadcast, and CRC

check for signal integrity. The module can

also be used as a wireless R5232 / R5485

cable replacement.
www.wolfsonm icro.com www.f utureelectronics.com (o9rro3-V)

o3-201o elel<tor



The compact modules, measuring only 12.7
x25.4 x 3.3 mm, mal<es up a complete RF

modem in one single tiny pacl<age, replacing
tens of components compared to a discrete
design. No external components are required,
except an antenna. The modules are delivered
on tape and reel for efficient volume produc
tion. lt's small size and low power consump-
tion mal<es it ideal for integration into size
constrained battery operated equipment.
The modules are based on a new very low
cost platform, and have been developed for
volume applications with a price target of less

than US$10 at 50 l<. The new modules are pin
compatible with the RCl 'lx0 

series giving the
customer a complete range of replaceable
modules at433, 868, 915 and 2450MH2.
The RC2 500-RC232 and RC2 500H P-RC23 2
(set to 10 mW) are pre-certified for opera-
tion under the European radio regulations
for license-free use. When used with quar-
ter-wave antennas a line-of-sight range of
1000 and 3500 metres, respectively, can
be achieved at low data rates. Both mod-
ules are also designed for operation under
the FCC regulations.
Modules and Demo Kits are available now.
www. radiocrafts.com (o9rro3-Vlll)

Emitter antenna designer
kit for automotive
electronics
Developers of automotive electronics
applications could benefit from our emitter

antenna designer l(it. This sample kit inte-
grates different kind of antennas suitable
for applications in Passive Keyless Entry Sys-
tems, l(eyless Co as well as immobilizers.
The l<it includes door handler antennas,
trunl< antennas, SMD emitter antennas,
interior antennas and bumper antennas
that have been developed with a frequency
between 21 l<Hz, 125\<Hz and 134.2\<Hz
and can operated in a temperature range
between -40eC to +854C.

These antennas are available in two ver-
sions, overmoulded, with connector inte-
grated in the enclosure to assure the lP67
requirements and mechanical robustness,
and potting, with connector located out-
side the assembly housing plastic base. All
of them have been designed to meet the
strictest qualification test (mechanical,
thermal, waterproof, chemicals ...) and opti-
mised to allow long reading distances in the
smallest volume.
The emitter antennas with frequencies of
125 kHz are included in Atmel development
l(its, NXP (345uH) and Austria Microsystems
(KCEA-BFCR-B-0500J). Also, emitter anten-
nas with frequencies of 1 34 kHz and 20\<Hz,
are included in Texas Instruments and Aus-
tria Microsystems development l<its.

www.q ru popremo.com (o9rro3-lX)

UM{S/HSDPA modem
supports 7.2 Mb/s
download speed
u-blox announces LUCY, a new family of
high-speed wireless modules supporting
the world's fastest globally adopted mobile
communications standard.

NEWS & NEW PRODUCTS

Based on UMTS/HSDPA, LUCY supports a

wide range of M2M applications such as
high-bandwidth multimedia systems for
mobile lnternet and VolP routing, in-car
multimedia as well as streaming video for
remote media panels and transfer of large
data volumes for medical diagnostics, secu-
rity and surveillance.

LUCY supports tri-band UMTS/HSDPA and
quad-band CSM/CPRS/EDCE class 12 with
embedded TCP/lP stacl< and 5SL client. A
key feature of LUCY is its low idle-mode
power consumption of less than 2 mA,
and wide operating voltage, 3.2to 4.5Y.
The module includes an assisted CPS cli-
ent for on- and offline telematics applica-
tions, and comes in a compact 45 x 37.5 x
3 mm pacl<age with 60-pin board-to-board
connector. The highly-integrated module
supports both voice and data, and requires
only an external antenna,
Availability of samples and evaluation kit is

announced as end ofApril, 201 0
www.ublox.com (oglo3-X)

elektor o3-201o
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Open source software offers a number of
advantages: The product is independent of a

particular manufacturer, there are no licence

costs and the product is usually of a high
quality because it is often supported by a

large and active community of users. When
a program's source code is available it gives

you the chance to fix any errors, change the
behaviour of the program or even add new
features. Providing the open source code is

not too complex you will certainly learn a

great deal from the experience.

This alone should be a good reason for any

designer of microcontroller applications
to consider the advantages of using open
source software. PC tools such as editors,
documentation programs, toolchains (for
the vast majority of microcontrollers), oper-

ating systems and libraries are available in

Although the use of open source software (OSS) indicates that there

are no royalties or fees payable for their use there are only really a

few programs which have no restrictions on how they are used. The

majority of OSS has a license which controls how ihe program can

be used. The most well l<nown of these is the CNU Ceneral Public

License (CPL). Tlris quite strict licence allows you to modify or ex-

pand the original program providing the modified program is also

published with a CPL. lncluded in this are any programs runn ng in

a CPL protected operating system or any programs which use a CPL

library. Anyone planning to market an embedded project for com-

mercial gain would do wellto familiarise themselves with the finer

details of the appropriate licenses, it may be prudent to seek special-

ist legal advice before any commitment is signed and sealed.

For purely evaluation purposes (or for hobby use) there are essential-

ly no restrictions on use of the software. ln any case it is necessa ry to

make reference to the copyright and licence in the source code.

A good overview can be found on the Open Source lnitiative (OSl)

Website: www.opensource.orgf licenses/alphabetical.

2oxopen source
, .i
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ByJens Nickel (Elektor Cermany Editorial)

Mention 'open source' and your first thoughts are probably of a software application running on a PC.

Developers of embedded systems should be aware that there is a wide range of open source programs,

programming tools and hardware platforms now available. Not only do you save the cost of a user licence

but the forums are an ideal learning resource. We asl<ed some engineers which products they rated.

large numbers with open source code. We

also need to mention the growing array of
open source hardware including microcon-
troller boards where the circuits, PCBs and

CAD files are made available to the user who
in turn is free to modify, improve or add

more features for a particular application.
Open source hardware is always supported
by software code and libraries so that new-
comers to the system can be up and run-
ning very quicl<ly.

Any attem p-t-to givq.mea n in gful overview
of all the ilvailable open source resources
would be doomed to failure in an article of
this size; there is just too much material for
so many different systems and platforms.
lnstead we asl<ed four engineers to name
the open source projects they had person-

ally benefited from and would recommend.

Maybe you too have had a good experience

using these resources or maybe you feel we
have overlooked a gem that deserves wider
recognition, whatever the case please let us

l<now.

Hardware
(suggestions by

Clemens Valens, Elektor France Editorial)

Arduino
This very populor platform offers o ronge of
simple microcontroller and development
boords (these con be purchased reody-built

from some suppliers). The site hss sn octive

forum ond the wide ronge of softwore exom-

ples will ensure thot you ore up ond running in

minimumtime.

http://ard uino.cc

o3-201o elektor
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Openmol<o
Nothing |ess thon o complete softwore stock

for o smart phone is the open source proiect
being developed here. fhe Neo FreeRunner

mobile phone is the target hordwore plot-

form. Development ond debug boords ore

olso ovoiloble.

r,r'ww-open mol<o.org

GNU Radio & Universal Software
Radio Peripheral
The GNIJ Rodio project is a softwore toolkit to
produce o softwore defined rodio. The open

source hsrdwore for this project is the USRP-

Boord (lJniversal Softwore Rodio Peripherol)

which is bosed on on FPGA.

www.gnuradio.org

KiCAD
This is one of the best known suites of CAD

programs for hardware production. Tools for
generoting circuit diogroms and PCBs are oll
included. 3D representations of the finished
board cqn olso be viewed.

http://l<icad.sourceforge.net/wil<i/index. php

Fab Lab
Very interesting and unususl this proiect
offers 3D loser cutters, 3D printers ond other
mochines for generol usoge by the public. ln
open source trodition details of objects made

become publicly occessible. Very useful for

moking robot parts ond ort objects.

http:l/fab.cba.mit.edu

Libraries & run time tools
(suggestions by Benedil<t Sauter, www.ixbat.de)

ulP/lwlP
Two outstsnding network stacks, the f,rst is

for 8-bit microcontrollers. lwlP is o develop-
ment of the first and more suited to medium
sized controllers. The ulP licence is nof so strict
ollowing the stock to be used in commerciol
products.

www.sics.se/ - adam/uip

www.sics.se/ - adam/lwip/

LUFA (formally MyUSB)
A lorge librory of applicqtions for interfocing
(both Host ond Device) USB enabled AVR con-
trolle rs. The d emo n strotion o pplicatio ns ol low
on AVR controller for exomple to emulote s
keyboord ond mony other devices (tnoss sfor-

oge device, audio llO etc.)

www.fou rwa I ledcu bicl e.com/ LU FA. ph p

USB stacl< for LPCzr48
ARM fans should tske a look at the USB library

here. Written for the Philips LPC2148 which
hqs qn ARMT compotible core.

http://wiki.sikl<en.nl/index.php?title=LPCUSB

Crypto-avr-lib
A Iibrory of optimised cryptogrophic routines

for the ATmego controller. lssued under the
GPLVersion 3, licence. Contqctthe outhorfor
other types of licence.

http://www.das-labor.orgiwil<i/
AVR-Crypto-Lib/en

FTeeRTOS
FTeeRIOS is o lightweight Reol Time kernel
which con run on mony controller fomilies. It
can be used in commerciol opplicotions ond
ollows the use of closed-source softwore.

www.freertos.org

A list of many more Open Source

operating systems can be found
elsewhere in this magazine!

U-Boot
Universol bootlosder with a lorge ronge of
routinesfor memory, UART interfoce, SD card,

network ond USB etc. Conceived originolly os

a bootloader but now through comprehensive

hordwore support con be used os the bosis of
a C code module.

www.denx.de/wil<i/U-Boot

Arduino: Simple hardware, Clil<e
programming language, good forum.

elektor o3-zoro

Fab Lab: Free fabrication plant for open
source projects.
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LUFA: Lightweight USB for AVRs - lots of
code examples.
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ulP: TCP/lP for 8-bit-Controller - with well
documented code.

Embedded Filesystems Library
Avery useful (FAT-) file fornat, when you ore

short of memory. The GPL licence includes o

clouse ollowing static linking to the librory
without public disclosure of your code.

h ttp: //efsl. be

.NET Micro Frameworl<
Now open source this very compoct, trimmed-
down .NET Frqmework running on diverse ARM

plotforms. Prog ro m m o bl e usi n g th e object ori -

entoted C voriont C#; Iots of resources includ-
ing supportfor l2C, Ethernet ond many more.

Helps reduce development time.

www. m icrosof t" co m / n etrnf/d efa u lt. mspx

PC tools
(suggestions by Antoine Authier and

lerry Jacobs, Elektor Labs)

Eclipse
This is a good development environment. It hos

o modulor structure which mokes it very easy

to conftgure. There ore oround 1 ,000 plug-in
modules (both open source ond commerciol)

for a ronge of progrom languages ond target
systems. See olso the Elektor orlie'ftin Ocb-
ber 2006.

www.eclipse.org

www.elel<tor.com/0600 1 8

,i&$.[iET lyi.is*,,

.NET Micro Frameworl<: Open Source from
Microsoft.

l(develop
Kdevelop is on integroted development envi-
ronmentwhich should satisfy most power-user

needs. Runs in MS Windows, Moc OsX, Linux,
Soloris ond FreeBSD. Plug-in expondoble.

www.kdevelop.org

Programmer's Notepad
A lightweight but efficient editor for writing
source code. Allows fast, simple ond comfort-
able progrom production. Con be expanded
with plug-ins.

www.pnotepad.org

Doxygen
An intelligent tool which con outomatically
generote code documentotion (C, C++, Jovo
etc.). The progrommer provides togs in the
source file; Doxygen generotes the comprehen-
sive documentotion in PDF or HTML formot.
It cqn qlso extroct the code structure from
undocumented sou rce fl les.

www.stack.nl/ - dimitri/doxygen

WinMerge
A good tool for code comporison qnd code
synchronisotion. The progrom con olso com-
pare the contents of folderslfiles ond disploy
the results in o visuql text formot thot mokes

it eosy to understond.

lrttp://win merge.org/

Eclipse: Powerful software development
environment with 1000 plug-ins.

Program mer's Notepad: Regular
expressions, Unicode and other features.

Kdevelop: Automatic code completion and
much more (photo: l<develop.org).

Tera Term
A terminql program to access COM ports,
supports Telnet communicstion Proto-
col. A debugging tool to eovesdrop on serial
communicotions.

http:/ /ttssh 2.sor,rrceforg e.jp

GNU Toolchains
Toolchoins for CNU projects are ovoilqble most
processor orchitectures AVR, Coldfire, ARM,

MIPS, PowerPC ond Intel x86. The GNU-tool-
choin includes not only compilers for C, C++
qnd in most coses olso lovo (GCC = CNU Com-
piler Collection), but also Linkers, Assemblers

ond Debuggers together with C librories (libc =

C librory). The tools ore used from within other
open source projects like WinAVRwhich gives

o fomilior user interfoce to speed progrom
development.

CNU Compiler Collection:

http://gcc.g n u.org

WinAVR:

http://winavr.sourceforge. net

Yet another GNU ARM toolchain:

www.yagarto.de
(oqrolt)

WinAVR: Compiler, Debugger, Programmer
- everything for AVR developers.

o3-201o elel<tor
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Panel Designer.
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.1. 12 bits (uP to 16 bits with resolution enhancement)

Bandwidth 20 MHz (for oscillscope and spectrum modes)

.'F.dl.#iEi.<t:;iuti'32 M samples shared between active channels

Sample Rate 80 MSrzs maximum

t.{h$.Fi+.F. ,PleoScoFe 
4224: 2 channels

l-:*ligj]lf-ffi.Picoscope 44?,4:4 channels ' , ,

Connection USB 2.0

ir*tf d S,g Rising edge, fafing edge edge with hysteresis,

.. i]l=..-i pulse width, ruffi pulse, dr*p out, windowed

The new PicoScope 4000 Series

high-resolution oscilloscopes

The PicoScope 4724 and 4424 High Resolution

Oscilloscopes have true 12-bit resolution inputs

with a vertical accuracy of 1%. This latest

generation of PicoScopes features a deep

memory of 32 M samples. When combined with
rapid trigger mode, this can capture up to 1000

trigger events at a rate of thousands of waveforms

per second.

PGbased - capture, view and use the acquired
waveform on your PC, right where you need it

Software updates - free software updates for the life
of the product

. USB powered and connected - perfect for use in the

field or the lab

Programmable - supplied with drivers and example

code

www.picotech.com/scope 1 059
01480 395395
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EM BEDDED OPERATINC SYSTEMS

Linux on a chip

I ..

ByJerryJacobs (Elektor Labs) &

Thijs Beckers (Elektor Netherlands Editorial)

Linux on a chip is much more common than you might

thinl<. lt's very likely that your ADSL modem or router

mal<es use of it. And the same applies to that advanced Smartphone in your pocl<et that uses Coogle

Android. ln this articlewe'll showyou howyou can quickly get started with Embedded Linuxyourself.

ln this article we mal<e use of a nanoLlAB board made by Linux-in-a-

Box trl. The processor on this board is an AT91 RM9200 ARM micro-

controller. On board we find a 10/100Mbit Ethernet controller, a

serial port and an audio DAC. The board also contains 16 MBytes

FPROM flash and 32 MBytes RAM. This board is perfectfor beginners

because it comes with excellent documentation and-hasErirbedded

Linux t2l pre-installed so that you can get started iight away.

Booting i

After applying power to the board, the boot loader starts with ini-

tialising the hardware. The boot loader then loads the l<ernel. One

function of the l<ernel is to act as an interface between the applica-

tion software and the underlying hardware. lt is started when the
boot loader jumps to the location in RAM where the l<ernel has been

loaded. You can follow the progress of the boot loader and l<ernel

via the serial port (see Figure 1 ). As you can see, the boot loader

displays some kernel parameters, such as the MAC address, an lP

address and the directory from which the rest of the applications

are loaded.

We used a system with Ubuntu Linux Fl as the host system and ran

a terminal emulator to start an interactive session with the nano-

LIAB board. ln this session you can pass on commands to the board

and change its settings. The interactive session occurs via the serial

port. On the Ubuntu machine you run the command 'cu -l ldevlttyS}
-s 115200' , which creates a connection via serial port ttyS0 (this is

the Linux equivalent of the COMl port found in a Windows-based

system). When the board is connected to a different serial port the
'ttySO' should be replaced with the corresponding serial port to
which the board is connected. lf the serial port you're using was

created via a USB adapter, you should use the name 'ttyUSB' fol-

lowed by the port number.

lnstallation
ln theory it is possible to modify the firmware and to transfer the

data via the serial interface to the flash memory of the board. To

do this we would first have to convert the binary image into ASCII

r6

(uuencode), because the transfer via the serial port is text-based'
However, since the board already comes installed with a stable
working system and all compiled applications function correctly,
we saw no need to modify the firmware.

Applications
ln Listing 1 is an example of how easy it is to write a 'program' by

creating a small script for a console application. The script can be

transferred from the computer to the board via an ftp program (the

board has an ftp running). l(eep in mind that the transferred files

end up in the working memory rather than the flash memory. When

the power is removed the program will therefore disappear.

Using the command lar -c led-counter.tor led counter.sh the script is

put inside a tar archive I+l on the PC to mal<e sure the line endings

are correct. When the serial session has completed the transfer of
the archive to the board it can be unstuffed on-board with the com-

Eile Edir Yie{v Teminal tlelp

Release: 1.0, Apfit 18. 2007 at l3;5? by r00t
Copyright LIAB ApS.

6ZIP i,nage no. I found at addr 0x0002000e
Filename .......,..: vmllnux.bin

stamp .....,,..: Apr 18 ur5l:51 2007 UTC

loader: now puttj.ng Linux boot tags at 2e000100
ting Linux kernel ...

Linux version 2.6.16 (rootGmsa) (gcc version 3'3.2) #r PREEHPT Hed Apr 18

13:51:50 CEST 2OO7

: ARtlg2oTld(vb) [411292se] revisioR s (ARtlv4T) i

E: ATMEI ATgIRID2OO.DK
: CPU 165 l,tHz, raster 55 Hliz, main 14'745 I'tltz :

D VIW write-back cache
I €acher 16384 bytes, associativity 64, 3? byte lines, I sets l

tiabrFlg!.168.r.186,8,192.168.1.1 liabHosT=liab'liab'dk u
1i.x3p152=7jffs21iabRUN=/jffs2,/StartApp1icatio'l

:^
:

cPuoi D cacher 16184 bytes, associativity 64, 32 byte tj.nes, I sets
Ke.nel {oftmand tine: }iabETH=00:90:82:FF:04:81 l'i

:,l

Figure 1. During the loading of the kernel we see various settings
and status information scroll past.
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mand'tor -xf led-counter.tor'. Next you have to set the execute bit
of the script, otherwise you can't run it. This is done using the com-
mand 'chmod +x led-counter.sh'. You can now execute the script with
the command'. f led-counter.sh'.

Device drivers
Devices and l<ernel settings under Linux can usually be accessed via
virtual files and directories. Each device is allocated a virtual file in
the /dev directory. As an example, you could write PCM data directly
to the 'device' /dev/snd (as long as there is a DAC present), which
would then pass the data on to the DAC, so you can hear the sound.
Settings such as lP forwarding in a Linux router can be enabled by
writin g a' 1' to /proc/sys/net/ipv4/ip_forward.

EN/ BEDDED OPERATI NC SYSTEMS

Listing r. The'led_counter.sh' script

# I /bin,zbash
#

# nanoLIAB led shell script
#

# This script writ.es values in binairy to the
# four leds on the board with 1 second
interval.

# The array of the possible values
VALUES=( 7 2 3 4 5 6'7 8 9 A B C D E F )

# Write every value in VALUES
# wiLh nanoctrl
for value in g{VALUES[*] ]; do

# Display written data and
echo "Writing Oxgvalue to
nanoctrl -l $value

to the device

write t.o leds
leds"

# Wait. one second
This method of control has the advantage that it mal<es it easier sleep 1

to adapt the kernel. This can also be automated by incorporating done
the commands in (shell) scripts. The most popular shell in Linux is

bash Isl.

Why Linux?
Embedded Linux reduces the amount of code that needs to be writ-
ten during the development of a new end,product compared to the
amount of code that would otherwiG have to be written for each
of the separate hardware devices, Embedded Linux combines all
the individual device drivers such is those for the display, the TCP/
lP stack and the audio driver into one blocl<. Because of this you
don't have to worry about writing (and debugging) stable drivers
for these and you can concentrate on the 'real' worl<.

Another big advantage ofthe use ofan open source operating sys-

tem such as Embedded Linux is that you don't have to rely on a com-
mercial firm for updates and patches. Updates are often very board-
specific and are usually made available by the manufacturer of the
board. Direct support for the Linux-in-a-Box board can be easily
obtained (and free, too)from the manufacturer [1].

ln cases where a manufacturer has very little involvement with the
development ofthe system you often see that there are other devel-
opers having continued development for their own projects. You
can also come across developers with different ideas about what the
software was originally designed for, or its purpose. A good example
of this can be found with the Embedded Linux BeagleBoard t6l.

What's next?
ln this article we've given you a small taster of Embedded Linux.
The possibilities are almost endless because you have the free-
dom to adapt everything to your own needs. There is certainly no
shortage of documentation;there is a vast amount available on the
lnternet. A good book can be just as usefulwhen you're looking for
the proverbial needle in a haystacl<. lt is always possible that you'll
come across some problems, but for most open source projects you
should be able to find a forum. On these you often find people who
had the same problems and who found the solutions to them.
And finally, another site: 'Linux for Devices' l7l is a portal with news

elektor o3-2o1o

on the latest Linux-on-devices. Here you can l<eep up to date on
developments on devices that worl< with (Embedded) Linux.

(ogro:+)

lnternet Linl<s

[1]www.liab.dl<

[2] www.elinux.org

[3] www.ubuntu.com

14l http:/len.wil<ipedia.org/wil<i/Ta r_( fi le_format)

l5l http://en.wil<ipedia.org/wikilBash

[6] www.beagleboard "org

[7] www. li nuxfordevices.com
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Flowcode 4 is one of the world's most

advanced graphical pr0gramming languages

for microcontrollers. The great advantage

of Flowcode is that it allows those with

little to n0 programming experience to create

complex electronic systems in minutes.

www. elektor. com/flowcode

E-Blocks are small circuit boards each of which contains

a block of electronics that you would typically find in an

electronic or embedded system. There are more than

40 separate circuit boards in the range; from simple LED

boards t0 more complex boards like device program-

mers, Bluetooth and TCP/IP. E-blocks can be snapped

together to form a wide variety of systems that can be

used for teaching/learning electronics and for the rapid

prototyping of complex electronic systems. Separate

ranges of clmptefleltary software, curriculum, sensors

and appljCations information are available.

MIAC (Matrix IndustrialAutomotive Controller) is an industrial grade control unit which

can be used to control a wide range o{ different electronic systems including sensing,

monitoring and automotive. lnternallythe MIAC is powered bya powerful 1B series

PlQmicro device which connects directly to the USB port and can be programmed with

Flowcode, C orassembly. Flowcode 4 is supplied with the unit. MIAC is supplied with an

industrialstandard CAN bus interface which allows MIACs to be networked together.

The new Flowkittool provides ln Circuit Debug (lCD)fora range of Flowcode

applications for PIC and AVR proiects:

. Start, stop, pause and step your Flowcode plograms in real time

. Monitor stale of variables in your program
o Alter variable values
o ln circuit debug your Formula Flowcode, EC|O and MIAG proiects



llew features in Flowcode 4
Flowcode 4 is packed with
easier including:

. Panel Creator

. In Circuit Debug
o Virtual networks
. G Code customization
o Switch lcon
. Floating point

new features that make development

. Additional string lunclions
o Watchdog timer support
. New user interface
r New componenls
o Fast USB development

Formula Flowcode is a low cost robot vehicle which is
used to teach and learn robotics, and to provide a platform
for competing in robotics events. The specification of the
Formula Flowcode buggy is high with direct USB program-
ming, Iine following sensors, distance sensors, B onboard
LEDs, sound sensor, speaker and an E-blocks expansion
port.-The buggy is suitable for a wide range of robotics

,,' exerciBeqfrom simple line following through to complete
maze solving. E-blocks expansion allows you to add displays,
connection with Bluetooth or Zigbee, and GPS.

ECl0 devices are powerful USB programmable microcontrollers with either 28 or 40 pin
standard DIL (0.6")footprints. They are based on the PIC 1B series and ARM 7 series
microcontrollers. ECl0 is perfect for student use at home, project work and building fully
integrated embedded systems. ECl0 can be programmed with Flowcode, c orAssembly
and new USB routines in Flowcode allow ultra rapid development of USB projects inclu-
ding USB HlD, usB slave, and usB serialbus (Plc only). ECl0 can be incorporated into
your own circuit boards to give your projects USB reprogrammability.

More information and products at:

www. e I ektor. Gom/eb I o cks
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Reign with the Sceptre
"'1,

By Clemens Valens (Elektor France Editor)

This open-source & open-hardware project aims

to be more than just a little board with a big

microcontroller and a few useful peripherals - it

seel<s to be a fast prototyping system. To justify this

title, in addition to a very useful little board, we also

need user-friendly development tools and libraries

that allow fast implementation of the board's

peripherals. Ambitious? Maybe, but nothing should

deter you from becoming Master of Embedded

Systems Universe with the help of the Elel<tor

Sceptre.

The aim of fast prototyping is to produce an

operational prototype of an application in
the shortest possible time. To achieve this,
we need powerful, easy-to-use tools - espe-

cially when a microcontroller application is

involved. The ideal is a simple assembly of a

few intelligent building-blocks. Often, you

need only a single version of a set-up, and

would like to use the prototype as is. So you

need to be able to treat these intelligent
building-blocl<s as consumables.

was while contemplating these weal<nesses

that the idea for Sceptre was born.
Here are the specifications collected thus far
for a powerful fast prototyping platform:

. powerful microcontroller

. built-in useful peripherals

. easyto implement

. compact size

. cheap

available, but specifica-
tion #3 rules out a lot
of them. We ended up
choosing the LPC2148
from NXP for the follow-
ing reasons:
. Popular: easy to find,

thanks to a big com-
munity of users.

. Available in an

LQFP64 package:

Many commercially-
available microcon-
troller development
boards are not suit-
able for fast proto-

Open mobile platform

typing as they are too large, too fragile, or
simply too expensive to be used only once.

Usually, there is also a lacl< of software sup-
port for developing an application rapidly.
One excellent example of a fast prototyp-
ing platform is Arduino tll, which we tell you

about from time to time. However, one of
the drawbacl<s with Arduino is its low cal-

culating power. 5o we almost always have

to add an expansion board to be able to use

it, as an Arduino board has no peripherals. lt

Let's add a sixth point to the list:

. the project must be able to be built by

an (experienced) amateul which implies
the use of readily-available components
that are also easy to solder.

Let's start with the first specification: the
brains of the project. The most power-
ful microcontrollers currently accessible
to enthusiasts are 32-bit ones. Several are

relatively easy to
solder, even using DYI tools.

. ln situ programmable via a simple
serial port: doesn't need a special
programmer.

. Powerful: 32-bit ARMTTDMI-S core,

512 KB flash memory,40 l(B RAM, lots
of built-in peripherals, including USB 2.0

and a real-time clocl<.
. Easy to implement: the multi-platform

open-source development tools are

03-2o1o elel<tor
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available free on the Web, as

are lots of libraries.

We could argue for ages
about the peripher-
als that are'useful'
to have on the sort
of board we're thinl<-

ing of. After lengthy consider-
ation, we've chosen the following

(Figure 1):
Bluetooth module: naturally, a wireless

linl< (class 1 or 2, as you prefer) is obliga-
tory these days.
5D card reader: for storing data and
programs.
USB 2.0 (peripheral): since it's already
included in the microcontroller...
RS-232 serial port via USB: handy for in
situ programming.
3-axis accelerometer: this'll let you do
some super things.
Thermometer: always comes in handy!
Real-time clocl<: lots of applications
need one.
Li-ion battery charger: as the board's
going to be small, it will be portable, so

battery powering is a must.
Expansion port: because you can't
always plan for everything, all the micro-
controller's pins will be accessible via
terminal strips.

All this on a small board unfortunately
rather conflicts with specification #6, as we
are obliged to use SMD components and a
rather dense, double-sided PCB. We have,
however, tal<en the trouble to picl< SMD
components that are relatively easy to fit.
As a result, the PSU / battery charger for
example is more complicated than neces-
sary. The only component that's not easy to
fit yourself is the 3D accelerometer. We've
not found this sort of component in an
'easy'pacl<age.

Since Sceptre is based on numerous open
source code projects, it's only natural that
this project too has an all-open structure.
Hence the source codes and CAD files
(Eagle) are available for free download from
the Sceptre website I2l. So you can modify
everything - you're the one in charge!

. 32-bit ARMTTDMI-5 LpC:r48
microcontroller, 5rz l(B flash, 4o KB RAM

. USB z.o

. Bluetooth (Class r or z)

. 5D card reader

. Serial port via U5B (e.9. for in situ
programming)

. 3-axis accelerometer

. DSrSBzo thermometer

. Real-time clocl<

. All microcontroller pins accessible

. Batteryor U5B port powering

. Li-ion battery charger

. Compact: 6x8cm

. Open-source tools, software, and

hardware
. Open-source extended library

Figure 1. Sceptre blocl< diagram.

Figure 2. Here's one possible application for the Sceptre.
interface betl',,een the Sceptre and any peripheral such as a

The lnterSceptres provide the
synthesizer or a stepper motor

elel<tor 03-201o
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Applications
Those familiar with Nintendo's Wii games

console may have noticed the similarities
between the Sceptre and the Wiimote,
the remote control for the Wii. lt's true
(given that this is a totally open project, we
won't be hiding anything from you - long
live transparency!): both are portable and

include Bluetooth, a 3-axis accelerometer,
and a powerful micro. ln fact, our original
idea was to build a sort of Wiimote, and the
name Sceptre was chosen to highlight its
function as a powerful remote control (Fig-

ure 2). But you can do a lot more with the
Sceptre, as it's a universal open platform.
For example, the SD card reader lets you use

the Sceptre as a stand-alone data recorder.
The board already has a thermometer and

a real-time clocl<. What's more, the micro-
controller and board have been designed to
minimize power consumption and prolong
battery life.

Model enthusiasts will probably appreci-
ate its Class 1 Bluetooth link (100 m range
in free-field), its 3D accelerometer, and its
pulse width modulation (PWM) capabilities,
as it will be possible to use the Sceptre as

the brain for remote-controlled devices or
robots. To tal<e full advantage ofthe Blue-

tooth, the board offers the possibility for fit-
ting an SIVA connector so you can connect a
proper aerial. Provision has also been made
for a little impedance matching networl<.

As the board has a USB port (two, in fact!) it
can easily interface with a computer. Thanks

to the Sceptre's expansion ports, all the
microcontroller's peripherals can be used:

uARr (2), spr (2), r,c (2), rvrLr (6), cNA (14),

CAN (1), USB. lt will even be possible to use

the Sceptre as the heart of a small compu-
ter with PS/2 l<eyboard, LCD screen, and 5D

card virtual disl< drive.
ln short, as we say when we're stucl< for
ideas: the Sceptre's applications are only
limited by your own imagination!

l-{ardware
The circuit diagram of the Sceptre is shown
in Figure 3. As there are a hundred or so

components, the circuit may at first sight
seem daunting, but lool<ing closer, you'll
see that there's nothing terribly compli-
cated about it. So we're not going to go Figure 3. The full circr t diagram of the Sceptre. lt's a bit big,

Banqy CharEer
&

Slitctr Ow Circufl

P1.31fr6-
P1.3otrMs

lC4 P12efrcK

P0-4/SCK0/CAP0.ilAD0.6 P127ft&

P0-6/MOS|0/CAP0.ZADI.0 P1.25IEX1N0

PO.7/SSELO/PWMZ€|NT2 P1,24fiAACECLK

P0.3frXD1/PW4/AD1.1 P1.23F|PES1A12

PO.I SDTF ilMAT1,I/AD1 -4 P1 -1 3ffRACEPXT2

PO.1 5/RXEINT2AD'.5 P1.1 6fRACEPKTO

PO.25/AD0.4AOUt

P0.21IPWM5/AD1,&CAP1.3 p0.30/AD0,SEINT3/CAPC0

LPC2148FBD64

" "6999.ryc' rrru 999
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owing to the number of components, but there's nothing terribly complicated about it.

elel<tor o3-2oro
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through it in detail, but confine ourselves
to a few comments:
First, the power supply. The board can be
powered from a battery or via the USB port.
USB powering tal<es priority, and is also used
for charging the battery. The MAX1551 lC is

a Li-ion battery charger with just five pins.
The device detects if a voltage is available
on one of its two inputs (we're only using
one of them).
ln order to minimize the volts drop when
the board is being powered from the bat-
tery, the circuit used to switch between
the 5 V rails from the USB port and the bat-
tery (D9, T4 and T5) is a bit more compli-
cated than the two diodes usually found in
this type of circuit. Naturally, the aim is to
mal<e the battery last as long as possible.
The voltage from the battery or USB port
is then converted to 3.3 V by the MAX710.
This operates down to 1.8 V, so we can dis-
charge the battery quite a long way.
Cheaper, ready-made PMIC (Power Man-
agement lntegrated Circuit) devices do
exist offering all the functions described
above and more. But the problem is that
these PMICs only exist in QFN pacl<ages,
or worse still, BCA - in short, pacl(ages we
have sought to avoid at all costs.

There are two USB port on the board, but
only one socket. Two jumpers let you choose
which of the two ports will be entitled to use
the on-board socl<et. ln the event that you
need to use both ports at the same time, it's
possible to connect a USB socl<et for lC5 to
the expansion port l(i 0. lC5 is provided first
and foremost for programming the board
via USB, i.e. during the development phase.

Once the application is finished, it is possible
to disconnect it and free up four l/Os. The lC
is powered solely from the USB 5 V rail and
so doesn't drain the battery power.
Solder bridges JP15 and JP16 can mal<e
programming a little more convenient by
allowing automatic switching between the
programming mode and the microcon-
troller's normal operating mode. Without
these bridges, each time you want to pro-
gram the board, you have to fit JP1 , press
the reset button, program the microcon-
troller, removeJPl, and press the reset but-
ton again, which can become a pain after
a while.

zXM61P03F USB lnteiace

aioo Y2 
", 'oAlol Plolo

Ploo Pto1l

Plol sPl Mlso

PIO2 SPI CLK

PIO3 SPI CSB

Pto4 sPt Most

PIOS UAFT CTS

PIS UAFT.FTS

PIOT UAFI TX

PIOS UART FX

Prog pcu cL(
RESET PCM OUT

USB DN PCM Itr

USB DP PCM.SYNC

BfM-222
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Figure 4. Configuring Flash Magic. The
communications parameters are the most

important ones. For programming, the
serial port speed must not be above 38,400

baud. For the terminal, you can choose a

higher speed.

LED D4 is intended as an indicator that the
microcontroller's USB port is connected,
but there's nothing stopping you using it
for something else. ln this event, remember
to remove R16 if the microcontroller's USB

port has to operate at the same time.
To save power, the SD card reader and the
Bluetooth module are switched using tran-
sistors (T2 and T3 respectively).

The board has two positions for a Blue-
tooth module, one for a Class 1 module
(BTM-222), the other for a Class 2 module
(BTM-1 12). Once again, the reason is the
board's power consumption. A Class 1 mod-

ule (1 00 m, 300 ft) draws significantly more
than a Class 2 module (10 m, 30 ft).
The little 'n' network C8. 12, and C9 has

-aofmdcabns 
Ha'dware conris Secudy . 

Jusr tn Ttu co# I,L*!_ MF9

ZJ,e DTB dnd F I 5 ro ronhol PST dnd lSPpm

IKeep FI5 dseiled hhile toM Poil opeh

ll c0 m! T2: 100

-Arieil DTP a.d FTS whh toM Poil oFen

..)

ftrnrjl K I

Figure 5. Options -> Advanced Options...:
Checking this box enables Flash Magic to

put the Sceptre in programming mode and

reboot without your having to do anything.
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been provided in case the impedance of
the Bluetooth module's RF output needs to
be matched to the aerial. ln most cases, this
networl< isn't required, and L2 can simply
be replaced by a wire linl< or 0 O resistor. A

31 mm length of wire will do as an aerial,
but it's possible to fit an edge-type SMA

connector to the board. That way, you can

screw a 'WiFi' aerial onto the board - now
there's class for youl
The suggested Bluetooth modules require
just two wires (RX and TX) for communicat-
ing with the mioocontroller. The RTS and

CTS signals are however available (well, you

never l<now...) and they can be connected
together if necessary via JP9.
The 3-axis accelerometer lC2 cin be put]nto
standby in order to limit power consump-
tion. lts sensitivity can be altered using two
jumpers. lt is least sensitive when they are

not fitted. See the data sheet for further
details.
The thermometer only uses power when you

actually tall< to it. lt's a good little device.

Lastly, jumpers JP6 and JP7 let you choose

the voltage sources for V0",. (required by
the real-time clocl<) and V,", (needed for
the CNA).

Development envi ronment
Programming a microcontroller requires
tools, and that's often where things get
complicated. Not for the Sceptre, as the
development tools were part of the original
specifications: they must be free and multi-
platform. The advantage of the ARM core
as used by Sceptre is that there are actu-
ally several free compilation chains based

on CCC (CNU Compiler Collection t3l)which

operate under Linux, Mac, and Windows.
We've opted for a collection of tools that is

beginning to get a bit dated now but which
is really easy to install and includes every-
thing you need to get going right away.

The drawbacl< is that it only operates under
Windows. We're referring to the WinARM
distribution l4l, a big file that you'll have to
unzip after downloading it. This distribution
includes the compiler, the linl< editor, a spe-

cial text editor for programming, a tool for
flashing the microcontroller, and lots more
besides.
Of course, just because we happened to
choose WinARM doesn't mean you have to

do the same. Allthe source codes developed

for the Sceptre ought to compile using any

C/C++ compiler that can produce executa-
blesforthe 1PC2148.

Another reason for staying with Windows
is the Flash Magiclsl flash tool. Even though
WinARM does include its own flash tool
(lpc21isp), Flash magic, which is free for
private use, is user-friendly and helps avoid
finger trouble. This tool also incorporates a

serial port terminal, very handy for debug-
ging. A serial port is often used during pro-
gram development to send messages about
whether the program is worl<ing correctly
or not. Flashing the microcontroller requires

a serial port too; by using the same port for
both these tasl<s, we can mal<e do with just

a single cable between the computer and

the Sceptre. Flash Magic avoids conflicts
between the flash tool and the terminal, as

they can't be enabled at the same time. So

it's impossible to forget to free off the serial
port each time you want to reprogram the
microcontroller - Flash Magic takes are of
everything.

It seems that Flash Magic worl<s under Linux

and MAC OS X in the WINE Windows emu-
lator I6l.

For the sake of completeness, lpc2l isp also

includes a terminal, but in order to use it,
you have to use the same communication
speed for flashing and debugging, as they
can't be specified individually.

lnstallation
So installing the WinARM-based develop-
ment environment is child's play. Down-
load the latest distribull6n ral (currently ver_

sion 20060606, we haven't yet tried the
beta version 20080331 ) and unzip the file
onto your hard drive. Add the following line

to the Windows pathname (assuming you
have unzipped the file to the C drive root
directory):

C:\WinARM\bin;C:\WinARM\utils\bin;

This step is not obligatory, you can also
enter it at a command prompt or put it into
a batch file (.bat) that you run each time
you start a Sceptre programming session,

like this:

Fb Fl

@

HeF
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::: .ath = ?tpath? ; C: \WinARM\
: r:-; :: \winARM\utils\bin

is WinARM knows everything
i'ou n€€d, installation is now com-
:lete. You can test your installation
cy compiling one of the examples
included in WinARM, which can be
found here (forthe LPC2148):

WinARM\examples\lpc2 1 3x_
ipc214x_examples\

For greater convenience, we recom-
mend you also install Flash Magic

MICROCONTROLLERS

sion 2.12. To do the same thing
using the lpc21isp, you'll need to
use the following command:

Ipc2Iisp -dececconly -

control main.hex com4 38400
12000

You need to enter a HEX file, even
if there isn't one. As identification,
you should get:

Synchronizing. OK

Read bootcode version:
2.L2.4

(which replaces the
LPC2000 Flash Util-
ity, now obsolete).
This application is

constantly being
updated to add new

Using you're control!

Read part ID:
LPC2L48, 572
kiB RoM /
40 KlB SRAM

(673A5253)

Sceptld, tn

processors, so download and install
the most recent version. Then con-
figure the tool for Sceptre as shown
in Figure 4, selecting the correct
COM port. The options in Step 4
only slow programming down, so

it's up to you to see if you want to
use them or not.

You may not yet have installed the
drivers for the Sceptre's serial port
via USB. This port uses a standard
FTDI chip, and you can find the driv-
ers on I8l (VCP drivers). lf you don't
l<now if you've already got the driv-
ers or not, connect the Sceptre up
to your computer and your operat-
ing system (OS) will tell you. Modern OSs

are able to find and install the correct driver
all by themselves.

To checl< the communication between the
Sceptre and the computer, it's worth try-

ing to detect the microcontroller. lf the
advanced options are correct (Figure 5),
using Flash Magic this is achieved by the
command "l5P -> Read Device Signa-
ture...". lf everything is alright, you'll get
the lD 0x0402FF25 and the bootloader ver-

The last number is decimal for
0x0402FF25,the n u m ber found by
Flash Magic.

To be continued...
Experienced readers will now
be able to set about developing
applications for the Sceptre. You
can already download from l2l the
first version of the C/C++ library
we're in the process of developing.
Although still far from fi nished, this
library is going to contain functions
for quicl<ly developing an applica-
tion based on the Sceptre.

Readers in less of a hurry may pre-
fer to wait till next month to find out how
to implement the Sceptre in detail. See you
soon!

(0s0sse-r)

Ii I arduirro.cc

[2 J www.elel<tor.coml090559

i3 j gcc"gnu.org

14] www.siwawi.arubi.uni-kl.de/avr_projects/arm_projects .
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16l www.winehq.org/

[7] www.pnotepad.org
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The required installation
space is very small thanl<s

By Foll<er Stange (Germany)

. 2 x 20 W continuous output power with 4-o loudspeai<ers

, remotely controlled bass, treble, volume, and preset signal level

" can be used with RC5-compatible remote control transmitters
, all functions digitally controlled by an ATmegaS microcnntroller
, operating status dispiayed on a three-line LC display with :o characters per llne

. st€reo input on Cinch sockets

" auxiliary input on a pin heacier (selectable under software contral)

" clisplay board with lR receiver can easily be fitted separately usinq a 1o-way flat cable

. expansicn portforextensions, such as an MP3 playeror manual rontrol

. open-source firmware enables individual extensions for specific application areas

. extremely compact because no heat sinl< is necessary

. dimensions (rnodule without enciosure): 65 x 4o x 35 mm {:'3 x r.6 x r.4 irrch)

. efficiencyupto93%

. operating voltage range tr-t4 V

. can be used with an onboard vehicle electrical networl< or

an inexpensive rz-V power supply (4 A min.)

loadable firmware with source code and components. The 'filterless' spread-spec-

hex files, it can serve as a versatile basis trum modulation of this lC reduces or mit-

for your own projects. The heart of the igates the effects of noise emissions from

amplifier is a Maxim MAX9744, whose high the loudspeaker cables (a typical prob-

efficiency has already been mentioned. lt lem with Class D amplifiers) thanl<s to the

requires only a small number of external flatter and broader noise spectrum. The

.:"' ; to the extremely compact
construction. This is PrimarilY

made possible by the verY high
efficiency of the PWM outPut

stage (up to94%), which reduces

the complexity of the circuit and
minimises the cooling footPrint.

Weighing only 150 grams (5.3 oz.),
this audio amplifier module essentially

consists of two application-specific lCs and

an inexpensive ATmega8 microcontroller,
which handles the control functions of the
Class D amplifier.

The only thing small about this Class D

amplifier module is its size. With a meas-

ured output power of 2 x 20 W, it features
not only an amazing amount of power but
also a rich set of features. With two sets

of stereo inputs, configurable settings for
volume, tone (treble and bass) and sensi-

tivity, an infrared receiver for RC5 remote
control, a backlit LC display, and down-

z6 o3-201o elektor
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the microcontroller card, which in addition to the Atmel microcontroller holds the preamplifier lC with two
selectable stereo inputs, which is controlled via the l2C interface.

\

need for a heat sink, despite its tiny 1 0-
mm2 QFN44 package size.

tiny MAX9744 has the potential to fun-
damentally change the process of DIY

audio amplifier construction. The usual
approach to building a final amplifier is

to first find a suitable heat sink, which
effectively determines the enclosure

elektor o3-zoro

dimensions. After this, cooling methods
are devised, along with preventive meas-
ures in case the ambient temperature rises

higher than expected. All this is unneces-
sary with the MAX9744, which can deliver
a total output power of 44 W without any

Figure 2. Block diagram of the STMicroelectronics fDAl449 digitally controlled
preamplifier lC.

The circuitry of the amplifier module is

divided over three PCBs (Figure 5), which
are arranged in a stacl< as shown in the
photos. The amplifier input connectors are
located on the rearmost PCB. As can seen
from the schematic diagram for this PCB

(Figure 1), the Cinch socl<ets are connected
to the preamplifier lC, arDA7449 (lC6). As

you can see from the blocl< diagram of this
lC in Figure 2 taken from its data sheet 11l, it
is a complete stereo preamplifier with two
selectable inputs, input level control, vol-
ume and tone controls (treble and bass),

and output level control. All ofthese func
tions are configured digitally via the l2C bus

port (pins 1 8, 1 9 and 20). The input signal
level (gain) control allows the sensitivity of
the amplifier to be adjusted to match the
signal source - including via the remote
control interface with our design. The out-
put level controls are used to adjust the
stereo balance.
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The follawing figures were mea:ured using the l\4odulo D prototype:

Output power (8 {), 1 l<l-{2, 10?6 I HD)

13.5 W (Vs = 14 V)

Output power (4 S), 1 kHz, 10% THD)

22 \,V (Vs = 14 V)

THD+N

at2%t4 il,1 w)

lnput sensitivity

(8 A, 13.5 W, i07;THD, Vs = 14V)

1.12 V (at minimum qain settinq

Lorver cut-off frequency (-3 dB)

lbne adjustment range

Treble: +13.4 dB / -13.5 dB

Efficiency(22Wl4s))

Quiescent current c0nsumption

Maximum curr€nt consumpti0n

This PCB also holds the ATmega8 micro-
controller, which handles all the control
tasl<s of the amplifier module. lt processes

the signals from the lR receiver, converts
them into corresponding l2C signals for
the preamplifier, and provides the opera-
tional status indications on the LC display.
A single signal line runs from the micro-
controller (pin 11) via K1 'l and l(1 to the
PCB holding the final amplifier, whose
schematic diagram is shown in Figure 3.
There it is connected to the Sync input of
the MAX9744, which selects the operat-

z8

rok 20k

ing mode for PWM modulation (fixed fre-
quency or spread-spectrum modulation).
The external circuitry of the MAX9744 is
just as straightforward as its blocl< diagram
(Figure 4). To enable this lC to handle the
currents needed to supply such a high level

of output power relative to its small dimen-
sions, several leads of the lC are wired in
parallel. High-capacitance electrolytic
capacitors (1 000 pF) next to the lC buffer
power peal<s. Wide PCB traces for the sup-
ply rails are necessary due to the high cur-

rent levels. Even small deviations from the

The tone control characteristif, curves show the frequency response

with the control set to mininrum, midrange and rnaxiinum, in each

case with the other control set to midrange.

The second plot shows the distortion (THD) as a function of frequen-

cy. Tlre distortion was measured at 1 W with a 4 fi load (green curve)

and an B fl load (blue curve). The reason forthe increased distortion

level at low frequencies is not clear. According to the data sheet, the

Class D amplifier lC is not the cause" We found thai the distortion

level irr this region is dependent on the setting of tlre gain control"

The distortion is slightly higher (0.2 to 0.3%) with the lowest gairi

setting and a 1 -V input signal level. The plotted curve was nreasured

using a 300-mV input signal level with a correspondingl), higher gain

setting. The distortion at I kHz with 1 W output power is the lowest

with this Eetting, but the distortion in the low-frequency range is

twice as high as lvith the lowest gain setting.

Ton 6iesberts

rok 20k

manufacturer's specifications can easily
cause enormous problems with a project of
this sort. Consequently, the layout is suit-
ably robust. The LC networl<s at the loud-
speal<er outputs of the lC are designed for
operation in 'filterless Class D' mode. They
provide adequate attenuation of harmonic
emissions for speaker leads up to around
1 metre (3 ft.) in length. For even stronger
attenuation or operation in fixed-frequency
PWM mode, you can tal<e the values of the
filter components from a table in the lC
data sheet [2].

10w(vs=12v)

16.5 W (Vs = 12 V)

0.CI8% (8 S), 1 W)

35 mV (at maximum gain setting)

27 Hz

Bass: +8.1 dB I -8.5 dB

79%

110mA

4 P, al} x 22 W output power

o3-2oio elel<tor



The middle PCB also holds the power sup-
ply. The external supply voltage connected
to K4, with a range of 1 1 to 14 V, is reduced
to 9 V for the TDA7449 by lC5 and further
reduced by lC3 to 3.3 V for the input stages
of the MAX9744 andthe ATmega8. D1 pro-
vides protection against reverse polarity
and overvoltage.

This leaves the circuitry on the front PCB

(Figure 5), which holds the LC display and
the lR receiver. They operate from a 5-V sup-
ply voltage provided by an on-board volt-
age regulator (lC1). The voltage regulator
receives its input voltage (9 V) from the
underlying finalamplifier board via K15. This
voltage is also connected via resistor R5 to
anode pin A1 of the bacl<light LEDs, which
are wired in series via pins 42 and C'l . The
backlight is switched on or off by T1, which
is driven bythe microcontroller. Forthis pur-
pose, R6 is connected to pin 14 of lC7 via
K1 5, K2, K1 and Kl 1. The output signal of
the lR receiver also reaches the microcon-
troller via the same series of connectors.

DIY construction projects.fiith SMQcom-
ponents are inherently more difficult
than projects using leaded components.
Although it doesn't tal<e long to learn how
to work with SMD components, fitting the
MAX9744 forms a challenge even for expe-
rienced hot-air soldering specialists. To
solve this problem, the PCBs in the parts l<it

available from the Elel<tor Shop I:l have the
SMD components prefitted and tested. As a

result, assembly is limited to fitting the con-
ventional components and the mechanical
assembly.

The display board snaps onto standoffs fit-
ted to the final amplifier board. lf necessary,

the display board with the lR receiver can be

fitted separately from the rest of the mod-
ule, connected by a flat cable with a length
up to 80 mm (3.1 in.). The final amplifier
and microcontroller boards are joined by
socket headers and pins (see Figures 7

and 8). Matching 1O-way socket headers
are located on the Class D amplifier board
and the microcontroller board. To link them
together, extract the pins from a 2O-way pin

header and plug them into the socket head-

elektor o3-2o1o

Figure 3. Schematic diagram of the Class D power amplifier using the MAX9744,
which is fitted on the middle PCB of the amplifier module.

3V TO 3.6V 45VTO 14V

Figure 4. BIock diagram of the MAX9744.fhe PWM operating mode is selected
by the logic level on the Sync pin.

LD111 7-3V3
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INL OUTLO
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Resistsrs
R7 = 0f, {sMD0603)
R26,R27,R28,R29 = 1 OfI (5MD0603)
Rl 7, Rl B = 22r) (5MD0603)
R5 = 100o(sMD0603)
R22,R23 = 180Q (sruD0603)
R1 5,Rl6 = 2.2k$ (5MD0603)
R6,R8 = 4.71<!") (5MD0603)
R9.R1 0.Rl S,R20,R?1,R22,R24,R25 = 1 0ka

(sMD0603)
R1,R2,R3,R4 = 20k0 {sMD0603)
Ri 

.t, 
R]2,R13,R14 = 47k$ (5MDfi603)

-\
lnductors '\
L] ,12,13,14,15 = VHF choke i6.hole ferrite

beaci)

Capacit$rs
t44,{45 = 22pr (sMD0503}
t20,{21,C22,C23 = 470pF (5MD0503)
C33,C34 = 5.6nF {5MD0603)
{3,C4,C5,f, 6,C1 7,C1 8,e1 I,C41,{42.{43,

C46,C48 = i 00nF (5MD06fi3)
C35,C38 = l5llnF (5MD0603)
C36,C39 = 330nF {51\4D0603)
C29,C30,C40,C50,C51,C5? = 470nF {0603}
c],c2,c7,c9,c1 0,c1 3,c1 4,c1 5,C24,{25,{26,

C27,C28,f31 ,C32 = l pir (5MD0603)
C37,C47 ,{49 = 1OplF 

.l6V 
(5h4D tantalum case

style B)

C8=100pFi6Vradial
C1 1,Cl: = i 000pF 16V radial

5emiconductors
Dl = P6SMB16,q (5MB)

r1 = 8C847 (s0T23)
r[1 = 78105 {sO8}
rc2 = T50P34836
ic3 = LD1 i 17-lV3 {5MD 50T223)
tc4=MAX9144 (MLr44)
rc5 = 78t\409 (DPAI{}

rc6 = TDA7449 (DlL20)
lC7 = ATMFCAS-16 iTQFp32) iprogrammed)
X1 = SMHz quartz crystal (HC4SU-\1)

Figure 5. Schematic diagram of the display board, which also holds
the lR receiver for remote control.

ers. This arrangement provides a secure con-

nection between the boards, along with the
right spacing. A standard audio input can be

connected to the Cinch socl(ets, while the
power source and loudspeal(er leads can be

secured to the generously dimensioned ter-
minal blocl<s.

On the rear side of the microcontroller
board, connectors for the expansion port
(l<7), the programming interface (K8 and

l(9), and the second stereo input (l(1 2) can

be fitted as necessary using the optional pin

or socl<et headers. The expansion port (1(7)

can be used to add buttons for volume con-
trol, muting, and tone control (bass and tre-
ble), although this has not yet been imple-
mented in the software.

MiEcellaneous
LCDl = EA DOf M 163 with backliEht
Kl , l{3, l{10, l{1 i = i 0'pin receptacle, straight,

leacl pitch 2"54rnm i0"1"), h = B"5mm
l{2 = 1O-way f!atcable, I = 140mm (5.5"}
K4,K5,K5 = clamp connectcr 5PR.lltCCON 6-

way lead pitch 5.flmnr (0.2")
l(7 = expansion port (optionali
l(8,t(9 = lSP Programrning connector for

Mega8, 6-pin (2x3) (optional)
K.l 3"|{i 4 = Cinch socket, PCB mount, lead

pitch 7.5mm (0.3'")
4 plastic PCB standoffs, l= 4.8mm (0.1 8")
20-pin pinheader

ldit of parts with ShllD prestuffed boards and all
parts, [lektor Shop # 090563-71,
see wnnrr. e I e ktor. corn 1 090 563

PCB design (.pdf); free download from
www.elektor.conr/090563

Ti 'L r.orrou.3

LCDl

EA DOGM 163

Fiqure 6. The three PCBs assembled in a stacl<: display board, final amplifier board and microcontroller board.

3o
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The software for the ATmega was devel-
oped using WinAVR GCC and is available
for download as commented source code,
so you can adapt the firmware to suit your
personal wishes and requirements. The
compiled software (hex file) is available
for download from the Elel<tor website [:]
and the author's websits t+l in two versions
according to the desired operating mode
of the MAX97 44.You should normally use
the hex file ClassDVOl.00Filterles5.hex,
which configures the amplifier lC(o oper-
ate with spread-spectrum modulation of
the PWM signal. The initialisation routine
mox97 44init(MM97 44_FILTERLESS); is called
to initialise this operating mode.

For operation in PWM output mode
with fixed-frequency operation, main.c
calls the MAX9744 initialisation routine
mox97 44i nit(MAXg7 44_PWM);. The down-
loadable hex file for this operating mode is

called ClassDV01.00PWM.hex. lf you use
this version of the firmware, you must also
fit the PCB with loudspeal<er output filter
components having the values specified for
this operating mode on the lC data sheet.
The hex file can be loaded directly into
the microcontroller using a programmer,
such as the one described in isl. A screen
dump included in the zipped download
file shows the essential fuse settings for
this. The microcontroller in the parts l<it

is prefitted and pre-programmed (using
ClassDV0l.00Filterless.hex). The pro-
grammed ATmega8 initialises the MAX9744
and the fDA7449, processes the received

elel<tor o3-zoro

Figure 7. The Modulo D from various angles.

Figure 8. The final amplifier and microcontroller boards are joined
by socket headers and pins.

'\-- J{
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Figure 9. This welcome message aPPears after the module is switched on.

ness = Volume + and -, bass = 1 and 4, tre-
ble = 3 and 6, and gain = Fast Forward and

Rewind.
lf you do not have a suitable remote con-

trol unit available, you can still checl< out the

amplifier module since the volume is set by

defaultto around 35% instead ofzero. lfyou
connect a loudspeal<er, you should certainly

be able to hear something after connecting
a line-level signal to the Cinch input. When

connecting the loudspeal(er, pay attention
to the recommended maximum length
of the loudspeal<er cable (approximately
1 metre or 3 feet with the standard output
filter; see also the MAX9744 data sheet)'

As can be seen from the performance fig-
ures measured in the Elel<tor lab, the maxi-

mum rated power of 2 x22W is only possi-

ble with 4-Q loudspeal<ers and a 14-V supply
voltage. This can be obtained from a well-
charged 1 2-V car battery or a 1 4-V power
supply with a rated current capacity of 5 A'

A 12-V power supply rated at 4 A is sufficient
for a slightly lower power level.

The individual output stages of the
MAX9744 operate in bridge configuration,
so it is not possible to connect a loudspeaker

between the R and L outputs to obtain twice
as much power in monophonic mode.

The compact construction of this module
allows it to be used in applications that
are otherwise difficult to handle, such as in

models, iPod stations, or a portable ghetto
blasterwith a gel-cell battery. Otheroptions
include using the expansion port to inte-
grate an MP3 player or other signal source.

With this arrangement, there's nothing
stopping you from enjoying your personal

MP3 collection at full blast.
(o9o563)

ll l www"st.comf stonlinef prod uctsl litera-

ture/ds/631 7.pdf

http://datasheets. maxi m-ic.com/enldsl

N4AX9744.pdf

v,.',,wv. e I ektor.co m/090 563

r,rrv,sLange-distribution.de

'...r','r,v. elektor.co m l0 800 83

t2l

l3l

i4l
l:t

lR commands, and controls the LC display.

The software responds to RC5 remote con-

trol signals. The relationship between RC5

device addresses and RC5 commands is

defined in main.h.

It's a good idea to first connect the Modu-

lo Dto a powersupplywith current limiting
set to approximately 200 mA, and with no

loudspeal<er connected. The current con-

sumption under these conditions should

be around 120 mA. The display should first
show the welcome message (Figure 9), fol-
lowed around 5 seconds later by the volume

setting (Figure 10).

After this you can quicl<ly checl< whether
the module responds to commands from
an RC5-compatible remote control unit. The

following button arrangement is present on

a universal RC5 remote control unit: loud-

Figure 10. The volume setting is shown around five seconds after the welcome message.

Other settings are shown below.

32
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PIC Cookbook for
Vi rtua I I nstru mentation
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The software simulation of gauges, control-l<nobs, meters and indicators

which behave just like real hardware components on a pC's screen is known

as virtual instrumentation. ln this book, the Delphi program is used to create
these mimics and PIC based external sensors are connected via a USB/RS232

converter comm u nication linl< to a PC. Several case studies of virtual instru-
ments are detailed including a compass, an oscilloscope, a digital and

analogue thermometer, a FFT-based Frequency analyser, a joystick,

mouse-control panels and virtual displays for cars and aircraft. Full source

code examples are provided both for several different PIC's,

both in assembler and C, together with the Pascal code

l"Jff ;i:I:il'J:['.i,1.n 
use dirrerent 3rd partv 
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M ICROCONTROLLERS

LED Mixerwith DMX lnterface

By Dirk Gehrl<e and Walter Nitzold

The DMX5rz-A system has long since become established in the stage lighting world. This standard is also

being used more and more for lighting systems in buildings. The DMX LED lamp controller described here

uses a Tl MSP43o microcontroller to support DMX bus communication and generate PWM control signals

for three power LED drivers. The DMX address can be set using DIP switches.

DMX512, which is also known as DMX or
DMX51211990, is a digital control proto-
col. lt defines a serial data communica-
tion interface between controllers, lighting
equipment and lighting accessories. DMX

is based on the RS485 interface, which is

commonly used in the industrial world and

provides high noise immunity thanl<s to its
differential data transmission mode. This

interface can be used to connect a control-
ler to one or more receivers, with practical

upper limit of 455 m (1,500 ft) for the bus

length, although the theoretical upper limit
is 1 km (3,000 ft). The data rate is typically
250 kbit/s, with data being transferred in
packets having a maximum of size of 513

34

bytes. This combination of data rate and

pacl<et size allows a repetition rate of 44 Hz

with the largest pacl<et size. As suggested by

the name ofthe standard, up to 51 2 chan-

nels can be controlled individually, with each

channel having a resolution of 8 bits. A max-

imum of 32 receivers can be connected in
series in a single segment (daisy chain con-
figuration). Repeaters must be connected
between the segments if it is necessary to
implement a configuration with more than
32 receivers. Each daisy-chain segment
must be terminated by a 120-A resistor to
avoid signal reflections. There are certain
recommendations regarding the cabling to
be used, although they are not always fol-

lowed in practice. The cables are connected
to the equipment or interconnected by 5-

way or 3-way XLR connectors.
ln contrast to audio equipment used in
stage setups, the transmitter of a DMX sys-

tem is fitted with a female XLR connector
and the receivers are fitted with male XLR

connectors.

LED wallwasher
A wallwasher is a strip light that illuminates
a wall from below or above. ln the project
described here, the strip light consists of
one or more narrow PCBs fitted with three
350-mA power LEDs. Several of these PCBs

can be connected in series.

o3-201o elel<tor
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For this application, we have designed a

three-channel DlVX51 2-A receiver that
processes the DMX512-A signal and com-
pares it with an address set by a DIP switch.
The receiver generates three S-bit PWM
signals that control constant-current driver
stages.

As can be seen from the block diagram in
Figure 1, the key component here is an
MSP430 microcontroller, which receives a

logic-level signal via an RS485 receiver lC.
As already mentioned, the specification
says that 5-way XLR connectors should be
used by preference, but 3-way connectors
are most often used in practice. Conse-
quently, the adapter board for connecting
the DMX cable (see the schematic diagram
in Figure 2) is designed for 3-way XLR con-
nectors (male and female).
Operating power is provided by a standard
AC power adapter, which supplies 12 VDC at
.l 

A and is connected toJl (DC power socl<et)
on the adapter board. All three constant-
current sources on the main board (see
the schematic diagram in Figure |) oper-
ate directly from this pgwer so,urte. Linear
voltage regulator U8 (a TPS71 550) provides
a 5-V supply voltage for the RS485 lC (U9).

MSP43o JTAG DMX5tz-A

connector pins receiver board
connector pins

NC1
92
i3
t4
45
NC6

NC - not connected

A series resistor (R25) and Zener diode (Da)
reduce the 5-V supply voltage to 3.3 V for
the MSP430F2274.

MSP43o circuitry
The 3.3-V supply voltage is connected to
the AVcc and DVcc pins, with decoupling
capacitors wired between these pins and
ground. A pull-up resistor on the Reset
pin or a Reset signal on the programming
adapter Reset lead ensures controlled start-
up in stand-alone or programming mode.

Spare port lines for potential extensions are
fed out to pin headers J3 and J4. This gives
the user access to an additional commu-
nication module (UC1 ), three analogue to
digital converter inputs (A0, A1 and 42), or
optionally eight parallel l/O port pins.
Due to the narrow PCB shape, the Spy-by-
Wire interface was chosen for device pro-
gramming. This interface needs only a

small number of lines, while still providing
full programming and debug capability. As
a result, we managed to achieve desired
slender form factor for fitting to an alumin-
ium profile and managed to do without a

14-wayJTAC connector.

However, this means that you will have
to assemble an adapter for connection
between a 14-wayJTAC connector and a 6-
way Mill-Max connector for on-board board
programming. The pin assignments of this
adapter are listed in Table 1.

A means for assigning a specific DMX frame
address to the board (receiver) is necessary.
This tal<es the form of a DIP switch fitted
on the board, which allows the address to
be set using binary coding. Constant cur-
rent sources U1, U5 and U7 can be ena-
bled or disabled by the Enable signal from

Figure 1. Block diagram of the three-channel DMX receiver and LED driver.

+
+
+

DMX _

DMx +

Figure 2.Schematic diagram of the
adapter board for the DMX receiver and AC

powerline adapter cable connections.

elektor o3-201o
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pottP2.4. One USCI module (UC0)of the
MSP430 is used to receive the QMX signal.

The DMX bus signal conforms to the RS485

standard, but the USCI module can only
process R5232 signal, so signal conversion

is necessary. A type 5N65HVD3082E level

converter (U9) is used for this purpose.

Timer modules A and B of the M5P430F227 4

are used to generate the variable PWM

signals that control the constant-current
sources U1, U5 and U7. Using software, it is

possible to generate up to three PWM signal

using only two timer modules (see the 'RCB

LED Mood Lighting' article in the February

2008 issue of Elektor).

f onstant-eu rrent sou rces
The three constant-current sources are

implemented using synchronous downcon-

verter lCs with integrated power switches
(type TPS621 10). Figure 4 shows the cir-

cuit diagram of one source built around U 1 .

Thanl<s to the high switching frequency of

1 MHz, the external components are rel-

atively small - coil L1 has an inductance
of 6.8 prH, while each of the two output

36

Figure 3. Complete schematic diagram of the DMX51 2-A three-channel receiver

capacitors connected in parallel (C4 and

C5) is rated at22ytF. The power stage can

switch a peal< current of 2.4 A, which allows
power LEDs with rated continuous operat-

ing currents up to 1 .5 A to be used. With
the indicated component values, the circuit
described here is configured for a current of
only 350 mA. This circuit can operate over

an input voltage range of 5 to 17 V.

Downconverter Ul is configured as a con-

stant-current source instead of a voltage
regulator. ln place of a voltage divider, a

sense resistor is used to produce a volt-
age drop that is proportional to the current

through the resistor. As the switching con-

verter needs a feedbacl< signal of 1 .1 35 V at

the input of the error amplifier for proper
regulation, the power dissipation of sense

resistor R5 would be rather high because

a resistance of 3.3 O would be necessary

with a constant current of 350 mA, or 0.8 Q

with a constant current of 1 .5 A. The corre-

sponding power dissipation would be 0.4 W

or 1 .7 W. A bit of circuit magic is employed
here to reduce the power dissipation of
resistor R5. An external reference voltage
is used to apply a small bias voltage to the

error amplifier input, so that the voltage
drop across resistor R5 can be reduced by

the amount of the bias voltage. Resistor R5

has a resistance of 0.51 f) the circuit shown

in Figure 2, which produces a voltage drop

of 179 mV at 350 mA and results in only
63 mW of power dissipation in the resistor.

The value of R5 can be reduced for use with
a highercurrent.

The drawbacl< of this solution is that it
degrades the regulation accuracy, which
causes the operating point (setpoint cur-

rent) to shift in response to a steP change in

the load. With a resistance of 0.51 O for R5,

the accuracy is 10% at 500 mA, 5% at 1 A,

and2% at 2 A. See the inset for a description
of how to determine the component values

for different operating currents.
As the TP562110 has a rated maximum
output voltage of 17 V, it is also possible to
connect two or more LEDs in series. lf you

do this, bear in mind that the sum of the
forr',ard voltage drops of the LEDs and the
\, o tage drop over R5 must be less than the
npL,r,"'oltage of the voltage converter lC. ln

ec di: c:r. output capacitors C4 and C5 must

13l0crsMoruc1soa
P.oACLkAo/oAo1

MSp430F2274 ffi,
ffi3
ffi4
ru5
ru6
lro7

U5
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have rated operating voltages correspond-
ing to the higher output voltage.
Three constant-current sources with iden-
tical component values are implemented
here with U1, U5 and U7 in order to drive
three power LEDs (red, green and blue).

Software
Program execution is divided into two
phases. ln the first phase the modules of the
MSP430 are initialised, after which the pro-
gram enters the second phase where it can
receive and process DMX signals according
to the DMX protocol.
The initialised modules include timers A and
B for generating the PWM signals, parallel
port 1 for reading the device address for
comparison with the DMX frame, and USCI

module UCO for receiving the DMX data. ln
addition, calibration data stored in the data
memory of the MSP430 is used to configure
the clocl< module for a system clock rate of
8 MHz.
The timers are operated in continuous mode
and clocked directly by the main clock sig- ,
nal. The output units of the timers are used

here to generate the PWM signals. They can
produce PWM signals without any involve-
ment of the CPU until the microcontroller
enters Low Power Mode 3.

The ports used here must also be initialised
for proper operation ofthe interface to the
peripheral devices. For this purpose, Periph-
eral Module mode is selected for the timer
and USCI ports is selected. The DIP switch
is connected to port 1 for address entry, so

this port must be configured as an input in
Parallel Port mode. A special feature here is

that no external pull-up or pull-down resis-
tors are necessary because the M5P430 has

integrated resistors in the input stages of
the ports. To reduce power consumption,
all unused port pins are configured as out-
puts. This sets them to a fixed voltage level,
which avoids the risl< of short-circuit condi-
tions due to floating inputs.
The DIP switch works with binary coding.
The desired address in digital form must
therefore be converted into binary form,
which can be done with any scientific or
engineering pocket calculator. Here you
have to tal<e into account a small error in

elektor o3-2o1o

the design: pin P1.3/TA2 was accidentally
routed to pin headerJ4 instead of DIP switch
SW1, which causes gaps in the DMX address
range. This error can be worked around by
using the following formula:
Address for comparison with DMX frame
= DIP switch value + 8 x (DlP switch value
Drv 8)
where DIV is an integer division operation.

MICROCONTROLLERS

lf you configure an address using the DIP

switch, you can use the formula to deter-
mine which slot of the DMX frame the
unit will process. To make things easier for
novices, the download file for this project
includes a table of switch settings. The
binary values listed in the table can be set
directly on the DIP switch. lf you correct this
error when fitting SW1 during PCB assem-

Wr
After determining the desired operating current for the circuit shown in Figure 2 (such as

350 mA) and choosing a value for R5, you can calculate the values of the resistor networl<

(R2 and R3). This always involves a trade-off between regulation accuracy and power dis-

sipation in R5. The accuracy increases as the voltage drop across R5 increases, but this also

causes higher power dissipation. The following calculations are based on a design value of
1 mA for the current through the voltage divider.

V,",,": Ir'o\R5 = 350mAx510m :179mV

i V n: = V n B - Vs,,,.,, = l. l -53 y - 0. I 19 V = 0.97 1. V

R3 = 
Vn: 

-*I ntA

914 mV

1 ntA
=914 Q -> selected: 887 fi

Vnz =Vnnr -Vrn = 2.5Y - 1.153V=1.347V

v^" 1.347VR2-----r: = 1.3-l7k1mA lmA
-> selected: 1.33 kO

Figure 4. A constant-current source using a TPS62 1 I 0.
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Figure 5. State machine flow chart.

Figure 6. Adapter board fitted with XLR connectors and a power connector.

bly, you can ignore this formula for dealing
with the gaps in the address range.

The USCI module must be configured prop-

erly to receive the DMX signal. The most
important configuration parameter here

is the baud rate. The DMX standard spec-

ifies a baud rate of 250 kbit/s. With a sys-

tem clock rate of 8 MHz, this can easily be

obtained by setting the division factor of
the baud rate generator clocl< divider to
32 (8 MHz* 250|<Hz). Modulation is not
necessary because the desired clock rate

can be obtained using integer division. The

MSP430 is synchronised to the DMX frame
boundary by searching for the occurrence

of a Break error in the DMX data stream. For

proper processing of the signal, reception
of faulty characters must be enabled in the
USCI module.

After all the initiation activities are com-
pleted, the timers are started and the
MSP430 is put into LPM0 mode. lt awakes

from this mode only when a new character
is received. When this happens, the MSP430

must first synchronise to the start of the
DMX frame. This is done by utilising the fact
that a Breal< error occurs at the end of each

frame when the transmitter sends a 'Space

for Breal<', which according to the standard

must have a minimum duration of 88 ps.

This error is indicated by the USCI module

when the next character is received, which

allows the software to interpret this charac-

ter as the start of the next frame.
Each time a character is received, the con-

tents of the USC| status and data registers

are stored in variables so they can be proc-

essed by a state machine or used for other
purposes.

The first action is to check the first value in

Slot 0, which is called the Start Code. lf it is
zero, data reception can continue because

this is the lD code for dimmer applications.

The DMX frame data address set in the DIP

switch is read in, and the state machine
adva nces to the next state. Now the received

slot count is decremented and compared

with the read-in address. When the first
dimmer channel is reached, the value for
this channel and the values for the two
subsequent channels are stored in an array.

After all the values have been received, the

Dmx field count = 0
Set STATE =STARTADDR

Store lst DMX channel

38
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timer registers can be updated. Here it is

important to ensure that the registers are
updated only when a timer overflow occurs,
as otherwise asynchronous write operations
to the registers would cause the LEDs to
flicl<er. ln the case of timer B, this synchro-
nous updating is a built-in function of the
module and is configured during device ini-
tialisation. For timer A, the interrupt serv-
ice routine for the timer overflow must be
used for this purpose. To this end, the most
recent value for the PWM channel associ-

ated with timer A is stored temporarily in a

variable and the interrupt enable flag is set

for the overflow. When the interrupt occurs,

the timer register can be updated synchro-
nously to the overflow inside the interrupt
service routine.

The actual values that are written to the
TxCCRs registers when an overflow occurs
are not the same as the values read from
the DMX frame. Here the program uses

three arrays with 256 entries each, which
are stored in the program memory of the
MSP430. The data type ofthe stored values
is 'integer', which corresponds to a value
range of 0 to 65,535. The values from the
DMX frame are used to address the values
in the arrays, and the values stored in these

Figure 7. DMX receiver PCB.

locations are copied to the timer registers.
This makes it possible to store LED-specific
brightness profiles in the arrays, so that lin-
ear brightness changes can be generated
despite the fact that the LEDs do not have
li nea r cha racteristics.
After all the timer registers have been
updated, the state machine of the DMX
receiver returns to the ldle state (initial
state) and waits for the start of a new DMX
frame.
Figure 5 shows the full logic of the state
machine.

PCB and downloads
Figure 6 shows the adapter board for the
DMX and power supply connections (see

Figure 2 for the schematic diagram). The
narrow PCB for the three-channel DMX
receiver is shown in Figure 7 (see Figure 3

for the schematic diagram). LEDs D1, D2

and D3 can be fitted as individual compo-
nents (red, green and blue), or a single RCB

LED can be fitted in position D8 (with D1-
D3 not fitted). The adapter board plugs in
to the side of the DMX LED board. Another
DMX board can be connected at the far end,
and yet another board to the end ofthe sec
ond board.

A zip file containing an Excel file with the
bill of materials (BOM), a table of address
settings, the C code of the firmware, Ger-
ber files for the PCBs, the schematic dia-
grams and PCB files in PCAD format, and
the PCB layouts can be downloaded from
the web page for this article (www.elektor.
com/08'1004).

Future prospects
A wide variety of extensions are possible.
For example, you could cascade two 8-bit
DMX512-A channels and use the MSP430 to
generate a PWM signal with 16-bit resolu-
tion for brightness control. You could also

use a DRV88xx lC to drive a stepper motor. A
connector (J4 on the DMX board) is already
present for a potential extension to provide
wireless interface support, which could be

implemented using an RF2500T board. You

could use this arrangement to communicate
with board without stringing any cables, or
even control battery powered receivers. lt
would also be conceivable to extend the
address range to include all 512 channels,
display the address on an LCD module, and
use two buttons or an incremental encoder
to set the address.

(o8roo4)

www.OpenDMX.net (open source DMX projects)

http://focus.ti.com/litldsi symlinl</rnsp430f2274.pdf (MSP430F271 4

data sheet)

http://focus.ti.com/lit/ds/symlink/sn65hvd3082e.pdf (5N-

65HVD3082E data sheet)

http://focus.ti"com/lit/ds/sym link/t1431 a. pdf (T1431 A data sheet)

http://focus.ti.com/litlug/slvu254 | slvu254.pdf (TPS621 1 0EVM-346

user quide)
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Life Cycle Considerations

By Jens Nickel (Germany)

New refriEerators and washing machines

now carry an energy efficiency label, and

we are becoming ever more conscious

of the importance of the standby power

consu m ption of televisions, battery

chargers and other electronic devices.

But it is not just the operation of these

devices that produces significant amounts

of carbon dioxide (COz); so too does their

production, transportation and their

ultimate disposal. We show that these

other factors can mal<e a considerable

difference to the environmental

friendliness or otherwise of an appliance.

Consumers are becoming more and more aware of the power con-
sumption of electrical and electronic devices. Whether a refrigera-
tor, tumble dryer or washing machine carries a green 'A' or a yel-
low'D'efficiency label is no longer just a detail of specification but
is now an important buying criterion. The eye-catching coloured
labels have brought the question of energy efficiency to the fore-
front of the consumer's mind.

The EU is now looking to extend its energy efficiency measures to
cover stand-by power consumption [1], in particular of electronic
household appliances. And with good reason: the total power con-
sumption of all the devices in Britain in stand-by mode is compara-
ble to the entire output of a coal-fired power station.

For example
However, we want to lool< in more detail at our energy budget.
Fitting out a house with appliances already has a significant cost
in terms of CO, production. A simple calculation will make this
clear. Mr N from Liverpool is a parsimonious gentleman looking
for a new washing machine. With an eye on his ever-increasing
electricity bill he carefully seel<s out an appliance that needs less

4o

l:,tt:;.:.,,;*t:i]l:,r':,:;)8,

ruqretre
Lots sfficient

lloire
{dr(A 6 1 p'ro

egg',t***"

than 0.9 kWh for a standard wash cycle, giving it a category 'A'
efficiency rating.

However, he does not also take into account that the machine has

already travelled a considerable distance. From the container port in

China it has been transported by ship to Felixstowe, and from there
by lorry to Liverpool. Of course, the lorry is carrying other appliances
too: to l<eep things simple we will estimate that the machine is one
percent ofthe lorry's load and that thejourney uses 1 50 litres of die-
sel. We will reckon the same again for the jou rney from the factory
in China to the port, and the ship journey at twice this amount.

However, that is not the end of the story. Mr N has also made a 30 km
journey by car to the shop to collect the appliance. Now we move a

little into the future: after about 800 washes the washing machine
develops a fault in its electronics. lt is beyond economic repair. As

a good citizen, Mr N puts the machine in his car and tal<es it to the
council recycling point; from there it is taken by lorry to the recycling
company, another 300 km. A total of approximately 20 litres of fuel
has been used in transporting the appliance; and its total electrical
energy consumption has been approximately 700 kWh.

Energy
l/aruhdurer
Mo*l

Mora elfiolent

EnorEy consunption k\4h,year
{@r'l@unJ*ba{0

ry6er.@b

lf9str 1000 lot,Jm€ I
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How much CO2 is produced in the generation and transmission of a I<ilolvatt-hc"i ci e ectricalenergy? Wewantto include not justthe CO2

emitted as a result of burning the fuel, but also that resulting from the building ci:re poiver station, the production of raw materials, and

the trar.rsport of the fuel and other items. The calculation is not an easy one and cepends on a number of flgures and estimates: for example,

where does the energy used in the manufacture of a solar panel come from? As r ou might imagine, various studies, for example into the

overall CO2 budget of wind and solar power stations, have come to rather different conclusions, the figures often reflecting the political re-

q uirements of the bodies com nrissioning the studies. A pa rticula rly bitter stru g g le is foug ht over the carbon footprint of renewable energy

sources and over nuclear power. Although attractive from a carbon footprint point of view, nuclear power suffers from the problems of dea-

ling with the waste and from considerations of safety and security.

For example, one report has claimed that the overall emissions that can be at-

tributed to a wind turbine capable of generating 1.8 MW are around 900 tonnes

of CO2, mostly in steel and concrete manufacture. According to the study, the

unit offsets this production in just five months of operation. However, opponents

clainr that a l<ilowatt-hour produced by a wind turbine cannot be offset against

coal-fired or nuclear generation because the wind turbine can only produce ener-

gy unpredictably (i.e., when the wind is blowirrg) rather tlran on demand.

The table gives a few figures calculated usirrg the 'CEMl5' software model

produced by the Cerman lnstitute for Applied Ecology. Figures for the first
three types of power station are rather iower if they are used to generate

heat as well as power.

Many a micl<|e...
The story is still not complete. Assembling the washing machine in
the factory in China takes approximately one man-day. The energy
use for lighting, machinery and tools comes, suitably amortised,
to around 4 kwh. Component manufacture probably accounts for
another 8 kwh, and transporting the components between facto-
ries consumes another 5 litres of fuel.

A considerable amount of electricity is used in the manufacture of
the steel and plastic components: we will estimate that this adds

another 5 kWh to the budget. And so we go on: the steel raw mate-
rialfrom which the components are made has been produced using

fossil fuels, and iron ore has had to be extracted from the earth
and transported to a blast furnace for processing. And then there
is wear and tear on all the vehicles and machinery involved at all

stages of the production and delivery process, and so we have to
add a small fraction of the energy used in their manufacture to
the energy budget for the washing machine. Then we add in the
energy involved in producing and transporting fuels, building oil
wells, building power stations; the list goes on.

The budget
How does the total budget over the life of the appliance look when
written in terms of COr? First we collect together the various figures
above: 700 l<Wh of electricity to run the machine, 50 kwh of elec-

tricity (in China) for its manufacture and a total of 50 litres of fuel
for transport. This last element is easy to assess: burning one litre
of diesel produces approximately 2.61<g of COr. Now, how much
CO, is produced in generating one kilowatt-hour of electricity? The

Even a wind turbine creates CO, , mostly via the steel and concrete
used in its manufacture and installation.

elel<tor o3-zoro
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Coal-fired power station (anthracite)

Cas-fired power stalion
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electricity delivered to a house is generated in several very differ-
ent l<inds of power station. Also, as you no doubt expect by now,
we have to take into account notjust the gas, coal or oil burned to
generate the electricity, but also the CO, impact of construction and

final decommissioning of the power station (see inset). The balance

of different fuels used varies from country to country, but in Britain
the generation and transmission of 1 kWh of energy releases around
0.5 l<g to 0.6 kg of COr.

The figures for China are somewhat different, because of the large

number of coal-fired power stations running at low efficiency. ln the
EU as well there are still power stations that emit more than 1.3 l<g

of CO, per kWh generated.

Of course, the environmental impact of generatlng one l<ilowatt-
hour is not limited to the corresponding CO, emissions: we are

reminded of the enormous (and highly controversial) hydroelectric
stations in China. There are also studies that estimate the effects of
nitrogen oxides and other gases on the environment and hence on
human life expectancy IZa][Zb]. These impacts can be converted
into hard pounds and pence, allowing a direct comparison of dif-
ferent energy sources.

Corrclusion
Bacl< to the washing machine: although running it accounts for the
lion's share of its associated CO, emissions (around 350 kg), the
amount involved in production, transport and disposal is far from
negligible (around 200 kg according to our calculations). For less

power-hungry appliances this element becomes even more signifi-
cant. The same goes even for appliances which are designed with
energy economy in mind, although efforts in this direction nev-
ertheless are and will remain worthwhile. lf we want to do some-
thing to help the environment, perhaps the best thing is to consider
whether we really need to buy a new computer, DVD player or dig-
ital camera every two years.

(o7o8oo-l)

Web Linlcs

[ ] I http://re.jrc.ec.eLr ropa.eLr/energyefficiency/ htm li
sta nd by*iniiiative. htrl

i2a ] www. needs-project.org

[2b] www.externe.info

LargersolarinstallationsoffsettheCO-emissionsresultingfromtheirmanufacture.transportar: -;iaJiationinasmall numberofyears.
,:oto: Cerman Federal Environment Ministry/Brigitte Hiss .
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Looks like lfound a bug...
No it's a feature! This predictable reply was
met with a chorus of groans. No it's defi-
nitely a bug, look... he handed me the solar
powered battery charger. He was right; this
feature had six legs and spots on its back.
The ladybird must have flown in through
a window and decided to hibernate in our
eco-friendly solar charger that's now almost
ready for publication. How apt, I thought, of

all the equipment and gear laying around in the lab this tiny creature
had picked this piece of equipment. The solar charger generates power
but in operation produces no pollution or greenhouse gases; it was
almost as if Nature had given the solar charger its seal of approval.

It says what?
... How many times
have I got to tell
you, R-T-D-S! (look
at the data sheet)
We often hearthese
words of advice
given to a young
engineer struggling
to get their circuit
to behave. We have
faith in data sheets
they are the font of
all knowledge. What

W
ffi roundedbyphrrps

f--k-
I l\o

/:\:B
le) I t==*6
tu/r +l+F

if the data sheet is wrong? lt doesn't happen often but take the 8C639 transistor. This
device comes packaged in a plastic TO-92 outline and all the data sheets agree; with
the transistor's flat face on the bench and its leads pointing towards you they read,
from left to right; base, collector and emitter. I say they all agree but I overlooked a

data sheet by Siemens, it tells us the leads are emitter, collector and base! Well at least
they agree on the cen-
tre lead. ln the years Bl

(before I nternet) en gi-
neers would have a

stack of data bool<s to
which they could refer,
any printing errors
could be corrected
with a pencilled note. Nowadays Google finds the
information for us. On a bad day you would by
chance clicl< on the Siemens data sheet and end
up wiring the transistors incorrectly. The result is
an afternoon offrustration hunting forthe source
of the problem. This is exactly what happened to
one of our engineers working on a new design. He

wasn't happy, maybe the advice should be: have
you checked the data sheet for errors!

FAIFTCHILtr'

-
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ffi.wtr

1 i 10-92

1. Emitter 2. Collector 3. Base

So what's new?

We are familiarwith microcontroller evaluation boards that come
in a small memory-stick format to plug into a PC's USB socket. Simi-
lar designs are available from many semiconductor and software
tool manufacturers and make a convenient development platform.
So when this system from Tl dropped on our desk (http://focus.

ti.com/docs/toolsw/folders/print/e2430-ch ronos.
html) we weren't expecting any surprises. Just

lil<e similar systems from other manufactur-
ers, the development board is made up of
two small plug-together cards. The first

contains the chip programmer and plugs
into a PC USB port. The second tiny

board contains the microcontroller.
This kit however has one more trick
up its sleeve (literally); it includes an

example target system with an LCD

display i.e. a sports watch!The chip
programmer board is similar to
other Tl kits. Once the microcon-
troller card is programmed it can
be fitted into the watch and the
cover screwed down. The control-

ler type CC430F6137 is an MSP430
with an RF core allowing wireless

communication with say a heart rate
sensor or pedometer. We haven't yet

had a chance to put this system to the test
but lool< out for more details in the future.
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An ATMl8 Passepartout
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ByWolfgang Rudolph and Dr. DetlevTietjen (Cermany)

Passwords are important but also annoying. The more

secure the password the more difficult it is to remember.

This project based on the Elel<tor ATMrS ATmega board

provides a neat solution,

The word posse- :

por-tout is of
French origin
meaning literally
'pass everywhere'.
A single key that can open several locks is
also known as a passkey or master key. ln
the real world such a key would be used by a

house manager of say student accommoda-
tion. Here each student's personal key only
opens their own door but the house manag-

er's passkey can open all of them. lf the key

is stolen however every door is insecure.

For this reason it is important that we don't
use the same password on our computer
and every secure website that we visit on

the lnternet. Each password must be unre-
lated and as random as possible and under
no circumstances should be written on a

48

piece of paper and stucl< under the key-
board! It's like hiding your front door key
under a flowerpot, that's the first place
burglars lool<. lt is also important to regu-
Iarly change your passwords. This means
that before long we could typically have
around fifty such passwords to remember
and if, as recommended we change them
every month this amounts to 600 strings
of meaningless random characters to
memorise every year. Hands up all those
who follow this advice... no I thought not.
Unless you possess Rain Man's ability of
total recall you probably take a chance by
using easy to remember short passwords
and never bother to change them. There
are some commercial solutions available
on the marl<et to help manage passwords,

some good, some not so good and they are
often difficult to use.

The solution suggested here requires a few
components together with the ATM 1 8-con-
troller test board plus software which can
be downloaded for free from the Elel<tor

website I1l. The controller generates secure
passwords and sends them to the PC's USB

port; we only need to remember a short
four digit PlN. All the complex calculations
are performed by the microcontroller.

The Hardware
To transfer the passwords from the ATM18

test board to the PC it is necessary for the
ATM18 to emulate the function of a U5B

connected keyboard. Communications
normally passing between such a keyboard
and the PC will therefore be generated in
the ATI\'I-18 software. The only additional
hardrrare needed for this project is a small
extender board which fits between the USB

o3-201o elel<tor
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port and the controller board. The extender
board is fitted with two 3.6 V zener diodes
and two 68 O resistors. An additional resis-
tor connected between pins 1 and 2 on the
USB connector signals to the PC that a slow
USB peripheral is connected. The circuit with
the Zener diodes and resistors (see Figure 1 )

can also be found on the lnternet [2]. A cur-
rent of 20 mA flowing through the 3.6 V
Zeners produces a voltage of 3.3 V. This is
exactly what the level needed to enable the
interface to worl< with U5B signals.
The circuit is so small it could in fact be built
directly on the ATM18 board's RS232 con-
nector (l(5). lt could also be hand wired to
a connector or built on a small square of
perfboard as we have done here. Be aware
that pin 6 (GND) ofthe extender board con-
nects to K5 pin 1 on the ATM18 test board,
pin 5 connects to K5 pin 2 etc. Looking at
the board from above with the printing the
right way up, pin 1 of all the connectors is

always to the left.
On pin header K.l2 of the ATM18 test board
it is necessary to bridge PDl and PD2 (lNT0)
so that lNTO is available at connector K5.

The two-wire LCD connects to PC4 (Data)
and PC5 (Clk), the push buttons to PCi to
PC3. ln lcd.h and btn_config.h it is possible
to re-assign these pins if necessary.

The Software
The USB routine is a Iittle tricky. We have
used the familiar v-usb driver t3l and a part
of the HlDKeys project [al. As long as our
'keyboard' complies with the HID (Human
lnterface Device) specification it will not be

necessary to install any driver. Both projects
are under CPL.

The USB driver essentially consists of two
parts; an lnterrupt Service Routine (lSR)
and the function usbPoll0, which in the
main loop must be called as often as pos-

sible, at least every 50 ms. Should it fail to
achieve this we get a TimeOut by the host
(PC) error and the link stops working. Lil<e-

wise the ISR response time is critical, any
other ISR must be l<ept as short as possible
or stopped to avoid slowing down the con-
troller's response time.
To meet the 50 ms time constraint the pro-
gram does not use anywait loops i.e. where
the program is held in a loop waiting for a

key press. lnstead execution is controlled

elel<tor 03-2oio
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guage keyboard which has keys to produce
special characters. A US or UK l<eyboard for
example will generate the number 28 for
the Y l<ey and 29 for the Z key (QWERTY).
A Cerman l<eyboard switches these two
codes around because the key positions are
swapped (QWERTZ).

This special case is intercepted in the
'main.c' routine according to the language
selected (see Listing 2, #ifdef flanguagel).
The other special characters are not so easy
to deal with. For the sake of compatibility
it simplifies matters if we limit the range of
characters used to generate the password
to the basic character set. This is achieved in
software by editing the 'main.c'at line 329
by removing from the string any unwanted
characters. The standard character set in
letters[] is limited to include numbers 0 to
9 and characters a to z and A to Z.

const char letters[] = "01 23456789A8CDEF-
CHUKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZabcdefghijklm-
nopqrstuvwxyz";

A maximum password length of 20 charac-
ters gives very good security but even if a

few characters are taken out it will not com-
promise security unduly.
Once all the changes, new addresses and
password lengths have been added to
the program it can be compiled and then
programmed into the controller's Flash
memory.
The avr-gcc compiler was used.

ln operation
When the board is plugged into the PC's

USB port the LC display shows the start
screen (Figure 2).

After pressing a pushbutton your four-digit
PIN number can now be entered. More num-

Figure 1 . The socket on the left connects to K5 on the test board.
The socl<et on the right plugs into a PC USB port.

by the value of the 'status' variable which
is continuously updated. A sequence of
switch0 statements takes the program to
the necessary routine. Otherwise the pro-
gram remains in its main loop.
The list of lnternet addresses which require
a codeword to be generated must be typed
into the source code before the program is

compiled. Four entries have already been
included in 'main.c'starting at line 22 (see
Listing 1). The number of entries can of
course be added to or deleted and the block
expanded as necessary.

Each entry in this block has the same for-
mat: two numbers indicate the password
length (it can be up to twenty characters
long) now following the colon the web
address ofthe site is entered by hand (20
characters maximum). The 20 character
limit is to ensure that both the address and
password will fit onto one line each of the
display. The program uses around 4 l(B of
memory and each address entry uses 24
bytes. The Flash memory has around 3 KB

free to store the addresses.

The ATmega test board does not store the
password in memory, instead it calculates it
using the displayed web address and sends
it to the PC when the button is pressed to
transfer it. At the PC it receives the string
of characters and deals with them as if they
had been typed in on the keyboard. When
the password generator is connected to a

different PC rvith say a foreign l<eyboard lay-
out there wili be some compatibility issues.

Some languages have special characters and
position the common characters in different
places on the keyboard.

Each time a kef is pressed a keycode is sent
to the PC. The processor looks up the ASC|l

code for the key' press in a lool<-up table.
This works frne until you use a foreign lan-
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bers are difficult to handle with-
out special measures in 16 bits.
The banking sector maintains a

four number PIN code that offers
sufficient security and they have

been using them for decades, so

it should also be good enough
for us. The program uses the 1's

complement of the entered PIN

so that the special case where
the PIN is chosen as 0000 does
not cause a problem.

The password is produced by
combining the four number PlN,

the address of the visited web-
site selected from a list stored
in the test board and the out-
put sequence of a pseudoran-
dom generator. The pseudoran-
dom sequence is important; its
needs to generate a reproducible
sequence each time it is called so

that the same unique password
is generated when combined
with the PIN and web address. A
pseudora ndom sequence gener-

ator must be written in software,
the library function random0
can't be used, it generates a dif-
ferent value each time it is called

when the program is changed
and recompiled.
The PIN is entered into the
ATMl 8-controller board using
three pushbuttons; Figure 3
shows the LC display.
The first button increments the displayed
value. The second pushbutton enters the
value to the controller and moves on to the
next number in the PlN. The third pushbut-
ton gets you back to the start of entering
the PlN.

With the PIN entered, the second button
can be pressed to display the address of

Weblinl<s

[1 ] www.elektor.comi080950

[2] http://vusb.wikidot.com/ ha rdwa re

[3] http://vusb.wikidot.com

5o

Figure 2. Start.

Figure 3. Enter your PlN.

Figure 4. Select web address.

the first stored web site with its password
shown on the line beneath (see Figure 4).
Pushbutton 1 can now be used to step
through the stored websites. A press on
pushbutton 2 willsend the password forthe
displayed website to the PC. Pushbutton 3

returns you to PIN entry mode.

With just a few simple button presses the
password generator now sends a really

long, complex (and therefore
secure) password to the web-
site very quickly.

The menu language can be
changed in the file 'locale.inc'.

At present the options are Cer-

man or English. The language is

defined on line 16 of 'main.c'.
The tests were conducted with
a 16 MHzclocl<. Otherclocl<fre-
quencies are also possible (pro-
viding the USB driver can keep
up I2l), the frequency is defined
by the value in F-CPU. The usb-

drvasm.S file needs to be modi-
fied for this option to function.
Note that when a new version
of the driver is used the modifi-
cation will be overwritten.

A force for good or bad?
Encryption can be used crimi-
nally to hide illegal content.
Some encryption is extremely
robust so that investigations
concerning counter terrorism,
child indecency and domes-
tic extremism often uncover
encrypted files which may have

incriminating content but can-
not be read. Laws introduced
in some countries recently give
officers the power to request
disclosure of the key associ-

ated with an encrypted file. Failure to dis-
close may result in conviction I5l.

With the password generator described here
plugged into your PC the process of sending
a password to a web site is made easier and
more secure. lt gives another layer of secu-
rity to help protect your personal informa-
tion from unscrupulous hackers.

(o8o95o)

[4] www.obdev.atf proc. c:s

[5 j www.surveillancecc --
osc_a nn ua l_rpt_2 00:_

,. --sb'hidl<eys.html

-.s oners. gov.ul</docs1 /
19.:cf
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listing r.

#incl-ude
#include
#incfude
#lnc1ude
#include
#include
#include

#include
#include
#include
#include
#incl-ude

<avr/io. h>
<util/de1ay. h>
<avr/pgmspace. h>
<avr/interrupt. h>
<avr/wdt . h>
<stdlib. h>
<string. h>

"usbdrv. h"
"oddebug.h"
"btn_conf ig. hrr
rrbtn. htr

"l-cd_2wire.h"

M ICROCONTROLLERS

#define ENGLISH
#include "focale.inc"

typedef char entry tl24\;

entry_t addresses[] PROGMEM = {',20:www.
el-ektor . comrr , rt 12 : www. anywhere . com" , r 

O g : www.
mybank . comrr , rr11 : www. anyweb . com', ] i

const uintS_t n_o_address = sizeof (addresses) /
sizeof (entry_t) ;

const char empty_string[21]
PRoGMEM = " ";

Listing z.

/* Keyboard usage values, see usb.org,s
* HlD-usage-tabl-es document., chapter 1O
* Keyboard/felpad page for more codes.

#define MOD_NOMOD

#def ine MOD_CONTROL_LEFT

#def ine MOD_SHIFT_LEFT
#define MOD_ALT_LEFT

#define MOD_GUI_LEFT

#def ine MOD-CONTROL-RIGHT

#dCf ine MOD-SHIFT-RIGHT
#define MOD_ALT_RrGHT

#define MOD_GUI_RIGHT

0

(1<<0)
(1<<1)
(1<<2)
( 1<<3 )

( 1<<4 )

(1<<5)
(1<<6 )

(1<<7)

#define KEY_R
#define KEY_S

#define KEY_T
#define KEY_U
#define KEY_V
#define KEY_W

#define KEY_X

#ifdef DEUTSCH

#define KEY_Y
#define KEY*Z

#e1se
#define KEY*Y
#define KEY_Z

#endif

#define KEY_1
#define KEY_2

#define KEY_3
#define KEY 4

FOerl-ne KljY 5

#define KEY-5
#define KEY_7
#define KEY_8
#define KEY_9

#define KEY_O

#define KEY_F1
#define KEY_F2

#define KEY_F3
#define KEY_F4
#define KEY F5
#define KEY_F6

#define KEY_F7
#define KEY_FB

#define KEY*Fg
#define KEY_F1O
#define KEY_F1l-
#define KEY F12

21-
t)
23
24
25
zo
)1

29
28

28
)q

30
31
aa

33
34
35
36
3'7
-lo

39

58
59
60
61-

62
63

64
65
66
67
68
AA

I

I

i

i

I

#define KEY_TAB

#define KEY_CR

#define KEY_SPACE

#define KEY_DOT

#define KEY*KOMMA

#define KEY*MINUS

#define KEY_A

#define KEY_B

#define KEY_C

#define KEY*D

#define KEY_E

#define KEY F

#define KEY*G

#define KEY_H
#OCIANC KEY .L

#define KEY J
#define KEY_K

#define KEY_L

#define KEY_M

#define KEY_N

#define KEY_O

#O.CIANC KEY P

#define KEY-a

elektor o3-2olo

A)

40
44
55
54

86

4

5

6

l
8

9

10
11
1-2

13

t4
15
1-6

t7
18
19
20 #define NUM KEYS 728
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By Harald Kipp (Germany)

The article'Femto OS' in last month's Elel<tor provided a practical entry point into the world of AVR

multitasl<ing operating systems. lf it inspired you to investigate further and tal<e a look on the lnternet,

you doubtless discovered plenty of other Open Source projects of this l<ind.

It's ironic that the remarkable capacity of
the lnternet to catalogue the total world's
knowledge doesn't mal<e searches of this
kind simple. On his first stocl<take the
author was faced with no fewer than 30
Open Source projects concerning 8-
bit microprocessors. That said, many
ofthese replicated the Sleeping Beau-

ty's slumbers and around only half of 
l

the projects had been updated in the 
l

last six months. Our survey is deliber-
ately confined to active projects even

if our selection is somewhat subjective,
without any judgement on the projects'

merit or quality. Of course there may
well be genuine treasures buried in the l

currently inactive projects too, just wait-

ing to be rediscovered. The open source 
I

code will make it easy to find out!
Right, let's take a deep breath and cut
straight to the crucial question: what
actually is an operating system? Even

experts have difficulty in giving an

unequivocal answer. But in general an

operating system fulfils two functions,
to manage resources and conceal hard-
ware technicalities from users. Among
the resources we can count the CPU,

memory and input/output devices.
Details of the hardware are concealed
within application programs so that
these can run differing hardware with-
out customisation.

CPU management
All of the operating systems presented here

facilitate the operation of several tasks at
once, quasi-simultaneously. The technical
term for this is 'multitasking' and its advan-

tages were covered comprehensively in

52

last month's i55uq [1], using Femto OS as

an example. The change from one tasl< to
another is called context chonging and this
process can be more or less burdensome
according to the type of operating system.

Figure 1. The need to access a runtime library
makes applications hardware- and operating

system-dependent (1). Accessing via an

operating system (2), as opposed to making
direct calls (3), is another way of reducing

dependence on particular hardware.

Basically there are two types of multitask-
ing to support operating systems, namely
cooperatives und pre-emptives.
ln cooperative multitasl<ing a context
change takes place only when a task hands

control to the CPU voluntarily. As a result
the application is protected from being
interrupted at any arbitrary stage. ln prac-

tice this works adequately well, since many
applications spend the largest part oftheir

time waiting for external events. The

. operating system Nut/OS (see Table)
of the Elektor lnternet ftadls lzl demon-

I strates this very clearly.

The context change is carried out with
the help of short assembler routines

I built into the operating system, which
does of course make porting across
to another type of CPU more difficult.

I the Protothreads project ofthe Swed-

ish lnstitute for lnformatics has demon-
' strated that multitasking is nevertheless

possible even in pure C code. There's
a disadvantage that non-static local
variables lose their content in context
changes. This technique is used exten-
sively in the Contiki operating system
(see Table).

Pre-emptive multitasking places higher
demands both on the operating system

and on the application. ln this situation
the task running currently can be inter-
rupted at any time, as soon as an event
initiates another tasl< with higher prior-

ity. For the programmer each task has to
be treated as an interrupt routine. lfyou
have already done some programming
rvith interrupts you will l<now the poten-

tial pitfalls. Calls to globalvariables can lead

to errors if precautions are not taken. Rou-

tines must additionally be made re-entrant
capable ::, if they are to be used 'simultane-

ous t,' b1'several tasl<s. The key advantage

o3-201o elel<tor
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This listing includes only operating systems that support at least one 8-bit microprocessor and are under ongoirrg development. Under Iorget
Plotformswe have listed simply the generic farnilies, in which some members may no longer have active support. The Ucence named is the
main Iicence, which may differ frorr the original in some details.

Project

BeRTOS

chibios/Rr

Contiki

Femto 05

FTeeRTOS

Fu n kOS

Hnci-nros

Helir-rm

Na no-Rl(

Nut/OS

NuttX

scmRTOS

TinyOS

TNI(ernel

vnvnios

Target Platforms

AVR, ARM

AVR, ARIVI, M5P430, Cold-

fire, HSS, xB6

6502, ARM7, AVR,

lVSP430, 280, etc.

AVR

ARM, AVR, MSP430, Cold-

fire, x86, PPC, etc.

AVR, ARM, MSP43O

Zilog CPUs

HCS0B, Coldfire

AVR

ARN/, AVR

8052, ARM, ZB0, etc.

AVR, ARM, Blacl<fin,

MSP430, etc.

ARI\i\, AVR

ARIV, PIC24, HCSOB,

Coldfire

AVR

of pre-emptive multitasl<ing is nevertheless
obvious: high-priority tasks can be handled
with the minimum of delay.
ln actual applications, which method would
worl( better really depends on the individual
situation. Some operating systems, inciden-
tally, offer both variants, for example Free-

RTOS and Femto 05 (see Table).

Tasl< control
Regardless of which form of multitasl<ing
is used, tasl<s must have the capability of
being carried out reciprocally. After all, it
makes llttle sense if an outputting tasl< is ini-
tiated before the previous tasl< has delivered
the necessary data to be processed. A long-
established technique mal<es use of the so-
called 'semaphore' (thinl< of a railway signal
arm). ln the simplest form we have a vari-
able that a tasl< updates from zero to one.
The next tasl< attempted is halted until the
first tasl< has reset the semaphore to zero.
Of course the semaphore routine cannot be

called directly but only by an operating sys-

tem routine. lf required, this also tal<es care
ofthe context change. There are also a vari-
ety of other comparable mechanisms, most

elel<tor 03-201o

Licence

CPL

CPL

BSDL

CPL

CPL

Sleepycat

CPL

CPL

CPL

BSDL

BSDL

LCPL

BSDL

BSDL

LCPL

Notes

Numerous drivers, graphics

Secure, static design

ICP/lP. 6l oWPAN. graphic s

Very small and compact

Wide distribution

L ra pn tcs

Compar t. Assembler orrly

Small kernel

Sensor networl<

TCP/rP, POSrX-like

TCP/lP, POS|X APt

C++

Sensor networl<, nesC

ITRON API

Simple task schedr,rler

of which worl< on the same principle.
ln pre-emptive multitasl<ing the require-
ment for synchronisation is naturally higher
and the context change is more onerous
than in the co-operative method. lf the need
for protection against being called by other
tasl<s lasts only for a short duration, we can
alternatively define a critical zone to fore-
stalling a context change. This is compa-
rable with blocking interrupts in program-
ming without operating systems.
Almost all operating systems provide
dynamic memory management. ln this way
the operating system can allocate memory
to a task as and when required. Afterwards
it can be returned for use by other tasl<s.

Small systems that suffer notoriously from
memory shortage benefit by this.

We are all bound to have lost bool<s and
ballpoints that rve lent out and operating
systems suffer in the same way, especially
with applications r,r,rilten in C. For this rea-
son in particular the developers of ChibiOS/
RT (see Table)avoided the use of dynamic
memory management altogether. This also
circumvents a further problem that goes

Link

www.bertos.org

http://chibios.sou rceforge. net

www. s ics. se/co ntil<i

www.femtoos.org

www.freertos.org

http://fu nkos.sourceforge.net

www. hacl<-rtos.ru

http://helium.sourceforge.net

www.nanorl<.org

www.ethernut.de

http://nuttx.sou rceforge. net

http://scm rtos. sou rcefo rge. net/Scm RTOS

www.tinyos.net

www.tn l<ernel.com

www.ch ris.obyrne.com/yavrtos

by the name of memory fragmentation, in
which available memory gradually suffers
death by a thousand cuts and expires.

lnput and output control
lnput and output control is even now not
fully integrated with all operating systems
(previously only high-end operating sys-

tems were obliged to offer this, as the func-
tions in question formed part of the system
kernel).
ln systems Iike Linux the kernel itself han-
dles the entire input and output function.
More basic operating systems offer little or
no support of this l<ind. On the face of it, this
is no big problem if the hardware offers rela-
tively basic interfaces that can be control-
led direct by the application. This, however,
then neglects the major tasl< of shielding the
user from hardware technicalities. Cenerally
this holds good not only for classic input/
output commands but also for other hard-
ware-dependent functions, such as reading
or setting dates and the time.
ln reality operating systems seldom pro-
vide direct access to the classic input/out-
put commands required by applications but
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rsgul
Anyone plannirrg to migrate an application from one operating system to another mav en-

counter difficulties. Functions that are operating system-specific (initiating a task, deter-

mining priorities, etc.) may obstruct the desire for compatibility and that's puttinq it mildly.

Any subsequent change to another system will be made more problematic. Operating

systems Iil<e Nuttx or TN|(ernel (see Table), which are aligned towards POSIX and/or ITRON

standards I7l [8] are the exception in srnall systems.

as a VNC client to represent the CUI of the
embedded operating system. This even has
an integrated Web browser; a double click
on the corresponding icon is allyou need to
let you surf the lnternet with your little 8-bit
Processor!

Development environ ment
To tailor small operating systems to avail-
able hardware and match their demands to
the application, they need to be configured.
ln most cases you edit the source data (with
adequately detailed documentation) on the
PC and initiate a Mal<e program or some-

instead provide a so-called runtime library
that linl<s together applications and oper-
ating systems (Figure 1). These libraries
are frequently sufficiently flexible to cover
a substantial range of standard functions
without support from the operating sys-
tem, at least the standards C89/C99 I+l valid
for C programs.

Processes and threads
Operating systems for 32-bit CPUs and
upwards of cou rse offer additional features.
Frequently these are based on a monolithic
kernel that stores and carries out applica-
tions in RAM during runtime. This allows
several applications to run concurrently
(multiprocessing). Using dedicated hard-
ware known as a Memory Management
Unit (MMU), application programs can be
protected from one another's actions. lf a

flawed program attempts to seize mem-
ory from another program, it is simply iso-
lated from the operating system. As con-
text changing between protected processes
places heavy overheads, it is alternatively
possible for several tasl<s within a process to
run quasi-concurrently in so-called threads.
ln this multithreading situation the threads
share the process memory. lt's here that

the boundaries with the familiar PC operat-
ing system become blurred. For this reason
it is not surprising that in the Open Source
domain for larger embedded systems Linux
is the undisputed market leader.
Smaller systems generally have no ability
to manage multiple processes. The operat-
ing system is generally pacl<aged in libraries
that during creation are assembled along
with the application into a single binary file.
Subsequently this file is loaded onto the tar-
get system and executed in a single proc-
ess. Multitasl<ing here is confined to multi-
threading. The missing memory protection
mal<es it alltoo simple for a faulty routine to
crash the complete system.

The Contil<i operating system already men-
tioned demonstrates that remarl<able
results can be achieved even with minimal
hardware (just an 8-bit controller). Contil<i
mal<es it possible not only to initiate proc-
esses dynamically during runtime but also
even provides a CUI (graphical user inter-
face) for this (Figure 2). A graphical display
and mouse port are not absolutely nec-
essary, as Contil<i has an integrated VNC
server [s] with TCP/lP support. On the PC a

browser is started up that loads a Java applet

lnternet Linl<s

| 1 I www.elel<tor.coml090B43

[2 ] www.elel<tor.com/07 1 08 1

[3] http:/i en.wil<ipedia.org/wil<i/Reentrant_(subrouti ne)

[4] http://en.rvikiped ia.org/wiki/Standa rd_C_l ibra ry

[5] http://en.wikiped ia.org/wiki/Virtual_Networl<_Com putinq

[6] www.opensource.orgi licenses/a lphabetica I

[7j http://en.wil<ipedia.org/wiki/POSIX#POSIX-oiiented_operating*systems

IB] http:l/en.wil<ipedia.org/wiki/ITRON

Figure 2. Contiki offers a graphical user
interface (CUl), which users can control

with their PC's browser program.

thing similar in order to compile a bespoke
system for your own particular purposes. ln
some cases convenient configuration pro-
grams are supplied, such as the configura-
tion program of the Nut/OS operating sys-
tem (Figure 3) or the wizards provided with
BeRTOS and Helium (see Table).

Unfortunately there's no guara ntee that the
Compiler and Linker, as used traditionally for
firmware development, will harmonise with
your selected operating system.

Alternatively it may happen that the recom-
mended development tools are not availa-
ble for the particular version of your home
PC's operating system. Mac OS users are
all too often overlooked in this respect but
even they should not be discouraged. The
best course is to lool< for a development
enrrironment that will run under Linux.
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Figure 3. Configuration of the Nut/05 operating system is extremely handy.

Figure 4. Users of the 1M358962 Ethernet Evaluation l(it from the firm Lumina ry
have the choice of either commercial operating systems or FreeRTOS,

which is offered under the CPL licence.

ffi-ct*l:}*:,ffi

EeRTOS is a reai tjme operating 5ystem designed for embeejded

systems and ate[cations. A unique soiution. eomplete with
drivers and tibraries, used also in med*cal systems aild
rharacterizecj b;v minimai process cverhead and a very Lsw impact

on RAM and ROF,

Download the confjguration Wizard and learn why BeRTOS is the
be5t embeddec sistem ior all your needsl

:!'r i iil ,ir :,iii i.l:ri".i: lir-!'":t:

Read-v made d..e.i:nc Librarie,
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These tools can be installed from available
source code pacl(ages, even under 05 X. ln
addition there are the Linux emulators Fink
for Mac users and Cygwin or MingW under
Windows.

When you start installing fairly large appli-
cations you will inevitably need to track
down errors as well. Even with in-circuit
debuggers this task can waste a lot of time,
since every alteration has to be transferred
onto the target system. With an adequately
compatible programming interface, as in
the case of Nuttx or Nut/OS, you can test
your applications first on a PC. Cenerally
only a few changes are necessary before
transferring them onto the embedded sys-

tem. Even handier is using a simulator, such
as the one supplied for Contiki.

Licenses
ln the Open Source world enthusiasts pro-
gramming for their own purposes need
not worry about squandering money on
licences. There are limits to this freedom,
however, when it comes to sharing licenses
with others. The widely distributed CNU
Ceneral Public License (CPL) is quite strict
about this [6]. lf you are using a library
under CPL, any application that uses this
library must be published together with
the source code as well. However, the CPL

does concede the possibility of appending
exceptions to the original licence. For soft-
ware in the embedded domain such excep-
tions are generally the rule, which is how
people can even sell evaluation kits with
Open Source operating systems lil<e Free-
RTOS (Figure 4).

With the LGPL (Lesser Ceneral Public
Licence) operations that use a correspond-
ing library can remain closed source, as long
as alterations to the library are themselves
left open.
The BSD Licence (BSDL) is relatively indis-
criminating and demands only that copy-
right endorsements are retained in onward
distributions.
It is always worth reading and understand-
ing licence conditions with some care, so

leave adequate time for studying these texts
before deciding on a particular system!

(o9ro35)
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SHORT-RANCE BUSES

SPl, Microwire & friends
I tl 'ii 'l;

Bus systems such as these are called (synchronous) serial device
buses, inter-lC connections, or just simply short-range buses. The
best-l<nown examples are SPl, Microwire, the 3-wire bus and the
l2C bus. In this article we will lool< more closely at the first three
of these.

Microwire
This synchronous serial bus was introduced by National Semicon-
ductor as one of the first ways to connect serial peripherals to their
COP microcontroller. The four possible synchronous serial interface
modes, of which Microwire uses mode-0, are also referred to as the
SPI (Serial Peripheral lnterface) modes: frequently peripheral chips
from other manufacturers are described as'SPl/Micro-
wire compatible', which means that the chip must
be driven according to mode 0 and does not oper-
ate in the other modes.

The Serial Peripheral lnterface (SPl)
'SPl' is used as an umbrella term for all
four modes of synchronous serial
data communication (Table-1) and
was introduced by Motorola in their
6805 microcontroller. However,
things are not completely standard-
ised and an SPl chip must be checl<ed care-
fully to fi nd out which of the four operating modes
are supported. Mode 0 is the most common (because it is
compatible with Microwire) but many chip manufacturers also
use other modes. A close lool< at the relevant datasheet, in particu-
lar at the timing diagrams and serial interface description, is there-
fore essential.

3-wire
ln designing the 3-wire interface, shown in Figure 1, the engineers

s6

By Dr. Bernd vom Berg and Peter Groppe

An important application of synchronous serial

communications is in short-range buses,

which provide a simple and reliable means of

connection between lCs on a single printed circuit

board, between the circuit boards or modules

in an enclosure or rack, or between a piece of

equipment and its control panel.

at Maxim/Dallas reasoned as follows: when serial data transfers are
examined closely, it often becomes apparent that either the master
station is sending data to the slave or the slave is sending data to
the master - not both at the same time. ln other words, the data
transfer is generally half-duplex, even when full-duplex operation

This means that we need
just a single data trans-

fer wire DQ, where
the direction of data

transfer is changed
as necessary: we

have bidirec-
tional com-

munrca-
tion over

! a single
' wire.

Sometimes the DQ pin on
the slave is an input, sometimes an output, and

the same goes, of course, for the master. This saves

a precious digital UO pin at the cost of having to follow
strict rules for data transfer:

i. When power is first applied the slave must always wait
for a message from the master before proceeding. The slave
connection is thus initially an input.

2. The master is responsible for waking the slave up. The slave can
react to its wake-up call in two possible ways. lf the master pro-
ceeds to send configuration settings or commands, these are

would be possible.
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SHORT-RANCE BI.,'SES

Signal

Clock

Transmit (master to slave)

Transnrit (slave to master)

5lave enable

Generic name

SCLI(

50/sr

SOiSI

CS (chip select)

Motorola-specific name

SCI(, CtK

MOSI: mas:e. out - slave in

MISO: maste: n - slave out

i5 (sl.rve se ect)

Some slaves require an active-low signal for enab e (CS, SS or LOAD),

hiqh signal(RST).

Maxim/ Dallas-specifi c narne

scl(. cl l(

DOUT/DlN (date out/in)or DQ

DOUT/DlN or DQ

nrsrr, nsr. Lono

while sonre slaves require an active-

processed by the slave, which remains in receive mode. Alterna-
tively, if the master asl(s for data, the slave will switch to transmit
mode. When the transmission is complete the slave automati-
cally returns to receive mode and waits for a new command mes-

sage from the master.

The rules guarantee that only one participant on the bus tries to transmit
data on the DQ wire at any one time, while the other receives the data.

Applications
A panoply of SPI chips is now available covering the whole spectrum
of possible applications (Table 2). We will picl< out three interesting
peripheral devices from the range and lool< at them in more detail,
and put them through their paces. We connected the chips to an

8051-series microcontroller and used software written using C51.

Other microcontrollers can of course be used: SPI modules and pro-
tocol implementations are ubiquitous and thoroughly documented.
Other programming languages can also be used. We have assembled

a data pacl<, containing detailed information including data sheets

and further details on the chips discussed. lt is available for download
from the f/e/<tor website.

There are two possible ways to implement SPI on a microcontroller:

1 . lf the microcontroller already has the necessary interface hard-
ware as an on-chip peripheral module, the software must set the
parameters CPOL and CPHA in the relevant SFRs (special func-
tion registers). Then the data byte to be transmitted is stored in
the transmit SFR and then, once the start command is issued,

the data transfer is handled completely autonomously under
hardware control in the SPI module. This method can achieve
the highest data transfer rate.

Receive operation is equally simple. The SPI module receives

the serialised bits autonomously (according to the trans-
fer mode specified by CPOL and CPHA) and then informs the
microcontroller, for example using an interrupt, when a com-
plete byte has been assembled. The application software can

then process the data byte.
The software effort required to implement synchronous serial

communications in this way is minimal.

2. lf the microcontroller does not have a dedicated on-chip SPI

module, the synchronous serial communications protocol must
be implemented using spare digital l/O port pins. The program-

mer must set the port pins individually high and low in soft-
ware in such a way as to generate the appropriate clock signal

and to ensure that the data bits are transmitted on the correct
edge ofthe clock.

elel<tor o3-201o
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peripheral
device

DQ (Data lnouvoutput)

RST

040241-2-11

Figure-1. The 3-wire interface.

For reception, the clock must again be generated 'by hand'and
the state of the input pin read in on the correct edge of the clocl<

signal. The clock pulses and data bits must be counted exactly.

DIN CS REFAB REFC

040241

Figure-2. Block diagram of the lVlAX512.
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SHORT-RANCE BUSES

DaIa converters

memories

Clock modules

Sensors

Display controllers

Asynchronous serial interfaces

Bus controllers

Miscellaneous

Figure-3. SPI timing diagram (SPl mode 0).

SEG A_SEG G, DP

A/D and D/A converter"s

EEPROM and flash EPROM

Real time clocks (RTCs)

Temperature. pressure. etc.

LED n-ratrix, alphanumeric LCD

UART

CAN. USB

Digital potentiometers. digitally-controlled amplifiers. etc.

These shenanigans are called 'bit banging', where a synchronous
or asynchronous serial communications interface protocol is emu-
lated using individual port pins by setting and clearing these pins
in software. Although not especially complicated to program, this
method results in data communication considerably slower than
that which can be achieved using an on-chip module.

Since we are working with an 8051-series microcontroller we shall
have to employ the bit-banging technique since many members of
the 8051 family do not offer an on-chip 5Pl module.

DIG O D]G 7

58

INTENSITY

PUTSE

WIDTH

]\4ODULATOR

INTENSITY REGISTER

SCAN-LI]\IIT REG SIFR

DISPLAY-TEST RFGISTFB

Figure-5. Block diagram of the MAX7219

44t241 - 2,15
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Figure-4. Connecting the MAX512 to a microcontroller.

MAX512
Serially-controlled D/A converter
SPl mode 0 and Microwire compatible
This chip contains three D/A converters with a resolution of
eight bits. Figure 2 shows the block diagram of the device, Fig-
ure 3 the SPI timing diagram and Figure 4 the connections to a
microcontroller.

MAX7219
Serially-controlled LED matrix display driver
SPI mode 0 and Microwire compatible,
cascadable
The MAX7219 can drive up to 8.8=64 individual LED segments
in multiplex operation. lt also includes a BCD decoder module,
and so is equally suitable for driving individual LEDs or 7-seg-
ment or 8-segment displays. The chip also has an DOUT output
which mal<es it easy to cascade the devices to construct displays
of almost any size.
Figure 5 shows the block diagram of the chip, and Figure 6 shows
how it can be connected to a microcontroller. To cascade devices,
connect the DOUT pin ofthe first to the DIN pin ofthe second,
and so on; the clocl< and load inputs are all wired in parallel.

D51620
Serially-controlled thermometer
with thermostat
SPl mode 3,3-wire interface
This device contains a thermometer, for temperature measure-
ment, as well as a thermostat, for temperature control. Figure 7
shows the blocl< diagram and Figure 8 the connections to a

microcontroller.
The chip employs bidirectional communication over a single wire.
First of all, the master sends a command to the DSl620 (for exam-
ple, 'measure temperature now') and then the D51620 replies
with the measured value. The DQ wire is thus used in both direc-
tions, and the master must switch its l/O port pin between output
mode and input mode as necessary.

(o4oz4t-z)

SHORT-RANCE BU5E5

+5V
extern

+

ltc
Digital OUT

Digital OUT

Digital OUT

GND

MAX7219

LoAD Vcc

DIN

CLK

GND

IEFT

5Vro I-r l
LED display
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Figure-6. Connecting the MAX7219 to a microcontroller.
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Figure-7. Block diagram of the D5l620.
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Figure-8. Connecting the DS1620 to a microcontroller.



Every M icrowatt Matters
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M ICROCONTROLLERS
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By Andreas Riedenauer (Germany)

This article will help you design energy-efficient circuits

based around AVR microcontrollers. Even cutting a single

microamp from the current consumption of a circuit can

be important in designs powered from batteries, Coldcaps,

solar cells or 20 mA current-loop interfaces, and in designs

that use so-called 'energy harvesting'.

An important aspect of low power design is the consumption of a
device in stand-by mode. ln the UK consumer devices left in stand-
by mode are estimated to be responsible for as much as ten per cent
of total domestic power consumption.
Energy efficiency starts with the design of the circuit. For this article we
will lool< at the AVR microcontroller, a firm favourite in Elektor micro-
controller projects. AVRs are among the mostfrugalof microcontrollers
in terms of absolute power consumption as well as in terms of process-

ing power per watt. The reasons for this are its static CMOS design, its
Harvard architecture and its RISC|il<e instruction set. The device also

incorporates features such as 'Flash sampling', whereby the program
memory is disabled to save powerwhen it is not being accessed.

Application Notes AVR040 11l and AVR042 IzJ give a good introduc-
tion to the subject. They include a lot of useful advice on hardware
design, with regard to power saving as well as more generally.
We will now look at some of the concrete power-saving ideas and
recommendations in these Application Notes.

External components
- Use high-efficiency LEDs and flash them only briefly if possible.
- Prefer latching relays as they require just a brief pulse of current to
change their state. When using ordinary relays, use PWM to reduce
the coil current to a lower ('hold') value after the relay has pulled in.
- Piezo sounders are more efficient than loudspeakers, especially
when driven at their resonant frequency.

Device selection
Members of the AVR family of microcontrollers vary in the power-
saving features they offer. lf possible, choose one of the 'pico-
Power' devices. Also, the devices with a part number ending in 'A'

are between ten and sixty per cent more efficient than than oth-
ers in the range. 5o, for example, prefer the ATmega88PA over the
ATmega88P or ATmega88. Devices in the XMECA range come with
the most comprehensive power-saving features.

l/O ports
Unused I/O port pins should be configured as inputs. All digital
inputs (including unused ones) must be held at a deflned logic level,

6o

either by external circuitry or by activating internal pull-up resistors.
Beware: the default situation in the reset state is that these resistors
are not activated. External resistors are therefore required ifcurrent
consumption during reset must be minimised. XMECA devices also
include internal pull-down resistors.

Clocking
The current drawn by an ordinary CMOS circuit is approximately pro-
portional to the frequency at which it is clocked. For circuits that run
continuously a clock frequency must be chosen high enough to guar-
antee that the necessary processing can be performed in time. What
should be done if we do not need continuous operation but rather
occasional rapid bursts of processing? ln such cases we need to use

the sleep modes of the processor to disconnect the CPU from the
system clock for the majority of the time (or the system clock can be

completely disabled). We wake the CPU up when it is required, have

it perform the necessary tasl<s, and then return it to sleep.
Table 1 gives an overview of the various sleep modes available. ln
all these modes it is possible to wal<e the CPU up in response to an

external interrupt, reset, two-wire interface (l'zC) address match or
watchdog event (if enabled).
lf an external wake-up event, such as a button press or a signal on
an interface, is to be used, then it is possible to put the AVR into
power down mode. At 0.1 prAthis isthe mostefficient of all the sleep
modes. lf the processor is to wal<e itself autonomously, the realtime
clocl< (RTC) must be enabled. ln this power save mode a picoPower
AVR will draw less than 1 prA, around one tenth of that drawn by a

standard AVR device. These figures are for operation at a tempera-
ture of 25 oC and are 'typical values': in practice current draw varies
from device to device.
lf processing is carried out only occasionally it is better to have brief
periods of activity at a high clock frequency than longer periods at
a lower clock frequency. The choice of supply voltage may affect
the maximum possible clock frequency, and, except in the case of
XMECA devices, the internal RC oscillator can only be used at up to
half of the maximum rated clock frequency of the device.
lf the length of an actirre period is fixed, for example by the baud rate
of a UART, then the clock frequency can be reduced to the lowest

o3-2o1o elektor
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Sleep
mode

Main

clock

On

On

off

off

On

On

RTc wakeup sPM,/EEPROM loo,fo,",", ready waKeup 
wakeup

Wakeup
RTC from
*"t urp otrtur. Notes

interrupts

ldle
ADC noise

reduction

Power down

Power save

Standby

Extended

sta ndby

Fast Yes

Yes

feasible value. For computations the clock frequency should then be

raised as high as possible. lt is more efficient to switch between two
a lternative clock sources than to alter the division ratio of the clock
prescaler: essentially, it is best to avoid generating higher frequen-
cies than necessary anywhere in the device. The XMECA range is

particularly flexible in this regard: for example, it is better to clocl< an
XMECA device at 

.l 
6 MHz by using the 2 MHz RC oscillator and the

PLL than by using the 32 MHz RC oscillator and dividing it down. lf
the CPU and its peripherals require different clock frequencies then
the master clocl<, from which these are derived, should run as slowly
as possible (see Application Note AVR1010 t3r).

Clock oscillators
It is important to consider not just the frequency of the clock oscil-
lator, but also its type. Different types of oscillator differ in their cur-
rent consumption and in their start-up time.
lfthe sleep modes are to be used and frequency accuracy and stabil-
ity requirements are not too demanding, the best choice is the inter-
nal RC oscillator. Quartz crystals have a number of disadvantages:
they are sensitive to vibration, they tal<e up valuable space on the
printed circuit board, and they are slow to start up, which wastes
energy. A crystal can take 15000 cycles before it is oscillating stably,
while an RC oscillator is stable after about six cycles. Ceramic reso-
nators fall somewhere in between, needing 200 to I000 cycles to
start up. The accuracy of resonators is sufficient for asynchronous

Yes

Yes
As idle mode, but fewer modules

active

Only external wal<eup

As power down mode, but auto-

nomous wakeup possible

As power down mode, but with
rlain clock on

As power save mode. but with
main clocl< on

Yes

serial communications, but not for long-term timekeeping. Newer
AVRs sport a temperature sensorthat allows the RC oscillator to be
calibrated via the OSCCAL register. The final accuracy that can be
achieved, about one or two per cent, is good enough for a UART.
XMECA devices are better in this regard, offering a32kHz RC oscil-
lator calibrated to within 1 % over the entire range of operating volt-
ages and temperatures.
lf crystal accuracy is a requirement, then energy can be saved by
programming the CKSEL fuses to 'low power crystal oscillator'
rather than 'full swing crystal oscillator', although this increases
the circuit's EMC susceptibility.
lf a suitable permanent clock source is already available elsewhere
in the circuit, using this is the most efficient option.
Table 2 gives an overview of the various oscillator types.

Supply voltage
Current consumption is approximately proportional to supply volt-
age. The minimum supply voltage for most modern AVRs is 1.8 V,

and for the XMECA range it is 1 .62 V. The lower the supply voltage,
the lower the maximum permissible clocl< frequency. The ATtiny23U
and ATtiny43U include a step-up converter that allows operation
from a single cell. Reliable start-up is possible at 0.9 V and above,
which means that almost all the energy in the battery can be used.
Below 0.6 V the entire chip is switched off, in the interests of pre-
venting a very deep discharge of the cell. The step-up converter

No

No

NoNo

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

On

On

off Slow

On

Fastoff

On

Fast

Slow

Fast

Figure 1 . Brief bursts of rapid activity reduce average current
consumption.
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Oscillator type

Qr-rartz crystal

32 kHz watch crystal

Ceramic resonatoT

RC oscillator

External clocl<

itself draws 1 7 pA, and so this may not be the ideal solution in appli-
cations where a timer must run continuously.

Brown out detection
lf the battery voltage falls below a certain level the microcontrol-
ler will no longer operate reliably. To avoid this, a voltage monitor
called a brown out detector (BOD) is provided, which will put the
microcontroller into its reset state if the supply voltage falls below a

threshold value. The picoPower AVRs (apart from the ATmegal6gP
and ATmegal69PV) have a 'sleeping BOD' or SBOD, which can be
turned off in sleep mode. When powered from a battery the
supply voltage falls very slowly indeed and can
be monitored using an ADC input or an ana-
logue comparator. This can be used to warn of
a low battery well before the BOD threshold is

reached.

Power reduction register (PRR)
Peripherals should be shut down when not in use.
Many AVRs have a power reduction register (PRR) for
this purpose. By setting appropriate bits in this regis-
ter the timers, ADC, USART and two-wire interface (lrC)

can be disconnected from their clock source, remaining
in their last state until the clock is re-enabled. A further
step, setting the ACD bit in the ACSR register, is needed to
switch offthe analogue comparator, saving around 60 prA at 3 V.

The AC interrupt must first be disabled, by clearing the ACIE bit in the
ACSR register, as otherwise an interrupt can inadvertently be triggered
when the comparator is switched on or off. lf the bandgap diode (gen-
erating Vref) is internally connected to a comparator input, it adds a
further 1 5 pA to the current budget, even in sleep mode. ln this case it
is therefore a lso im porta nt to clea r the ACBC bit of the ACSR reg ister.
The savings that can be achieved by switching offvarious peripherals
are outlined in Table 3.

Start-up time in cycles
'!000

o.r00 ro 32000

200 to I 000

b

6

nally planned for them. This means that the fast lN, OUT and other
instructions can only be used on some of those registers, and so by
carefully choosing the peripherals it is possible to save a few clocl<
cycles. Newer AVRs have general-purpose l/O registers which can be
accessed more quicl<ly than the SRAM area. ln the XMEGA range the
length of the active period can be reduced by tal<ing advantage of
virtual ports, which allow access to the DlR, lN, OUT and INTFLACS
registers of up to four ports by single-cycle data transfer and bit
manipulation instructions.

Analogue-to-digital converter (ADC)
The ADC draws about 200 prA at 3 V, and so

should preferably only be switched on
when absolutely necessary, and even

then used in single conversion mode.
Enabling noise reduction mode stops the

CPU during the conversion, which saves
power and improves accuracy, as the ADC

no longer suffers from interference arising
from the activities of the CPU. Since an eight-
bit conversion takes only 1 2 ps (as opposed to

65 trrs for a ten-bit conversion), energy can be
saved if eight-bit accuracy is sufficient for the

application. There is no special eight-bit mode,
ut we can set the ADC clock rate to a suitably high

(1 MHz) and use the ADLAR bit to ensure that the

register can be read and then the ADC switched off.

Digital input disable register (DIDR)
All the AVR's analogue inputs can also be used as digital l/Os.
When an analogue voltage is applied to an input, significant leak-
age currents can flow in the digital input stages, as both transistors
in the circuit conduct to some extent. The current can be in the
tens of microamps per port pin. Devices in the picoPower range
have a 'digital input disable register' (DIDR) which allows the dig-
ital input circuits to be disconnected from the analogue inputs on
a pin-by-pin basis.

Accuracy

1 0 ppm to 50 ppm

1 0 ppm to 50 ppm

0.5%to1%

1%to2 % (calibrated)

General-purpose l/O registers and virtual ports
(XMEGA only)
Modern AVR devices have many more special function registers
(SFRs) than can be accommodated in the address space origi-

Module

USART

Asynchronous tirner (RTC)

limer/coLrrrter

ADC

5Pt

6z

Saving when CPU active

Z/a

Saving when in idle mode

6'.
4%

2%

4%

)/o

l5'.
6'.
l-

T1'
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For the design of an electronic radio key we selected a classic

ATmega 1 28 device, as picoPower AVRs witlr '1 
2B kbyte of Flash

were not reaclily available at the time. Today a more economi-

cal ATmega.1 284PA or ATxmega l28A1 would be chosen, but the

principles remain the same. i

The key transmitter spends 98 % of its time in power down

mode; for testing purposes we activate it once per second by

pressing a br-rtton. The power supply voltage is 3 V. Communica-

tion with the base station is by radio and is encrypted using AES;

the data rate is 9600 baud. Data processing, including encryp- l

tion, requires about 
.l 

00 000 clock cycles, and each transmission

consisl-s ol eight bytes.

First we try using the internal RC oscillator at its maximum fre-

quency, 8 MHz. This gives a total energy use of 259 pJ (micro-

joules) per transmission. lf the clock frequency is reduced to

1 MHz, we save some power during the actualtransmission,

which tal<es a fixed amount of time determined by the baud

rate. The processor also draws less current when performing the

mathematical operations, but for a longer period. The overall

effect is to reduce the enerqy use to 248 gJ, a saving of 4% com-

pared to 8 MHz operation. lf we perform the calculations at 8 MHz and then switch the clock down to 1 MHz for transmission, we reduce the

energy use still furtlrer to 207 p), a total saving of 20 %.

lcc

l'n'o

0.2 uA

lcc

1,,*
0.3 mA
0.2 uA

,.1"0

1,,*

0.2 uA

F.11 = Mixed 8 MHz and 1 MHz

-+Time

Calculation (active), 100 000

cycles

Transmission (idle),

8 bytes

Power down

1

2

J

1

2

3

8

1

8

8

1

12.5

100.0

12:5

8.3

d.J

d,,

979.2

891 .]

919 2

I000.0

1000.0

1000.0

5300

800

s300

2400

300

300

0.2

0.2

0.2

86

B3

69

15.9

2.40

15.9

))
o:90

0.90

0.001

0.0006

0.0006

0.26

0.25

0.21

198

240

198

60

8

B

1

0.5

0.6

259

248

201

I

0

0

0

1

2

3

1

2

3

Totalfaverage

EEPROM and Flash access
The XMECA series allows the non-volatile memory (NVM) controller
to be configured to consume less power. The EEPROM and unused

parts of the Flash memory can be shut down while the rest of the
microcontroller is still active. lt is more efficient to write to the EEP-

ROM in page mode rather than in byte mode.

Switch off WDT and CPU
Switching off the watchdog timer (WDT) saves about 6 pA at 3 V;

it is of course possible to keep the WDT enabled during develop-
ment if needed.
XMEGA devices have DMA and event features, which give more
opportunities to put the CPU into sleep mode while retaining the
ability to react to events. For example, a data logger can run almost

elel<tor 03-201o

entirely without CPU intervention: the RTC periodically triggers A/
D conversions using the event system, and the results are trans-
ferred directly to memory under DMA. The CPU can be woken only
when needed, for example if the conversion result falls outside a

defined window. DMA reduces CPU use by 96% during SPI com-
munication at 4 Mbps and by 57 % during UART communication at
2 Mbps. An AES encryption operation can run in an XMECA device

without involving the CPU. ln general, software solutions are being

replaced by hardware resources, and the microcontroller should be

chosen accordingly.
An important factor in current consumption is software design. Use

subroutines sparingly, use fast algorithms rather than those with a

small memory footprint, use lool<-up tables to replace slow calcula-

tions, use interrupts ratherthan polling, and, where possible, use RCALL
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M ICROCONTROLLERS

Technique

Optimise external circuitry
Lower supply voltage

Use picoPower/'A'-type/XM ECA AVR device

Definite logic levels at inputs: use pull-ups

Define unused pins as inputs with pull-Lrps

Use sleep modes

Periodic operation using RTC and RC oscillator

Make active period brief and fast

Dynamir clock swiLching

Use low power oscillator rlode
Short oscillator start-up time
Use sleeping BOD or turn BOD off
Iurn on-chip debugger (OCD) otf

Turn DebugWlRE/JTAC interface off
Use power reduction register

Use general-pr-rrpose l/O registers

Use virtual ports (XMECA only)

Use EEPROM/Flash pcwer reduction mode (XN/ECAonly)

Disconnect digital path on inputs used for ADC and comparator

Use ADC noise reduction mode

Use onlv eighL ADC bits iIaccurate enough

Turn analogue comparator off

'i -. bdldgaD droce lVrelr off

- ^ .. dLC rcog i. Ter \\VD l) ott

u >e c, €rr :\:LPT d-d DVA (XIVLCA on,y)

Check LCD waveforms and use low frame rate

Lse l.ardrvare TesouTces rather than sollware
Oplimise software for speecl: u5e assembler if necessary

PORTx

DDRx 
..

SVCR

' CLI(PR

I CLKPR

IV{CUCR

lv'ICUCR

PRR
i CPIO

VPORTx

cr RLB (EPRM/rPRNl)

DIDR

SI\ICR

ADCSR(A). AD/VUX

ACSR

ACSR, ADCSR(A)

I IMCUSR: WDTCSR

i see datasheet

LCDCCR.LCDFRR,LCDCRA, LCDCRB

CPIO

Register Fuses

aooLrvri

OK

CI(SEL

CKDIVB

CI(SEL

cr<icllsur
BODLEVEL

OCDEN

DWEN/JTACEN

BODLEVEL

WDTON

rather than CALL and RJMP ratherthan JMP. l(eep frequently-used val-
ues in worl(ing registers. lf programming in a high-level language, com-
piler optimisation options can help produce faster code. This question
is examined in more depth in an Atmel white paper 14].

LCD
Some AVRs feature an LCD controller. To minimise its current con-
sumption, special drive waveforms are selected and the frame rate
is set as low as possible. The details are given in the device datasheet
under 'Minimising power consumption' and 'Low power waveform'.
Using a synchronous LCD clock allows the LCD module to operate in
idle and power-save modes; using an asynchronous LCD clock also
allows operation in ADC noise reduction mode.

ln conclusion
The remarl<s above are summarised as a checl<list in Table 4. lf allthe
suggestions are implemented it is theoretically possible, for exam-
ple, to make a temperature monitor that transmits a reading every
30 seconds over a Zigbee radio networl< run for ten years on two AA

cells. The calculation includes the current drawn by an 4T86RF212
or AT86RF231 radio transceiver. lndeed, it may be difficult to find a

battery with a shelf life as long as ten years!
(ogotsz)

lnternet Linl<s

['l ] AVR040 - EMC Design Considerations: www.atmel.com/dyn/re-
sources/prod_documents/doc1 61 9.pdf

[2] AVR042 - AVR Hardware Design Considerations: www.atmel.com/
dyn/ reso u rces/ prod_docu rnents/d oc2 5 2 1 . pdf

[3] AVR105 - Power Efficient High Endurance Parameter Storage in

FIash Memory: www.atmel.com/dyn/resources/prod_documents/

doc2 546. pdf

[4] 'lnnovative Techniques for Extremely Low Power Consumption

with 8-bit Microcontrollers' by A.M. Holberg and A. Saetre (Atmel

white pa per) : wwrnr.atmel.com/dyn/resou rces/prod_docr,rments/

doc7903.pdf

Andreas Riedenauerstudied electronic engineering atthe Technical Universityof Dortmund and atthe Hagen distance learning university,
both in Cermany. He is currently a Field Applications EngineerforAtmel distributor lneltek and also works as a visiting lecturer, technical
author and seminar leader (including for the Elektor AVR worl<shops). His interests, besides microcontrollers, include energy harvesting,
RFID, neural networl<s, autonomous robots, image processing, capacitivetouch interfaces, cryptographyand productpiracyprevention. ln

his spare time he is a l<een glider pilot.
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DISTANCE LEARNING COURSE

Programming Embedded
PIC Microcontrollers

a v;,q*&{zffi &%yst:,i: : :. ir;, { wmffi W&w'wxr*ffi*

ln this course you will learn how to program an embedded rnicrocontroller" We will start
with the absolute basics and we will go into a lot of detail. You cannot learn about softwane

without understanding the hardware so we will also take a close look at the components

and schematics. At the end of the course you will be able to design your own embedded

applications and write the appropriate software for it.

Contents:
. Background
. Digital Ports
. Serial Communication

(Rs232)
. Analog Signals
. Pulse Width Modulation
. Timers/Counters/lnterrupts
. Memory
. LCD Display
. l2C Communication
. SPI Communication
. USB Communication
. Configuration (Fuses)
. Answers to the assignments
. Appendix

fN!

\u\

course package:

. Courseware Ring Binder

(747 pages)

. CD-ROM including software

and example files

. Application Board

. Support at Elel<tor Forum

r Elektor Certificate

Price: f395.001 $645.00 / €445.00
Please note: to be able to follow this course, E-blocks

hardware is required which you may already have
(in part). All relevant products are available

individually but also as a set at a discounted price.

Please check \r,ww.ele](q4qm/d i ga ncelea rni ng
for further information-

uelektorlm



SWITCH INC

Mufiffi Fumctiom Switch
Peter de Bruijn (The Netherlands)

With this srnart switch you can turn rnains-powered devices on and off easily and conveniently.

Applications sr-lch as TVs, radios, basement and outside lights and the lil<e come to mind. Thanl<s to various

sensor options this can also be done automatically orwith a delay. ln addition, this circuit also helps to
save energy.

The smart switch that we
describe in the article is a 230-VAC or
11011151121VAC switch which can be used

for many different applications. This can be

achieved without needing to change the
software for each individual application.
There is a 5-pin connection on the printed

Furnctions
This switch can be used in three different
ways:

. as an lnfrared Switch,

. as a Twilight Switch or

. as a Countdown Switch.

ance can be completely switched off. By

connecting the infrared switch in series with
the power cable, the TV can be completely
switched off, without having to sacrifice the
convenience of the remote control.

The system is very simple and worl<s with
circuit board where the lR

receiver, the LDR, etcetera,
can be connected. lt is also

possible to program the
processor via these pins.

The 'green' smart switch
saves power because in
any of its configurations

CAUTION
The circuit at mains potential

The first function, the infrared switch, is very
useful if you have, for example, a TV which
can only be switched 'off into the stand-by
mode. With the aid of this circuit the appli-

rs

any remote control. lf a

button on the remote con-
trol is pressed for longer
than 0.4 seconds the TV
will be turned on and you
can zap to your heart's
content. When in the on-
state and a button on the

the load is completely disconnected from
the mains after a certain time, so that the
stand-by power consumption is minimised.
Its simple operation completes the design.

66

remote control is pressed for longer than
one second, the infrared switch willturn the
TV off. The TV is completely disconnected
from the mains so there is a reduced risl< of

o3-2o1o elel<tor
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short circuits and therefore increased safety
in the home
The switch will also turn the appliance off
when there has been no activity for more
than 8 hours; that is, when the circuit has

not detected an infrared signal for more
than 8 hours.

When used as a twilight switch, the cir-
cuit is suitable for garden or porch lights
which have to be turned on and off auto-
matically. The twilight switch has its own
function that adapts to the changing sea-

sons. To do this, the circuit measures the
duration ofdarl<ness and uses 1/3 ofthis as

the switching time. ln April, for example,
it is darl< at 8:30 pm and it becomes light
again at around 7:00 am. lt is therefore darl<

for 1 0.5 hours, 1 /3 of this is 3.5 hours. The
circuit will therefore turn the lamp off 3.5
hours after 8:30 pm (at midnight, in other
words). ln October it gets dark around 7:00
pm and is becomes light again around 8:00
am (so there are 1 3 hours of darkness). A

lamp connected to the circuit will therefore
turn off at about 1 1 :20 pm.

As a countdown switch the circuit may be

used, for example, to turn on a lamp in the
basement or shed, a pump for a pond, a

coffee machine, a clothes iron or fan for a

period of time. Pressing the switch once
turns the power on for one hour, pressing
twice for two hours, etcetera. By holding
the button for a long time the power can
be turned off.

The LED shows you how long the switch
will be on for. When the countdown switch
is turned on there will be one flash every
second; this means that the switch will turn
off in less than one hour. lf the button has

been pressed twice then the LED will flash

twice. This means that the switch will turn
off in less than 2 hours (the maximum is 3

hours).

The schematic
The smart switch is an astonishingly simple
design. The most important component
is the PlC10 microcontroller, which can be

accessed via l(1 (see Figure 1).
As already mentioned, the switch can be

used in different configurations. Certain

elel<tor o3-201o

components are not fitted depending on
the application. For example, 51, Rl2, R1 3,
R2, R4, C4, D5 and D7 are not fitted when
the switch is used as an infrared or twilight
switch. When the switch is to be used as a

Countdown Switch then R1 , R3 and C3 must
not be fitted.

The sensors for the twilight switch and
infrared switch are connected to the circuit
via connector K1 (see Figure 1).

The power supply for the circuit is derived
directly from the 230-VAC or mains volt-
age. R7 has to be adapted for 1 1 0-1 27 VAC
use. Rectification is done with a few diodes

after which a zener diode limits the volt-
age so that it does not exceed the rating for
the 7805. The latter regulates the voltage
for the microcontroller to 5 V. LED D10 has

been added to the circuit to indicate that
the circuit is powered up.

The output of the PIC cannot deliver suf-
ficient current to drive the relay (Re1)
directly. This relay is used to turn the power
to the external device on and off. That is

why the relay is driven via MOSFET Q1 . The
free-wheeling diode D1 prevents the bacl<-

emf that is generated by the coil in the relay
from damaging the circuit and the MOSFET

in particular.

swiTCH IN C

Figure 1 . The smart switch can be used in three different ways. The daughter boards are

connected to K1 and the modifications for the countdown switch are in the yellow box.

P0tu
Pl tu
NIA

lR switch
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SWITCHINC

Resistors
R1 -R4 * 1 00kfi (sMD 1 206)
R5 = 100kf2 (srvrD 0805)
R5,R9 = 22k!-l (sMD 0805)
R7 * 1 00R (through-hole)
R8 = 1 k'1 (sMD 0805)

lnductors
L1 * 4]pH, e.g. Panasonic ELJFA4TtilF (1210

suppressor ccil, rnin. 80mA)

Capacitors

Cl,C6,c9,C10 = 100nF (5MD 0805)
c2,c5 = 10n (SMD 0805)
Cl,C4 = 220nF 275VAC X2
C7 * 1 00pF 35V radial

Hardware
As you can see in the schematic (Figure 1),
the circuit is built around a PlC10F206 (here

in the form of a minuscule small outline
transistor, that is, SOT-23 package). This
simple microcontroller has only 6 pins, two
of which are used for the power supply. The
four remaining pins (GP0 through CP3) are
used to drive the LED and sense the 25 V

C8 = 10prF 35V radial

Semiccnductors
Dl -D8 = T541 48
Dg = 24V 

.l 
.5W zener diode

D10=1ED0805
T1 - MMBFl70
rc.r * Plcl0F?06T-tlor
lC2 - t78t05ABD

Miscellaneous
Re l = 24VDC relay, 5P5l Multicomp type

HR54.S DC24V
Ki = s-way Sll- pinheader
l(2 = 3-way PCB screw terminal block, Iead

pitch 7.5mm

With the Twilight and lR switch, .omponents
R2, R4, C4, D5 and D7 are omitted

because of the sudden application of the
mains voltage to PO. This generates a volt-
age spil<e. Even if R2, C4, etcetera are not
fitted, the processor will still be reset.

To overcome this problem, the software
l<eeps track of which state the processor is
in. A reset is recognised after which the pro-
cessor nevertheless continues in the correct

Twilight switch
R10 = LDR FW200, Conrad Electronics #

1 83580
R]1=1kA
P1 = 250ko
C] 1 = 1OpF63V
Cl2=100nF

lR switch
lC3 = lR switch, TS0P1738
C13 = '100nF

Countdown switch

{Rr,R3 and e3 ornitted}
5 l = pushbutton, 1 make contact (see text)
R12,R13 = 5k06 1W

can be programmed via l(1 with, for exam-
ple, an lCD2-programmer or a Microchip
PlCl<it 2. The required connections are
CND, PCD, VPP, PCC and VCC. There is no
need for an external power supply when
programming.

lf there are enthusiasts among you who
would like the use the circuit for some other

Figure 2. Most components are SMD parts so that the PCB can be as compact as possible.

supply (CP1), driving the relay
(CP2), S1 and sensing the 50 Hz

or 60 Hz (CP3) and an additional
optional input which is used in the
twilight switch mode to prevent
the lamp from continually turning
on and off.

. CP0=X

i CPo=<t oo ms Low

C,ountdown rr<lde

lnfrared mode

application, then you will have to
change the software via this inter-
face yourself. The PlC10F206 is

very sensitive to ESD. Mal<e sure
that you place C1 as close as poss-
ible to lC1.

!T:r ,
cp3=0

CP0=>100 ms Low

Before the microcontroller turns the relay
on, it first checl<s via CP1 whether the volt-
age is high enough (>24V). When the relay
is turned on this voltage will drop down
to 12 V. This is sufficient to l<eep the relay
energised.
It is possible that switching the relay on
causes the processor to be reset. This is

68

state. The functionality of the smart switch
is therefore not affected by the reset.
lf you intend to use the circuit as a twilight
or infrared switch, you will have to add
a little daughter board to connector K1 .

This connector, in addition to functioning
as the expansion connector, also serves as

programming interface: the PlC10F206

Software
The design of the software is very simple,
but can nevertheless be confusing because
it appears that three programs are running
simultaneously. The entire program just fits
inside the 512 bytes that are available in its
program memory.
As already discussed, there are 3 functions
implemented in the software: lR switch, twi-

o3-2o1o elektor
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Construction
To enable the circuit to be
made as compact as possible,

so that it could be built into
an adapter plug, for example,
requires that the majority of
components are SMD parts
(see Figure 2). This means
that the package for the PIC is

very small, but because of the
option of ICP (in-circuit pro-
gramming) via Kl, program-
ming need not be a problem.

The PCB is, incidentally, avail-
the signal age available to the 5-V regulator will drop able from www.ThePCBshop.com.

to 12 V when the relay is turned on. This is

more than enough to keep the relay ener- When using the countdown function, Ri,
. if the signal is High for 15 ms during the gised and also saves power. R3 and C3 are not fitted. These component

first 100 ms then countdown mode is The switching threshold of CP0 is around locations could potentially be used to fit the

light switch and countdown
switch. The program oper-
ates in the following order:

.lnitialisation;

. ESD recognition;

. Mode selection;

. lR switch, twilight switch
and countdown switch.

The software automatically
mal<es a selection between
these three programs depend-

ing on what is connected to K1 .

When the circuit is first turned on

on GP3 is checl<ed first:

selected. Once in count-
down mode the circuit will
stay in countdown mode
until a reset occurs.

. if the signal is Low after
100 ms and if it has not
been High for 15 ms during
these 100 ms then the soft-

the signal on GP0. lf CPO is Low
for more than 

.l 
00 ms then

the circuit will switch to twi-
light mode. Once in twilight
mode the circuit will stay in
that mode. ln infrared mode
CPO will never be Low for
more than 100 ms because
the serial communication sig-
nal from the remote control to
the TV consists of pulses that
are a few ms long at the most.
The signal from the twilight
LDR will never be shorter than
.100 

ms because of the electro-

lytic capacitor C1 1 (10 pF)that
was added for hysteresis.

Note that pin CP1 checks
whether at least 24 V is avail-

able. Only then can the relay
be switched on. At a mains
voltage of 230 VAC the volt-

elel<tor 03-2oio

Do NOT connecl the circuit lo tire nrains while programming. There is

a real risl< that the programrner or even the PC wiil be danraged.

two 5k6 resistors and a con-
nection to switch 51. ln lR and
twilight modes R2, R4, C4, D5

and D7 may be omitted.

By the way, S1 requires special
attention. For safety reasons a

class ll push button needs to

through the enclosure and acts
as the push button actuator.
It is also recommended to
mount the PCB with plas-
tic screws in a (plastic)
enclosure.

A final tip: to allow the cir-
cuit to be safely tested it
can also be powered from a

(lab) power supply instead of
directly from the mains.

(o8ozsz-l)

ware will switch to infrared mode. 2 V. The recommended LDR requires that be used here. These can, however, be hard
the potentiometer is set to about 80 l<. The to find and are physically quite large. A

Once in infrared mode the software can relay is switched off when CPO is High and practical solution is to mount a push but-
choose whether twilight mode needs to be is on when CPO is Low (and the voltage is ton inside the enclosure and attach a short
selected. To do this, the software checl<s >24V). plastic rod. This small rod then protrudes
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MrNr PROJECT

ByTon Ciesberts (Elektor Labs) based on an idea by Ludovic Meziere (France)

It's not always easy to reverse a car. There are some good reasons why rnodern cars are often fitted with

sensors that indicate when the rear bumper comes dangerously close to an object behind the car. The

circuit described here is the perfect sofution to make parking easier in fixed locations, such as in a garaEe.

Most people find it more difficult to reverse

a car than drive forwards. ln any case, it
is much tricl<ier to estimate how much
space there is between an object and the
rear bumper, and lool<ing behind you can

result in an unpleasant feeling in your neck.

A solution to this problem is the reversing
aid, which indicates how much further you

can drive bacl<wards without hitting any-
thing. The circuit presented here should be

mounted in a fixed position, for example on

the backwallof a garage. With the help of a

clearly positioned visual display you can tell
if you can reverse further without crashing
into a wall.

Principles
For the measurement of the distance we
use a special sensor made by Sharp, the

7o

CP2D120. The sensor measures the dis-
tance with the help of an lR LED that has a

wavelength of about 850 nm. The output
voltage of the sensor becomes less as the
distance increases.

The visual display of this 'radar' consists of
a number of LEDs that start to flash when
an object comes within range of the sensor.

The closer the object comes to the sensor,

the faster the LEDs will flash. A VCO (Volt-

age Controlled Oscillator) has been used to
implement this. The LEDs will turn on per-

manently when a minimum distance has

been reached.

Circuit diagram
As we mentioned earlier, the CP2D120
(MOD1) measures the distance and reduces

its output voltage as the distance to the
object (the car) becomes greater. The rela-

tionship isn't inversely proportional and nei-

ther is it linear, since the angle of reflection
changes less as the distance increases. ln

order to properly drive the following VCO

built around lC1B, the signal is first inverted
using lC1A. Preset P1 has been added to
shift the output voltage of lCl A such that
it comes completely within the operating
range ofthe VCO.

The VCO is turned on when T1 is made to
conduct. This is easily implemented by con-
necting the base resistor of T l to the out-
put of lC1A. To mal<e the LEDs light up con-
tinuously the output voltage of lCl A has to
be adjusted with Pl to be just under 0.5 V

while an object is held at the required mini-
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lC1 = MCP6004-l/P

BAT85 _
R12 I nra

Figure 1 . ln the circuit diagram we can see a few 'old fashioned' applications of opamps: an inverter and a comparator.

mum distance from the sensor. The VCO is

then turned off by T1 when the minimum
distance is reached.
The operation of the VCO is quite straight-
forward. C3 is charged via R3. (We're
assuming that T1 is turned on.) When
the voltage at the inverting input of lC1 B

becomes less than the voltage at the non-
inverting input, the output becomes high
and C3 is discharged via D1 and R4. The

threshold set by R5 and R6 determine the
operating range.
R8 has been chosen such that the hysteresis

is about 0.5 V. When the VCO is operating
the hysteresis is between 3.4 V and 3.9 V.

The maximum input voltage of the VCO is

then about 3 V. With the right settings - in
our prototype we set the voltage on the
wiper of P1 (pin 3 of lCl A) to 1 .45 V - this

elel<tor o3-zoro

covers the complete sensor output range.
The VCO has been designed in such a way
that the pulse width varies as well as the
frequency. At higher frequencies the larger
current through R3 will cause a larger cur-
rent to flow through R4, which means it will
take a bit longer before C3 becomes suffi-
ciently discharged to make the output of
lCl B switch state again.
The output voltage of the sensor is moni-
tored by opamp lC1D, which is configured
as a comparator. lts function is to make sure
that the LEDs start to flash with a minimum
frequency when an object comes within
range. P2 is used to adjust the voltage
across Rl 1 between 0.1 V and 0.32 V. At the
lowest setting of P2 the sensor appeared to
have a range of about 1 m. That was surpris-
ingly more than we expected because the

data sheet made us believe that the maxi-
mum range was only 30 cm (i foot). When
the voltage output of the sensor becomes
too low the output of lCl D becomes high
and D2 then prevents C3 from charging up.
The output of lCl B will then stay low. Once
the car has been parked, the LEDs stay on
for about 5 minutes before they're turned
off by lC1C.

lCl C is used to checl< if the LEDs are flash-
ing. When the output of lCl B is low, C4 will
be charged up quickly and the output of
lCl C stays high, blocl<ing D4. The LEDs will
now be off in all circumstances. lf the out-
put of lCl B stays high then C4 will slowly
discharge via R1 3. Finally, after about 5 min-
utes, the output of lCl C becomes low and

the base current of T2 is then diverted via
Schottl<y diode D4. The LEDs will now stay



Resistors

Rr,R2.R3.R14.R1 5 = 1 00kc}
R4,R7 = 22kO
R5 = 68kr,
R6 = 220kc)
R8 = 470kO
R9,R1 0 = 39kfl
Rl1 =2.7kfl
Rl2:1kf)
Rl3 = 1MA
Rl6,R1 7 = 4.7kA
Rl 8 = 1.5kO
R]9-R22=330A
P1,P2 = 1 00kf) preset (Piher)

Capacitors
Cl = i 00pF 25V, radial, lead pitch ?.5mm

(0.1") , diam.8mm max.
C2 = i 00nF MKT, lead pitch 5mm (0.2") or

7.5mm (0.3")
C3 = 4.7prF 63V, radial, lead pitch 2.5mm

(0.i "), diam. 6.3mm max.
C4 = 470pF 25V, radial, lead pitch 5mm {0.2"),

diam. 1Omm max.
C5 - 100nF ceramic, lead pitch 5mrn (0.2")
C6 = 1OpF 63V, radial, lead pitch 2.5mm (0.1"),

diam.6.3mm max.
C7 = 220t-rF 25V, radial, lead pitch 2.5rnm

(0.1"), diam. 8 mm max.

off until the car moves away again, when
the LEDs start flashing until the car moves
out of range.
Atthe maximum distancethe period of the
flashing LEDs is about 240 ms, with a pulse

width of 50 ms (D = 21%). Atthe minimum
distance the period is 160 ms, with a pulse

width of 95 ms (D = 59%). The change in fre-
quency from 4 Hzlo 6 Hz may not appear to
be much, but the change in the duty cycle
mal(es it much more noticeable.

Power supply and PCB
The sensor and the circuit built around the
opamps are powered by a 78105. A zener
diode has been added to the input of the

Semiconductors
D]-D4 = BAT85

D5-D24 = LED, 5mm, red, low current
D25 = LED, green, 5mm, low current
D26 = zener diode 3.6V 1.3W
T1 = BC55OC

T2 = 8D139
lc'l = MCP6004-llP (Farnell # 1605571)
tc2 = 78105

regulator to keep its dissipation to a mini-
mum. Otherwise there would be 7 V across
the small regulator, for no good reason. The
LEDs are powered directly from the mains
adapter. With a mains adapter of 12 V you
can connect five red LEDs in series without
any problems. The current consumption in
stand-by (no reflection) is 39 mA. With all
the LEDS turned on 76 mA is drawn.
For this circuit a small single sided PCB has

been designed, which consists of two parts.
The PCB artwork can be downloaded from
the Elel<tor website [1 ]. The LEDs have been
l<ept separate so that they can be mounted
in a clearly visible position. The sensor and
the rest of the circuit can then be mounted

Figure 2. The layout of the relatively small boards makes them appear fairly
crowded. However, due to the use of through-hole components the soldering

shouldn't cause any difficulties.

Miscellaneous

K1,f\,1OD.1 = 3-pin 5lL pinheader
K2 = 3-pin right angled 5lL pinheader
[4OD.l (not on PCB) = CP2D120 (Farnell #

97078s9)
2 pcs PCB solder pin, diam. 1.3mm
3 pcs BPH-002T-P0"5S, JST BPH-002T-P0.55

(Farnell # 361 72.10)
PHR-3, JST PHR-3 (Farnell # 361 61 98)
Socket for 3-pin 5lL header
PCB # 090184,',t

in the most suitable location. Headers have
been used for the connection between the
two boards. On the LED side a right-angled
version is most suitable. With the appropri-
ate socl<ets you can mal(e an easily main-
tainable connection between the boards.
The sensor made by Sharp can also be con-
nected via a pin-header. The sensor itself
has to be connected using a special 3-pin
socket with a lead pitch of 2 mm, made by

JST (Japan Solderless Terminals).
(o9or84-l)
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For the quad opamp we've selected an inexpensive rail-to-railversion made by Microchip, the MCP6004-|/P, which is perfect for this appli-

cation. The opamp specifications that have to be considered for this circuit are not the bandwidth, slew-rate or output current for a change,

but the maximum differential input voltage. We're using two opamps as comparators, which means that the voltage difference between the

two inputs could be several volts. The opamp used here can cope with a voltage difference that is equaIto the supply voltage. This supply

voltage can be between 
.l 

.8 V and 5.5 V (7 V is the absolute maximum).

ln many rail-to-rail opamps there are protective diodes connected in anti-parallel between the inputs, which n-leans the rnaximum differential

input vcltage rnay only be 1 V" ln theory our circuit could also use these opamps. For this reason R9 has been added to the invertlng input of
lC1 D. As an example" we tried using a TS924lN. What goes wrong in this case is that the two inputs of the comparators affect each other. The

time canstant of C4 and Rl 3 turns out to be lower because of the addition of R1 4 and R1 5.

o3-201o elel<tor



Tener diode tester

By Jean Herman (Belgium)

The instrument described here lets you
checl< that zener diodes up to 200 V are

worl<ing correctly, and it lets you find out the
reverse breal<down voltage of an unknown
zener diode (note that zener diodes are
only called zeners from 2 V to 5.6 V - those
above 5.6 V ought strictly speal<ing to be
referred to as'avalanche diodes', as the
avalanche effect then becomes predomi-
nant) The voltage stability of a zener diode
depends on its internal resistance and its
temperature coefficient. lt's for this reason
that this tester lets you measure them at
various currents.
The internal resistance can be calculated
from R,*, = dvldl. The d/ is achieved by sub-
jecting the diode under test to two dif-
ferent currents (e.9. i 0 mA and 5 mA). d/
is the difference between these two cur-
rents (= 5 mA). By measuring the voltage
in both cases (let's say 6.6 V and 6.3 V), we
can determine dV (6.6 V - 6.3 V = 0.3 V)
and hence calculate the value of R,^,

(0.3/0.00s = 60 o).
A zener diode's temperature coefficient

elel<tor o3-2oro
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depends on its reverse voltage. For a diode
of less than around 5.6 V, the temperature
coefficient is negative, around 5.6 V it is

zero, and above 5.6 V it is positive (not for
all device brands). We can determine it by
measuring the voltage across the diode
and the diode's temperature with a con-
stant current (1 0 mA) passing through the
diode.
The device has two voltage ranges, 0-20 V
and 0-200 V, which requires at least two
different transformers. To generate the
required voltage differences, we have three
small standard transformers. Transformer
TR3 is only used to provide a 5 V dc supply
for the digital voltmeter module.
Switch 52 (A to D) is the 4-gang voltage
range selector, and also has a central'off'
position.

20 V position
TransformerTRl feeds a bridge rectifiervia
the 20 V position of S2.A. This produces a

DCvoltage ofaround 32 V. The BD244tran-
sistor is wired as a constant current genera-

tor. Switch 51.A changes the emitter resis-
tor in order to generate three different cur-

DESICN TIPS

rents: 5 mA, 'l 0 mA, and 50 mA. The current
generated by the 8D244 can be calculated
roughly as:

/.orr, = Vz(3.4V) - Vr, (0.6V) /emitter
resistor

A 20 V zener diode (select on test) limits
the output voltage to 20 V (or if possible to
19.9 V) so as to avoid saturating the digital
voltmeter. A 1N4007 diode in series with
the current generator output avoids short-
ing out the measurement circuitry. ln this
case, 52.C is also in the 20 V position.

200 V position
Switch 52.A redirects the 24 V AC voltage
to transformer TR2, which steps the voltage
up from 24Y to 230 V. This is just an ordi-
nary 230 V l24V 5 VA transformer. The
bridge rectifier here produces a DC voltage
of around 250 V. The BF470 transistor is also

wired as a constant current generator. lt's
not easy to find high-voltage PNP transis-
tors - the 8F470 is a type used as a video
driver for CRTs. Here again, switch S.l .B this
time changes the emitter resistor in order
to generate three different currents: 1 mA,
5 mA, and 10 mA (see calculation above).
These currents are lower, as the diodes have

a higher voltage. But at 10 mA and 200 V,

that still means the 8F470 transistor has to
dissipate 2 W with the output shorted - i.e.

fora200Vzener.

0 V position
Note that selector 52 also has a middle posi-

tion where nothing is switched.

With this device, you can also test the insu-
lation of ordinary diode, as well as gas regu-
lator tubes lil<e the OA2, OB2, etc. and VDR

varistors (some are polarised). The meas-
urement accuracy of the voltmeterwill give
the true value ofthe zener voltage and the
temperature drift of the device voltage.

Selector S2.D changes the module's decimal
point position between 19.99 V and 199.9 V

- though the sensitivity always stays the
same at 199.9 mV. Don't forget to remove
the solder bridge which is fitted by default
on the voltmeter module's P3.

(o9ot8t )
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After last month's curious format using the character set r through C we're bacl< to normal again with the

Elel<tor Hexadolcu challenge. Cracl< the puzzle, send the hexadecimal numbers in the grey boxes to us and

you automatically enter the prize draw for four Elel<tor Shop vouchers. Have fun!

The instructions for this puzzle are straightforward. Fully geared to
electronics fans and programmers, the Hexadoku puzzle employs
the hexadecimal range 0 through F. ln the diagram composed of
16 x 16 boxes, enter numbers such that all hexadecimal numbers
0 through F (that's 0-9 and A-F) occur once only in each row, once

in each column and in each of the 4x4 boxes (marked by the thicker
black lines). A number of clues are given in the puzzle and these
determine the start situation. Correct entries received enter a draw
for a main prize and three lesser prizes. Allyou need to do is send us

the numbers in the grey boxes.

Correct solutions received from the entire Elektor readership automa- Before April 1, 2010, send your solution (the numbers in the grey

tically enter a prize draw for one Elektor Shop voucher worth f 80.00 boxes) by email, fax or post to
and three Elektor Shop Vouchers worth f 40.00 each, which should Elel<tor Hexadol<u _ 1000, Great West Road _ Brentford TWg 9HH
encourage all Elektor readers to participate. 

United Kingdom.

Fax(+4412082614447 Email:hexadol<u@elel<tor.com

Prize winners
The solution oftheJanuary 201 0 Hexadoku is: 26FB4.

The E-blocks Starter Kit Professional goes to: Martin Mtiller (Switzerland).
An Elel<tor SHOP voucher goes to: Jean Philippe Poket (Belgium); Jean Pierre Vandecandelaere (Belgium);

Raimund P. Neubauer (Switzerland).

Congratulations everybody!

(c) PzL..an

The competition is not open to employees of Elektor lnternational l\y'edia, its business partners and/or associated publishing houses.
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1 3 8 D 4 E B

4 6 0 F C 3 I A 8

3 6 0 C 2 7 B F E

8 E B 5 4 F I C

7 1 0 2 6 F D 5 A
8 D B 7 4 1 0 3 E

2 3 D C 4 B

C B E 1 0 8

2 8 1 B C 5 9 F D

B 7 0 6 E A D 8 C

1 B D 7 2 A
E A F 0 5

3 2 5 8 0 7 1 B 9

9 D 4 E

1 7 A 9 4

0 5 c 3 D F 6 1 7 2

4 I E 7 C B F 3 2 5 D A B 0 1 6

1 5 2 C I 4 A b 0 7 B F E 8 D 3

6 D 0 3 B E 1 7 c 4 o I F 5 A 2

8 B A F D 2 5 0 E 3 1 b 9 7 4 C

0 4 C I F 6 3 E D B 5 7 8 A 2 1

B 6 F 5 4 0 B I A 1 2 3 C D 7 E

7 8 e
rJ 1 5 D 2 A b E F C 4 B I 0

2 A D E 1 7 C B 4 9 8 0 6 3 F 5

A 0 B 4 3 1 I C F 8 E 5 D 2 b 7

D C 5 z, 6: F 4, 7 A 3 I 0 1 E 8

I 3 7 8 E 5 0 2 1 D 6 4 A c B F

E F 1 6 7 A D 8 B C 0 2 3 I 5 4

F 7 6 B 0 C 4 D 3 2 A 1 5 E 8 o

C 2 I 0 A B 7 5 8 b 4 E 1 F 3 D

3 E 8 A 2 I b 1 5 F C D 7 4 0 B

5 1 4 D 8 3 E F I 0 7 B 2 b C A
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RETRONICS

When I first laid eyes on these two black boxes (see lead photo), I

l<new one thing right away: this is quality equipment, and it must
be preserved. Along with a few colleagues from worl<, lwas wall<ing
through the nearly empty building. Anyone who found something
he liked could keep it; everything else was destined for the skip. I

knew for sure that this wouldn't happen with these two items, but
that's all I l<new for sure.
The building was built in the heyday of the company, around forty
years ago and far before my time. These two black boxes - only the
front panel is black; the rest of the enclosure is mahogany - were
in the storage area in the attic. I had never seen them before in the
twelve years that I worked there.
What were they actually? They looked lil<e adjustable resistor boxes,

butwhy was the larger one labelled 'Compensator'? OK, a compen-
sator compensates for something, but what, why, and how? None of
my colleagues had ever used them. The only thing I could do was to
open them up. I started with the smaller one, which was very easy

Two Black Boxes
By Rolf Blijleven (The Netherlands)

to open. What I saw inside (Figure 1) reminded me of the stories of
Jules Verne, from the pioneering days of electricity. lt was indeed a

resistor box, with a rotary switch for selecting individual values and
two potentiometers. lt had to be at least forty years old, but there
wasn't even a trace of corrosion. Now that's quality!

It didn't tal<e long to trace the circuit diagram (Fig-
ure 2), but I also wanted to know what
it did, so I hooked it up and made some
measurements. lt turned out to be an

adjustable resistor with a range of 150
to 200 ohms. The selector switch has

steps of 4 ohms, and variable resistor
ll has a range of 6 ohms. As you can
see already from the diagram, variable
resistor lll does not have a remarkably
large range, but 60 pO is rather tiny.
Why was this necessary?
It took a bit of historical investigation to

find the answer to this question. The larger
box also proved to contain outstanding handiworl< (Figure 3), but
it was clearly a much more complex device. The conductors were
not readily visible, but there were again selector switches, a sliding
contact and some switches, but above all many terminal bushes.
Connecting a power supply and mal<ing a few random measure-
ments didn't seem like a good idea, but what should I do?
The label said 'Compensator'. My textbook from my technical col-
lege days said that compensators could be used to make highly
accurate measurements under zero-load conditions, but they had
been rendered redundant by multimeters. Coogle also had nothing
to say on the subject, which in itself says a lot.
Finally I found the answer in a book in the technology section at
De Slegte, a Dutch bookstore chain specialising in second-hand
and remaindered bool<s. lt had a description of the'compensation
device', including a schematic diagram that matched the diagram
of my unit (Figure 4). Eurel<a! How old was this book? I looked in the

I
F
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front: published in Delft - in 1902! I hadn't expected that I would
have to go so far back in time. This isn't retronics, it's retro-electrics!
However, its operation was clearly explained.
Conductor AB is a long wire with a high resistance, to which a volt-
age E is applied (Figure  ). The two voltages to be compared (E1

and E2) are connected as indicated in the diagram, and 51 is a move-
able contact. Using this arrangement, you can determine the two
points P1 and P2 (corresponding to the voltages E'l and E2) where
no current flows through the meter clrcuit. Then you have:

El _ resistance ofAP,
E2 resistance of AP2

The ratio of the resistances is the same as the ratio of the lengths.
Now suppose you replace one section of the wire with a resistor
box. lf you adjust point C to zero the meter, this also affects the
resistance of conductor AB, but if you connect two identical resis-
tor boxes in series with point C between them, you can zero the
meter while maintaining the total resistance constant by reducing
the resistance ofone box and increasing the resistance ofthe other
box by the same amount. Although this is a simple procedure, it is
prone to error. According to my book from 1 902, with a compensa-
tor'the mutually compensating adjustment of the two resistances
takes place automatically, so the resistance between the two end
terminals is always constant. lf you examine the current flow in Fig-
ure 5, you can see immediately that regardless of how the l<nobs are
set, the resistance between terminals +B and -B remains constant

RETRONICS

at 14999.9 Q, while any desired resistance from 0.1 to 14999.9 a
can be set between points +D and -D; the numbers next to the
knobs indicate directly the value of this resistance.' A marvel of
ingenuity!
Further on in the same book I discovered the purpose ofthe preci-
sion resistance: it was used 'to obtain an accurately l<nown current,
necessary for the calibration of some types of equipment'. This fit-
ted with the origin of these instruments: the former owner manu-
factured gas analysers, and they need to be calibrated at regular
intervals (even today).
With regard to the instrument manufacturer, the physicist Dr Caro-
line Emilie Bleel<er was the first person in the Netherlands to estab-
lish a physics consulting firm (in 1930). This led to the founding of
an instrument factory that produced optical, electrical and medical
instruments. lts history is a separate story, but in conclusion lwould
like to quote a couple of sentences from Bleeker herself, from a staff
newsletter published in May 1948:
'Everybody contributes to all of the instruments. lFor mony yeors,
she performed the flnal inspections herself - RB] The one may mal<e

more difficult components than the other, but every component is

important, and only if everyone does their own work as well as pos-
sible can we collectively produce something. The instruments that
bear the name of our factory may perhaps still be there when we
have passed away, and then they will bear testimony to how we did
our work.' How right she was!

(ogogql)

+

Retronics is o monthly
requests ore welcomed;
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All articles from Elektor Volume 2009 on DVD-ROM

DVD Elektor 2009
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DVD Elektor
1990 through 1999
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Elektor Electronics magazine (PDF). The
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trollers, dimmers, etc.). ln addition to opti-

cal systems, light detectors, hardware,

etc., this DVD also addresses the main

shortcoming of power LEDs: heating. This

DVD contains several Elektor articles
(more than 1 00) on the subject of LEDs.

tsBN 978-90-5381-245-7

t28.50 . U5 546.00

Bestseller!



Look into the electronics of eco-power

$FnpetEe* * H*r* -ffi il*rff r-$e;x $
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This book is a sequel to Your own Eco

Electricol Home Power System and goes

deeper into the electronics of photovol-

taic and thermal solartechnologies, wind

power conversion, inverter circuits, and

loads such as electronic lighting. Power

electronics circuit theory is presented

while analyzing commercial circuits,

including little-known converters and

subtleties such as snubbers and leakage

inductance. The book also offers in-depth

coverage of power system strategizing

for optimal efficiency and utility, inclu-

ding a 170 V DC bus, commercial solar

j charger design with detailed circuit
i exolanations. wind oenerator electricI'
i machine electromechanical theory, wind

i converterdesign requirements and the

! series-Lzero-current-switchingconverter
I

, and oower suoolies found inside loads

! connected to home power systems and

I their ootential oroblems and conse-I'I cuences for inverters.I'
I
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Home electric power

Ymus r #qqrffi mq:#-HE e**r$cm fi

F{*rs'Be Faluqler Sysffern
This book provides the semi-technical,

power-conscious homeowner a place to

begin in the questfor homeelectric power.

Both the essential principles and detailed

information on how to build or maintain a

home electric system off the utility grid

are presented in an easy-going style. This

booklet will help you to safeguard or de-

velop yourown home electricity supply. lt
contains step-by-step calculations, practi-

cal details, examples and much more.

E* p;r$*ri . t$BhiS?S-*-t#5;!*5 8}''s

fl]#.5{"} . tJS s:i.i"?S

Several case studies included

$$8f, flmm$ch**$q ff#n"

V$ n*Nm $ $ ffi sff s'N r*{*mE*t€q:ss*

The software simulation of gauges, con-

trol-l<nobs, meters and indicators which

behavejust like real hardware components

on a PC's screen is known as virtual instru-

mentation. ln this book, the Delphi pro-

gram is used to createthese mimics and PIC

based external sensors are connected via a

U5B/R5232 convertercommunication link

to a PC. Case studies ofvirtual instruments

are detailed including a compass, an oscillo-

scope, a digital and analogue thermometer

and virtual displays for cars and aircraft.

i64 pag*s - iSBl'J *1,3'S-$*5?05-fi4-;
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Modern technology for everyone

FPGA Course
FPCAs have established a firm position in

the modern electronics designer's toolkit.

Until recently, these 'super components'

were practically reserved for specialists in

high-tech companies. The nine lessons on

this courseware CD-ROM are a step by

step guide to the world of Field Program-

mable Cate Array technology. Subjects

covered include notjust digital logic and

bus systems but also building an FPGA

webserver, a 4-channel multimeter and a

USB controller. The CD also contains PCB

layout files in pdf format, a Quartus man-

ual, project software and various supple-

mentary instructions.

rsBN 978-90-5381 -225-9

fl4.50 . US 523,40

Completely updated

Elektor's Components
Database 5
The program package consists of eightdata-

banks covering lCs, germanium and silicon

transistors, FETs, diodes, thyristors, triacs

and optocouplers. A further eleven applica-

tions cover the calculation of, for example,

LED series droppers, zenerdiode series resis-

tors,voltage regulators and AMVs. Acolour

band decoder is included for determining

resistorand inductorvalues. ECD 5 gives in-

stant access to data on more than 69,000

components. All databank applications are

fully interactive, allowing the userto add,

edit and complete component data.

rsBN 978-90-5381 -1 59-7

124.90 . U5 540.20
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SHOP Boor(s, cD-RoMs, DVDs, Krrs & MoDULES

Circuit design and programming

{+ n= g: tefr m $} r{+ {:f, gf # $ $"fl?ff il}s+,{ n'* -
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This book covers both hardware and soft-

ware aspects of designing typical embed-

ded systems based on personal computers

running the Windows operating system.

It's use of modern techniques in detailed,

numerous examples has been designed

to show clearly how straightforward it can

be to create the interfaces between digital

and analog electronics, programming and

Web-design. Readers are encouraged by

examples to program with ease; the book

provides clear guidelines as to the appropri-

ate programming techniques "on the fly".

J$) p+qes - i$ffitu g;3"ft"?ti$;{!;q-?*'8

m;*"s{} ' u-s $4s.#*

Learn more about C# programming and .NET

fl# H#{}ffi #$Td "ruHT'

F*"$#fi"#srqffit$ffi#
This book is aimed at Engineers and Scien-

tistswho want to learn about the.NET en-

vironment and C# programming or who

have an interest in interfacing hardwareto

a PC. The book covers the Visual Studio

2008 development environment, the .NET

framework and C# programming language

from data types and program flowto more

advanced concepts including object ori-

ented programming.

i4$ p*g*s - i:;lJ$l .i}?ft-ii.+il$/S$".Si"i
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(February 201 0)

A variety of remote control devices for
Winamp and other PC-based media pla-

yers have been available for a good while.

All of these systems have one thing in

common, which is that they are limited to

buttons or keys or use virtual progress

bars on the computer monitor. lf you want

to have a complete hardware interface

unitwith the same level of sophistication

as the virtual Winamp design, you need a

physical progress bar. ln this project a

small ATmega microcontroller uses the

USB interface to provide a bidirectional

link between the Winamp software and a

hardware studio fader, which acts as a

combined indicator and entry device.

Kil of parts, including PCB

't';,::,1,1-t,,,1,,,,..:;::,',:,',:'lll::::.'.i,1'ii';.,;:

1..:, i.a:,La.., I r ',,..::.::, 
t:.. ttl,., lt :,

(January 201 0)

A MIAC is an industrial programmable lo-

gic controller (PLC) that can be used in a

wide variety of electronic systems. lnter-

nally it has a powerful 1 8F4455 PIC micro-

controller which is connected d irectly to

a USB port. As a result it can be easily pro-

grammed using either Flowcode, C or as-

sembly. The article in Elel<tor's January
201 0 issue shows how to implementate

a simple home automation system with
an alarm by using three MlACs.

Populoled PCB in enclosure

| 
': 
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(December 2009)

Elel<tor's Software Defined Radio (SDR)is

deservedly popular. The performance of
a receiver depends to a large extent on its

input filters. A selective input circuit im-

proves antenna matching and immunity

to interference from other strong signals.

This preselector allows the use of up to

four fi lters, tuned under software control

using varicap diodes. Atuned loop anten-

na is also described that lets you use our

SDR without an outdoor antenna.

Kit of porfs, contoins portly populoted

boord, coil formers, ferrite rod with coils

'i,'..,ii,1,1.')/',,',;,.:':t,''r,:i,.,;::i'l:,|llr,

(September 2009)

The compact OBD2 Analyser in the June
2007 issue was an enormous success -
not surprisinq for an affordable handheld

onboard diagnostics device with auto-

matic protocol recognition and error

codes explained in plain language. Now

enhanced with a graphical display, Cortex

M3 processor and an Open Source user

interface, the next generation of Elel<tor's

standalone analyser sets new standards

for a DIY OBD2 project. The key advan-

tage of this OBD2 Analyser NC is that it's

self-contained and can plug into any

OBD diagnostic port.

Kit of pons including DXM Module, PCB

SMD-prefitted, cose, mounting materiols

ond coble
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March 201 0 (No.399) us$

+++ + + Product Shortlist March:5ee www.elektor.com

February 201 0 {No.398)

BatteryChecker

07 1 131 -41.... ATmega32-1 6PU, programmed ............................... 1 7.80.

071131-71....Kitofpa.ts,exc|.enc|osure.....................................wuiw.ek

Winamp Controller

090531-71 .... Kitofparts........ 89.00.....143.60

The ATMl8 Radio Computer

0907 40-7 1.... PCB wi th Si4734/3 5 radio IC ready

mounted and tested............................ 21 .50.,,.,,.44.40

lanuary 2010 (No. 397)

USB Magic Eye

090788-'l......Printedcircuitboard...... ...............9.90.......16.00

090788-41 .... ATtiny231 3-20PU, programmed ................................ 9.90....... 1 6.00

MIAC for Home Automation

090278-91....PopulatedPCBinenclosure.............. 154.00.....248.40

Dimmerwitha Micro

09031 5-41 .... PlCl 2F629A, programmed..............

December 2009 (No. 396)

Preselector for Elektor SDR

09061 5-71 .... Kit of parts. contains partly populated board,

coil formers, ferrite rod with coi1s......... ..................... 47 .00.....,.75.90

Top-of-the-Bill tights Sequencer

090 I 25- 1 ....., PCB. bare (master module)....................................... 1 0.80....... I 7.50

090125-2....., PCB. bare (lamp module)................. 2.30.........3.80

0901 25-41 .... Controller (PlC1 8F2550)

formain PCB, programmed.............,.., 14.50.......21.40

0901 25-42 .... Controller (PlCl 2F508-USN)

for lamp unit, pr0grammed.................

The Vikings Are Comingl

080948-71 .... Kit of parts: bare PCB and

bluetooth module BIM222 ......................................23.70.......38.30

Minimalistic Time Switch

090823-41....P|C12F683-I/SN,programmed........ 6.50.......10.50

November 2009 {No.395}

SolderStation 'Plus'

090022-41.... PlCl 8F4520, programmed.............. 1 1 .50....... I 8.60

AVR-Max Chess Computer

08.1101-1.....Printedcircuitboard,...................... 12.90.......20.90

081101-4l....ProgrammedcontrollerATmega88. 11.50.......18.60

081 I 01-71 .... Kitotparts incl. PCB,

proqrammed controller and components.,

R32C Web Server

080082-71 .,.. Application Board with SIVD parts prefitted.

plus all other components .................... 1 24.50.....200.90

080928-91 .... R32CStarter Kit: processorboard populated

and tested, Toolchain on CD ..................................... 27.00.......43.60

090607'7 1 .... PCB, populated and tested WlZ8l 2[4J module

with W5100 chip...

Octobef2009 {No.394}

Pocket Preamp

080218-1 1.... Kit of parts ........ 65.00.....1 04.90

Digital Barometric Altimeter

0804M-41 .... P|C18F2423. programmed..........,... 1 5.00.......24.20

September 2009 {No. 393}

R32CApplication Board

080082-71 .... Kit oI parts including Application Board with

SMD parts prefitted, plus all other components ...... 1 24.50.....200.90

080928-91 .... R32C Starterkit: Processor board populated

and tested, Toolchain on CD ................ 2l .00.......43.60
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COMINC ATTRACTIONS IVEXI MONTH IN ELEKTOR

SMD Tweezers

Sure, SM D parts are widely used and accepted for high volume production, but increasingly
in prototypes and DIY projects also. In view of the small size, it's useful to have purpose
designed tweezers available for manual positioning of these tiny parts. Several ingenious
test instruments are on the marl<et that allow the value of the SM D part to be 'seen' while
you hold it in the tweezers. For the April zoro issue we've tested a number of these tools,
including all-in-one SMD tweezers as well as meters with a separate pair of tweezers.

Universal Benchtop Supply
An adjustable power supply is a must-have instrument if you're serious about your experi-
ments in the electronics lab - preferably a symmetrical supply, with clear meters for out-
put current and voltage. Our small switch-mode supply allows these wishes to come true
fairly easily. The circuit supplies o to z5 V at up to 3 A with voltage and current controls.
Depending on your requirements, eitherone ortwo boards can be builtfora benchtop
supply with single or dual output supplies.

Wireless OBD-z Analyser
The 'OBD Analyser NG' published last September is a great tool for extracting data and
fault conditions from motor vehicles. Now we present an extension to this module that
allows the control and readout of OBD data to be handled wirelessly from a laptop PC.

This allows vehicle data to be captured and logged in a file while driving.

.

\,^.te regret thst 'ATM1B VlsiOLED" taulrl not he published it1 the Morch 2aro issue cs plcnned.

t\.ti{le titles ond mogazifte .ontents subjett to thange; pletse rheck the Magazine tab an www.ek:ktor.cam
ElektotUKlELlrapeaneditbn:onscleMarthtS,zatts. ElektarUSAediti!)n:p\blishedNlarclsrt.zoto.

All magazine articles bacl< to volume 20oo are available online in pdf format. The article summary and parts list (if applicable) can be

instantly viewed to help you positively identify an article. Article related items are also shown, including software downloads, circuit

may also be downloaded.boards, programmed lCs and corrections and updates if applicable. Complete magazine issues

ln the Elektor Shop you'll find all other products sold by the

publishers, lil<e CD-ROMs, DVDs, kits, modules, equipment,

tools and bool<s. A powerful search function allows you to

search for items and references across the entire website.

Also on the Elektor website:
o Electronics news and Elel<tor announcements

o Readers Forum

o PCB, software and e-magazine downloads

r Time limited offers

r FAQ, Author Guidelines and Contact
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Description

Practical Eco-Electrical
Home Power Electronics

Your own Eco-Electrical
Home Power

Prices and item descriptions subject to change.
The publishers reserve the right to change prices
without prior notification. Prices and item descriptions
shown here supersede those in previous issues. E. & O.E.

Price each Qty. Total Order Code

sub-total

P&P

Total poid

n
n
n
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METHOD OF PAYMENT
(see reverse before ticl<ing as appropriate)

Bank transfer

Cheque
(UK-resident customers ONLY)

Giro transfer

ffi;@
Expiry date:

Verification code:

Please send this order form to*
(see reverse for conditions)

Elekton
Regus Brentford

1000 Creat West Road

Brentford TW8 9HH

United Kingdom

Tel.: +44 208261 4509
Fax: +44 2A 8261 4447
www.elektor.conr
sales(@elekto r.com

'USA and Canadn residents should use $ prices,
and send the order form to:
Elektor Us
4 Park Street
Vernon C] 06066
USA
Phone;860-875'2199
Fax: 86{:}-87 1 -041 1

t-mail: sales@elektor.conl

Address + Post code

Emoil

Siqnoture

Yes, I am taking out an anmual subscription
to Elektor and receive a free
zGB MP3 player..

lwould like:

I Standard Subscription (11 issues] :,

I Subscription-Plus (aG
(1 1 issues plus the Elektor Volume 2010 DVD-ROM \/-
+ exclusive access to www.elektor-plus.com)

r Offer ovoiloble to Subscribers who hove not held o subscription
to Elektor during the lost 12 months. Offer subjectto ovoilobility.
See reverse for rotes ond conditions.

METHOD OF PAYMENT
(see reverse before ticking as appropriate)

fl aank transfer

Cheque
(UK-resident customers ONLY)

Giro transfern
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Fax: +44 2A 5261 4447
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